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The sessioa

was

AMERICAN BOARD.

resumed at

3£

p.

m.

at

the

City Hail, the Vice President, Hon. Wm. E.
Dodge, in the chair.
The question on the adoption of the
report of
the committee on the Western Turkey Mis-

NOTICES.

sion was taken np.
A resolution introduced by Rev. Henry T.
Cheever of Worcester, Mass., touching the

securing of protection, freedom and security
to the Christians in Turkey was considered,
and referred to-ether with the report, to the
take such action as they should
deem best.
Mr. Cheeyer followed his resolution with remarks, and the reading of a letter
from a corporate member ef the Board in
Worcester.
Dr. Hamlin subsequently re ported, in behalf of the committee that. for the reason

committee,

For Sale this Week,
$15.50 Dolmans lor $12.50,
warranted ail wool and guaranteed
to In ex< r» good bargaiua, cloth

to

which he explained, they did not recommend
the proposed amendment, and the report was
accepted, and the resolution t« appoint a committee to whom the subject shall be referred,
with power to confer with the Prudential Com.
mittee and others, and if necessary to appoint

bom Jit at reduced price early in
llm s* iison and made up in dnll
time. Wo oiler fine garments considerably under price. O'lier price
Dolmans also marked low to compare v ith these.

commission to go upou the ground, and as.
certain all the facts in the case, and report at
the next annnal meeting of the Beard, was
a

adopted.

CLOCKS,

PLACE

AND

PREACHER OF

THU NEXT MEETING.

Rev. Dr. Quint of Dover, N. H., chairman
of the committee to whom this subject was re-

JACKETS,

ferred, reported that the Board meet at
Detroit, Michigan. Preacher—Rev. Wm. M.
Barbour, D. D.; Alternate—Rev. A. L. Chapiu
of Beloit, Wis.

COATS,

TESTERS,

Rev. Dr. Parsons of Detroit with mnch
animation and heartiness spoke of the readi~
ness of all denominations in that
city to wel'

and all the new style garments received now every day.
Any garme t made to measure wien ordered.

the Board next year, and cordially extended an invitatiou to its President, Vice

come

President, officers, members

and friends to be

present.
JAPAN MISSION.

Rev. Edward W. Gilman, D. D., of New
York, in behalf of the oonamittee on this mission presented their report, which was adopted

SACKS

by the

Boaid.
The report referred to the steady progres
and enlargement which has characterized the
year aB a cause of devout thanks to the head
of the church.
There was an addition of 25
per cent, to the enrolled communicants. Host
of the eighteen churches are self-supperting.
The Japanese gave 810,000 for church and
mission work, and fer educational purposes.

$4.25, $5

00 and $5.50
to make, all marked down to only
$3.00, chiefly in large s'zes.

oct4

A

member of the Prudential Committee, and
they would recommend the adoption of the
following minute:
This Boa d deeply regrets losing the services
of one, who for more than a quarter of a century lies, in different official relations, served
it n faithfUily and efficiently. We would also
assure him cf oar
tender sympathy and our
warm Christian
regards and would commend
him to the abuadaut grace of the God of Missions, and to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
The miaute was adopted.
The committee reported the following as
officers of the Board for the ensuing year:
President—Her. Mark Hopkins, D. D
LL. D.
Vice President—Hon. William E Dodge.
Prudential Committee— Augustus C. Thomson, D. D., Hon. Alpheus Hardy. Ezra Farnsworth, Esq., J. Russell Bradford, E-q., Hnn
Joseph 8. Ropes, Prof. Egbert C. Smyth, Edwin B. Webb, D.
D., C. 0. Burr, Esq Elbridgo Torrey, Esq., Rer. Albert H. Plumb,

Auditors- Hon. Avery Piumer, Hon. Arthur W. Tufts, Jamas M. Gordon, Esq.
The Board proceeded to ballot for eflicers.
Rev. Drs. E. W. Gilman and A. L. Chapin,
being appointed tellers to reoeivo and report
the votes.
The above named were declared elected.
The committee on new members
consisting
of Charles H. Case, Esq., Hon. S. S.
Hastings,
Hon. Win. Hyde, Rev. Edward Hawes, D. D.,
A. D. Lockwoed, Esq., Rev. John O. Fiske,
D. D., reported the resignation of some of the

NRW

reco

n-

new

CORPORATE MEMBERS.

Rev H. A. Hazen of Connecticut.
Prof. Samuel Harris, D. D., Connecticut,
Deacon Elbert R Munroe. Connecticut.
Rav. Geo Mooar, D. D California.
Dr. Bank Russell, Ohio.
Prof. Judsou Smith, D. D., Ohio.
Rev. Geo. H. White, Iowa.
Hon. President James R. Angell, LL. D.
Rev, A. J. F. Behrens, D. D Rhode Island.
Hon. Robert R. Bishop, New Center, Mass
President Franklin Carter, LL D., Mass.
Hon. James White, Mass.
Dr. Means reported the following:
RESPONSE TO TEE GREETINGS OF

CALIFORNIA.
Portland, Me., Ont. 6, 1882.
To Rsv. Samuel A. Chapin, Moderator of
General Association of Congregational Churches of California at San FranciBco. Cal.
The American Board assembled at its annual
meeting, returns hearty greetings to the General Association of California, and desires for
them the blessinrs of 2 These. 2:16, 17. “Now
our Lord Jesos Christ, himself, and
God, even
our Father, which hath loved us, and hath
given us everlasting consolation, and good
hope through grace, comfort your hearts, and
stablish in every good word and work.”
Mark Hopkins, President.
(Signed)
The Board look a recess to 7.30 evening

The wonderful demand for the Holy Scriptures, and the circulation of 500,000 pages of

snd3t

A. Stim-

raended the election of the following
members, and they were chosen.

EVENING SESTION.

religious truth, issued by the Japanese Gospel

Publishing Society, were referred to, all indicating the mental activity of the people, and
the prevailing spirit of enquiry, emphasising

Visitors in Portland
Should

purchase

illustrated
Portland

the imnortanoe of using the present opportunity to put the Gospel, in its purity and power,
before a nation which, after leng seclusion
from contact with Christianity, is now so soon
to decide the great qnestion of its allegiance to
the kingdom of our Lord.

an

of

copy

and Vicin-

ity, published by Loring, Short & Harmon,
474
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MARATRA MISSION.

Rev. Dr. Waioottof Cleveland, Ohio, chairman of the committee on this mission, reported thatthis was one of the oldest missiors of
the Board. It had commemorated its job lee
and enters upon its second half century nndvr

street,

opp. Preble Houser
oc3

dlw*n

happy auspices.

It is

feature of special
interest and encouragement that so many of
the sons and daughters of its former missionaries are now connected with it.
* 1
\Ve rejoice in the belief that the good seed
which has been sown will continue to bear
frnit, and that the churches of this mission
will go down the ages, increasing in nnmbera
and in spiritnal strength, to meet the Lord at
most

a

j

His coming.

Adopted.

MADUBA AND CEYLON.
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2. —The committee desire especially to mention the efficiency of missionary tours
3. It is an encouraging fact that every
chnrch, i* both miteion fields, has had some
additions during the year.
4. The healthfal climate of the Madura
distr’ct, as indicated by the fact that of the
number now at wcrk eight missionaries have
been there more than a half century ago.
5. The encouraging condition of the schools.
G. The Bible reading and teaching from
house to house.

t—<
©

people.
The report referred to the personal worth
and Christian devotion of Hiss Harriet E.
Townsend, of the Ceylon mission, the news of
whose death reached the missionary rooms af-

in it and the contributions they mads towards
the education of children in that land.
Hon. Wm. E. Dodge referred to the convsr"
sion of Rev. Myron Winslow, ene of the mis-

*”£
CO

sionaries to this field, through
tality of his honored father.

>—-*3

the instrumen-

FOO-CHOW, NORTH CHINA AND SHANBBB

P»

Rev. A. E. P. Perkins, of Ware, Mass.,
chairman of the committee, reported. The report referred to this nation as unequalled

<s>

CO

among the nations of this earth in population.
It presented the necessity of establishing a
new mission in Shansee
Some of the obsta
cles which stand in the way of the progress of
the Gospel, aid though the work is great in
the effort to remove them, the results aimed at
and confidently looked for are of correspond-

■—S

ing magnitude.
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Every conquest gained in
sueh a nation for Christ, prepares the way for
those greater and more glorlons.
Every inch
of ground gained among such a people,
will,
with faithful care and labor, be held.
CHINA.

A converted

Chinaman,

is

at

once

a

mis-

sionary.
In the

changes already wrought
by missionaries, there is food for

The Great Healing Remedy.

feb3

REMOVAL.
Dr. CIIAS. Is. SSOI/ff
has

043

DK.

Braols-ott St.,

II.

jE.
lias

r.

China,

throughjwhose misrepresentations the Christian youth in this country were called baok to
The report refers to other instances of
favor among the magistrates, to the missionaries and their work—and alBO instances among
the people—and manifestations of Christian
China.

zeal, among Chinese converts.

removed from 42 Pice street to

Third Hoiue bel «w Car’et»i.
Offio© Hours—8 to 9 A. M., 1 to 3 P. M.
oc3
TTEEE^IHttflfK i*3I X.

in

encouragement and hope. The prayer that China
may
be opened, has been answered.
Prince Knny, who was in the ministry of the
European, wields great power, is a personal
friend of the American and Christian Toung
Wing. He has giyen proof of his favorable disposition toward America and her werk by recalling in disgrace the Chinese Commissioner,

MW&FAwly

dtf

REED,

turned to

Ho. 4 Chestnut Street,
for tlie next 10 days.
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m,, 2 to 9 p. m. oc6dl\r

Vice President Dodge, at 7.10 remarked that as
could get ii, they might improve the
time in singing. As the man who blows his
no more

The committee close the report with the
recommendation that the churches famish at
least twenty-five additional laborers for China,

during the coming

year, and trust the Board
will send them forward without
delay.
Bev. Henry Blodgett, D.
D., Missionary to
the Chinese Mission, added
remarks, suggested
by his long residence in that laud—and appealed for mote sympathy, and n eu and means—
and Pi mothers and sous, that
they oousidrr
more carefully the
claims which the mas r
has upon them. He closed
by a tender alia-

own

whieh was sung as few andiences could sine
it.
After singing several other hymns the assemwas led in prayer by the Rev. Dr. Lyman
Abbott of the Christian Union.
The Recording Secretary gave several notices, and the bynen “The moreing light is

bly

breaking,” was snag
A. H. Quint, D. D.,

with telling effect. Rev.
of Dover, N. H., led in

•

praver.
President Hopkins, as be arose to address
the audience, was greeted with great heartiness, and held their undivided attention during his elequent address.
(This with other addresses of the evening
will ba published in our special edi ion.)
The

Rev. Dr. Hill, of the First Parish
church in this city, was happily introduced hi
the president, and was received with great n"
Dr. Hill delivered an address rethusiam.
plete with thoughts.beautifnlly and eloquently
It was received with manifestations of great satisfaction, and found a hearty
response in all hearts.
Rev. Dr. Stephenson of Montreal, followed
in an addrass of great power, and stirred the
hearts of theee who listened, by his happy illustrations and fraternal greetings.
The President said he kn»w that we wero all
ready to unite in singing the hymn
“All hail the power of Jesus’ name.”
The closing address was by Rev. Richard S.
St irrs, D D., of New York, and it was in the
upnal eloquent, and happy style in which tie
a
lways expresses his thoughts.
The sermon closed with the doxnlogy.
The Beaid adjourned to meet this morning
at half past 8 o’clock.
Addresses by missionaries Talman, Davis
Scbaaffler, and by others are announced.

expressed.

7. The favorable attitude of the Hindu
mind.
The miraions are growing in favor with the

ter the report of the missions was sent.
Rev. John W. Chickering, D. D.( followed
with reminiscences of his acquaintance with
the mission work in Ceylon, and of the interest which the mothers and childicn of his pastorate in Portland, thirty-one years ago, took

~

g3

found in the same congregation, railroads,

schools,

'■*PQQOv' F0RMflDS

3£

Rev. Wm. M. Brooks, D. D., of Iowa, chairman of the committee
on this mission, made
their report, which was adopted. It presented
the following points:
1. The breaking down of caste, one ef
the greatest hindrances to the introduction of
-the Gospel is mors and more noticeable, so
that from ten to jftsen castes are frequently

Long before the hour appointed for the meeting at 7.30, the hall was filled to overflowing.

trumpet is Dot here we will all blow our
trumpets. Let us sing the 4fith hymn—
“Blow ye the trumpet, blow,”

THE OVERFLOW

MEETINGS.

An interesting overflow meeting was held at
the Payton Memerial charch in the evening,
Rev. Dr. Marsh of Massachusetts, presiding.
Rev. Mr. Park, Missionary to Hindoottan,
■poke of the great difficulties which Christianity bad to encounter in India in confrenting
Hindoos tan ism.
Co). J. D. Davis of Illinois, a soldier in the
Uaioa army in the late war, now a teacher in
the theological school at Reoka, Japan, gave
aa entertainiag account of the labors of himself and wife in the Japanese empire.
They
now have thirteen churches with a membership of some 8#0.
Rev. Mr. Heath of New Bedford urged that

money and men were needed for the work of
the American Board, and above all the spirit
of God.
Rev. Dr. Merriman was to speak, but excnsed himself, and by invitation, closed the meeting with prayer and benediction.
Rev. Dr. W. M. Brooks, President of Tabor

College,

took

church.

Addresses

charge

at

the

First

Parish

made by Rev. J. L.
Rev. Dr. Vose of Providence, R, I., Rev. Dr. Henry Blodgett of
China, Rev. Dr. L. T. Chamberlain, Norwich,
Conn., and Rev. Dr. Hill pastorof theflfcmrch.
Atkinson of

were

Japan,

j

redemptive scheme,

an

identification

which

enters inte every utterance of his
life, every
prayer that moves his heart, every miracle
that he works, all his humiliations and
shame and sufferings even to the nameless
anguish of the cross,—if we put this relation
ship of the Spirit to the work setbefere us in
the text; and if we remember that He is
now in the world for the express purpose of
carrying that work foremost, we shall see
that upon the recognised tupemacy and
leadership of the Holy Spirit, the who e success of the missionary enterprise depends.
The history of the world may change; but
the plans of God never change: nor does his
Gospei change: nor the office of the Spirit.
The command of our Lord
applies to
you and tome to-night just as emphatically
as to the disciples that heard it from his

lips.

The

one

question therefore

now

and al-

whether as to the end to be sought
the means
to he
uaed, is simply what is the mind of the Holy Ghost.
Not wbat wemay think or prefer; not what
we may reason out as an
appropriate end,
not what wemay demonstrate as a success.
as
stand
the
did
We
after that seadisciples
son of fasting and prayer.
simply waiting
for
the
voice
of God.
First, last,
always, as to aim, as to
methods,
as
to
toilers that go out,
and the
fields in which they toil, and the truth
they shall proclaim, and the duty of those
that send them forth, the only theory, the
only philosophy that can be allowed, is the
mind of the Holy Ghost. If we fail here we
fail every where.
Let us ask these first apostolic missionaries then, how they look at their work.
This first chapter of missionary history, the
13th Chapter of Acts, lias in it this record.
Tailing to persuade the Jews to receive
Christ as their Messiah, Paul says:
But seeing ye put it from you, aud judge
yourselves unworthy of everlasting life, lo,
we turn to
the Gentiles. And when the
Gentiles heard this they were glad and glo
rifled the word of the Lord, and, as many as
were ordained to eterual life, believed.”
That word “ordain,” is the key word to
the whole missionary history
and work.
Believers are tnose “called out” those
“chosen,” “separated” or in Paul’s favorite
word
“predestined”. The Apostle
James, speakiug in the Council at JerusaSimon hath declaredhow God at
lem, says
the first, did visit the Gentiles to take out
of them a people for his name.” Peter, in
after years, writing to the Gentile converts
who had accepted the. Word, those who had
been “called” from Pontus, Galatia, Cappodocia and Asia and calls them elect by
the
foreknowledge of God, the Father.
A little after explaining what these words
mean, he says.“Ye are chosen generation,—
—

s

—

royal priesthood a holy nation,—a peculiar
people; that ye should show forth the
praises of Him who hath called you out of
darkness into light.”
Aud Paul, setting
forth specifically the same gospel that he
first preached, writing like Peter to the
Gentile Christians, not only calls '.hem
chosen, hut chosen in Christ before the
foundation of the world. Or, in his stronger
word, “predestinated;” that they might be
members of the body of Christ, that they
might comprehend witli ail saints the love of
Christ, which passeth
the
knowledge,
that
be
more,
even,
they
might
filled
with
all
fullness
of
God,
and all this in order that
through them, as
a par; of the redeemed
church, or body of
Christ, there might be made known, not to
this world only, but to other
worlds, the
a

TO-DAY’S

The

PROGRAMME.

following is the programme for to-day’s

proceedings:
9 a. m., Farewell Meeting. Business concluded. Brief addresses by Missionaries, the
President of the Board, the Chairman of the
Committee of Arrangements
and others.
This meeting will close about 11 o’clock a m.
M1MOBANDA.

The will of Mary Hartshorn of Reading,
Mass., leaves #1000 to the American Board of
Foreign Missions, now in session in this city,
and #1000 to the Woman’s Board of Foreign
Missions.
Abigail E. Hildreth, of Cambridge, leaves
to

the American Board #15# annually

for ten

years.
Miss Dongall of the Montreal Witness, is in
attendance on the meetings of the Board.
The W. C. T. U. furnish a lunch at Congress Hall today, after the close of the meetings in City Hall, at 11 o'clock.
Today is the last day of the meetings Jof the
Board. We shall all part with them with regret and feel that it has been well for us that
they have been here.

NEW YORK.
Freight Train Wrecked

and Two Men
Killed.
Nbw York, Out. 6 —Two engines and five
ears of a freight tr^in were wrecked near
Pittsburg, on the Baltimore & Ohio railroad.
There were two men killed.

gospel calling out and seltiu
peculiar peepir. It was to
be in this respect, the precise counterpart
of that old dispensation. The
very promises
that appeared in that
of
economy
law,
run everywhere
and
through
stamp this

manifold wisdom of God in the scheme of
this great redemption.
I bis is missionary
language; it is the lanof
men
guage
chosen
anointami
ed; and taught by the Holy Spirit
and scut forth to fulfill the command of
Christ as to the evangelization of the
world. It is therefore the
language that furnishes the conception which the Church
needs to lift up and seek to realize in all its
endeavors to honor the same command by
witnessing to the same Gospel. There is a
vast significance in this as concerns the
present order of things with which wo have
to dp. The day of the Jew was indeed
ended and the day of the Gentile was indeed
begun. Henceforth the Gospel was to be
preached to all men,e\erywhere;—preach'd with equal fullness
of
promise and
blessing,—preached with equal experience
of deliverance from the
bondage of sin assured to
every one who accepted it;—
with pledge of inheritance to
preached
come, with equal promise the realization of
the glory to be revealed to who should accept its proffered Christ.
There was

a

economy of Grace “covenants” and promises “children of promise”
“people of God”
—“a
peculiar people,”
“a holy
nation,—a
of
"kingdom
priests”; who
are these, but the vernacular of the
Gospel;

the perpetually recurring molds in which
the Holy
spirit expresses His thought
end purpose concerning
this salvation,
in
other
the
end
supreme
words,
l*Bs
in
which
the
age
Holy Spirit
to
proposes
this
witaccomplish, by
nessing of the Gospel to all nations
is to call out from these nations, a
people
chosen in Jesus Christ, before the foundation of the world, a people redeemed by his

is

How is the work to be nndortaken? aud
how done? Not Barnabas, not Peter, not
John, not Paul advises', projects, shapes the
en'erprise. It is altogether the purpose, the
plan, work of the Holy Spirit. He originates
the scheme He chooses and calls the workmen. He equips them for
their service.
This text of ihe record stands for this whole
missionary history, of the spread of the
Gospel. From first to last, whether in calling
the messengers, in sending them out, in
the
the
officers of
Church
choosing
in holding
Councils, in laying p'.ins,
in doing the work, the oae prominent,
fact
is
the
overshadowing
recognized
and
supremacy
leadership of
the Spirit, And in this simple, single fact,
lies the secret of that amazing success which
makes this first era of the preaching of
the word, the model era for all the after
years.
Ollier factors, genius, eloquence, learning
and money have their places,and their power;
buttliey have to dowith the work and with the
results of it, much as the wheels and levers
and cogs and bolts, in a vast mechanism,—
indispensable, potential, each and all: but
borrowing their significance and their
power from the mighty underlying motor,
hidden even out of sight,whose every impulse
must be recognized and obeyed. Or, perhaps,
better still,as in the grand campaigns of Napoleon while every subordinate, every marshall, every colonel, every lieutenant, every
soldier in the battallion, has to do directly
and efficiently in achieving the victory, it
is, nevertheless, through liis acceptance of
llie one supreme wisdomlhat plan the end
and forecasts the conflict; through his loyal
acceptance of the one will that ibiuds, rules
and permeates generals, officers and men,
and leads them thereby to viclory.
So here, there was no iron sovereignly
working out the behests of the Spirit, and
making no account of the peculiar gifts
of those on whom He laid His hand. There
was fullest place and play for the ardor of
Peter, the goodness of Baruabus, the learning and logic of Paul: so too for consecrated
giving and prayer. But all these, elements
and forcqs were absolutely subordinate.
The one power working behind all, and
through them all, the one, ever prevadiug,
all inspiring, only potential reason of heir
efficiency and the fruitage that conies of i,
is the leadership and supremacy of the Holy
Spirit. This would seem too plain even on
the face of the records to admit of question;
but 'f any wish proof confirmative, they
have only to turn to the twelfth
chapter
of First Corinthians to be convinced, for
therein, the apostle Paul gives witness on
this very matter, of the spiritual gifts that
qualify men and women for Christian work.
It is expressly affirmed that these gifts by
which the Gospel is to be witnessed and
spread abroad,itlie gift of wisdom of knowledge, of faculty, of healing of “divers kinds
of tongues” ami so on to tbs end; these are
simply gifts of the Spirit, who divideth to
men severally as He will.
That is to say
we are all
under and sudject te the divine
control, and under the dlvineadministrstion
of the Spirit mado co-workers for the perfecting ot the body of Christ, and for the
magnifying through that body, the gospel
of his grace to men.
Now if to this testimony we add the
testimony that sets forth the relation of the
spirit to .hismissionary work; if for instance
we take the last command of our Lord
which is said to have been given “through
Holy Ghost;” if we take the word ot our
Lord concerning the Spirit’s office’^He shall
glorify me, wherein we know the personal
desire of the Spirit, to put honor on Christ,
is set forth, if we add the mystical identification of the Spirit, with our Lord in liis

a

apart

the world.

Esq.

corporate members of the Board, and

Barbarian,

and

the pivotal
point of
departure. Now the work is to be
directly and permanently the preaching of
the
The
Gospel among the Gentiles.
church
is
no longer to be
map of ihe
confined to the narrow territorv, which a
hand might almost cover—Palestine; but its
rim pushes out to the furthest horizon—east,
west, north and south, a line that hounds

soo.

S. Ward,

Theological Topics

the new

D D.

Recording Secretary—Rev. Henry

Keen Discussion of

inaugurated.
Our
text,

Corresponding Secretaries—N. Q. Clark, D.
D., Edmuad K. Alden, D, D., John O. Means,
Treasurer—Langdon

Jew nor Gentile, Greek,
bond nor free ,but all
who should accept this salvation, were in
that mighty fallowship of Christ Jesus, to
be made one.
Nevertheless, this missionary
Gospel, this Gospel to be preachod to all the
nations, was to be emphatically a gospel
of
separation, a gospel of election,

Let me ask your attention to the 13tli
chap, of Acts and in the 2d verse, “As
they ministered to the Lord, and fasted,
the Holy Ghost said;’seaprate me. Barnabas and Saul for the work wkereunto I have
called them.’’
This text swings ihe door on a new era
in the-history of the Church. The day of
the Jews was aow fully ended; the day of
the
Gentiles
was
now
fully begun.
Peter had
indeed been
sent
as
out
a missionary apostle, hut he had been
sent
as a forerunner of a scheme not
yet formally

Rev. Dr. Wellman of Malden, Mass., chairof the oommittee on officers, stated that
Rev. Isaao R. Worcester had resigned as a

At two o’clock the services connected with
the administration of the Lord’s Supper, were
held in the cnarches and by the persons mentioned in tiie report of the committee of arrangements adopted at the morning session.
They were each filled by communicants.

OCTOBER

to be neither

or

OFFICERS.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

all communication* to
POK j>ANI> PUBLISHING OO.

cost

DR. GOODWIN’S SERMON.

man

*nser

FALL

lion to his mother, who a few days since closed
her earthly pilgrimage, at the ripe age of 90
years, and to the approval and joy expressed in
her last moments, as she said—“I have always
been glad of the choice you made, my son—

God bless you in your work.”

U

Kates on Advertising. One inch of
sp&ec, the
.j inMib of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily first week, 76 eents per
week niter; three insert ioiih or lees.
$1.09; oontinu
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blood, a people regenerated by.his Spirit, a
people appointed to be joint heirs with him,
people made partakers of the Divine naI ure, a
people constituting the body and
bride of the Lord Jesus, set apart in this
time
to be the witnesses of his
present
gos
pel, the revealet's of his grace, and, in
a

world that is to come, destined to be
the transformed and the transfigured reUections of himself, and through all the
ages that are yet to be, to share with him
that

his royalty and his glory.
Let us make no mistake here. We stand under the,pierced handand the bleeding side. We
know this crossover our heads means bloodshed, death suffered for the sins of the
world. We compass the nations and ages
ill our thoughts and with him that hangs
here,our hearts reach out, far and wide with
ardent desire, with inexpressible longings
that all men may know this Christ, may accept this gospel,may possess this eternal life.
But God’s desires ara not God’s decrees.
The pitying Christ eager to save all, is the
Christ rejected and hated and crucified by
those whom he seeks to save.

The amazing
all ye that

invitation:

“Come

unto

weary and I will give
you rest,” sounds, indeed, in all ears; but
and
then
a Niclfodemus, or
now
only
woman at the well, or a thief on the cross
makes response.
From poie to pole sounds forth the blessed invitation.
“Whosoever "will, let him
come,” and perchance a score or two
a thousand, or
a
thousand or
among
the tens of thousands or the
two ameng
million, make response. The spirit even
the word, incites
attends
believers to
prayer and toil; but how scattered aad iiow
scant the revival; how few and how wide
apart the Pentecosts.
This,in the very nature of the case, this is
a gospel published to all, inviting all, urging
all. aHd yet a gospel compelling none and
saving onlv thosj who freely accept it aud
willingly believe.
We plant, we water, He, ard He alone
gives the increase. This is the doctrine of
the text and all Scriptmre.
me

are

Barnabas and Saul

by the Spirit
to Cyprus.
They preach
Gospel from
one end of the island to the other, preach
i' faithfully, preach it in oac spirit; yet noare

sent
the

where do we had a record of any revival
there taking place. No church of Cyprus
If the Governor
appears in the history.
believed he was the enly person that can
be reckoned as the fruitage of the first missionary tour of these great apost es in
hat island. But was this missionary toil,
this proclamation of thejj gospel, hence a
failure? Aye, if it was a failure for the
Christ who preached the same Gospel, to be
driven of his o>vn countrymen, with stones
in their hands, froes the work he so"ght
to do. If he tailed at Nazareth, then Barnabas Bud Saul failed at Cypress.
Paul gives us the true explanation, and
he may have had this first missionary trip
to Cypress in mind when he so testified.
No- thanks be unte God, who always causeth us to triumph in Christ, and maketh
manifest the savor of his knowledge by us
in every place.
For we are unto God a
sweet savor of Christ in them that believe
and in them that perish.”—[II Cor. 2:14 15.
This is not Paul’s explanation of the failtv e, this is the Spirit’s own utterance about,
the whole missionary work. It holds good
through the years from that time to this. If
the millions of China, India and the Dark
Continent, shall accept the tidings, shall be1delivered from the appalling curse of heath1
ernism and become the children of the Kingdom, blessed then is the work, and unutterably glad may they be, who have been
permi’ted te carry the message, and we that
have been privileged to send them forth.
But if these millions of heathen do aot receive this
testimony; but turn away
from the lifted cross to their bloody superstitions none the less acceptably ia the sight
of God, none the less effectively as regards
the coming of the Kindom, will these
heralds of the gospei have done their work.
Judson wrought four bard and painful years
before a single Karen so mack as asked the
way of life. Morrison toiled seveu long years
iu China before he saw his firat inquirer. The
missionaries of the Loadeu Society spent ten
years in Madagascar without a kaowu conversion; and fifteen years rolled away at Tahiti
before the first native voice was heard iu prayYet Judson was as faithful the first year
er.
as the last,and pleasad his Master as well by the
service he rendered. So of all the rest, and of
that mighty uunamed host who, through all
the centuries have had like experience of givir g
witness everywhere
dispised.
Abel,
Enoch and Noah testified to a world that hurled in their faces its mockeries of the God they
worshiped, and through all the centuries of
their witness they neither saw revival, nor
meeting, nor inquirer. Yet, there they stand,
their names beading God’s roil of honor—that
royal 12th chapter of Hebrews—and their
euiogy penned by God himself and hung up
for all the ages to read!
as

■

Enoch
world
the

Noah
that
to
hurled
testified
in their faces the mockeries of the God they
worshipped, they neither saw revival nor
prayer meeting in all their generations, yet
there they stand, their names on God’s Boll
of Honor, iu the 11th of Hebrews, and
Abel

and

and

God’s own utterance g veil to the eulogy, so
of all such witnesses. It is a fruitage to be
exceedingly desired; to preach the gospel,
and have three thousand souls accept the
“What must
first sermon and come crying
But it does notapwe do to be saved?”
pear that Peter ever repeated that psalm
with like results. It is, however one that
must control the heart as nothing else can,
to welcome the thirsty thousan is of eager
converts.
Now it must be grand to give a lifetime
to such serv'ce as that of our honored brothers.
Titus Going; but such honors and services are not permitted to all the messengers. It is not the messenger, or the apparent success, upon which the privileges and
rewards of the master turn; but on the
faithfulness of the services that are rendered. And the day when the great reckoning
comes, it will be found that, whether the
toilers wrought few or many works, no labor
has been in vain, and in that day, nothing,1
nothing is surer than that among the radidiaut wreaths of Heaven none will be more
radiant than that which will encircle the
brows of such toilers as Henry Martin and
Harriet Newall.
Does any one feel oppressed now, with the thought that the work
leave
us
with comparatively little
may
fruitage? I do not wonder. How any Christian heart can stand before these millions—
how any Christian heart can read the stories
of the centuries since our Lord, and not be
The mysteries of
burdened, I cannot see.
God’s plan and of God’s methods of Government, is not for you or for me to know. On*
thing u e can always say, standing by this
sida of the Son of God,—we can »ay, “I know
that God pities man and in the fulneas, infinite measure of Hit being, longs for our salvation. And I know that wo have this Gospel
and this Gospel shall be preached, and tliia
cross tells me and every missionary toiler to
pray aud bleed and entreat and uae all possible agencies that can be brought to bear, to
perauade man to accept the Goapel and become the chrildren of the
Kingdom.
When you aak me why they do not so accept it, 1 can only make answer through the
words which the Spirit has given us itself,
that the God of this world hath spoken to
them that believe and the light of the Gospel
of Christ shall shin* uuto them.
If we cannot persuade men to become converts, if we can get their names on our church
rolls, we are at most willing to leave everything else and let them atay just there. With
the apostles the thought of accepting the
gospel is, aa I have aaid, 'hat of becoming
sona and daughtara of the Lord; of oeing
made partaken into th* divine nature; of
being templet of the Holy Ghost; of being
ambassadors of Christ; fallow citizens witli
the sons and heirs of God; of fully roaliziag
Heaven with Him on Hia throne, and from this

regal outlook, bring homo to man their appeals,
both for the penfesting of their individual
discipieship and ths enlarging and magnifying

of their whole work. These missionaries of
tha early churah had seen miracles; had the
divine authority of their Lord; had seen the
Lord after hia resaureetion; had seen the
clouds of heaven part and take him to the

throne and one of them, at least, had been
up in the glory and had been an eyewitness to
the
majesty on high, and
out of this
apprehension of what it was ts be,
clouds of heaven part and take Him to the
throne and ona of them, at least, had been
caught up in the glory and had been an eyewitness of the majesty on high. And out of
this apprehension of what it was to be called
iu Christ; eut of this conception of what
it is to belong to Christ, what widened ideas
of the heavenly missions
present themselves.
Are men admitted to be lustful?
Know
not
the
badies
are
the temples of the Holy
ye
Ghost? Are they inclined to
bicksrings at
law ?
Know ye not that ye shall judge the
■:
Are
of
the proper deangels
they forgetful
votion that should purify them ?
Thev are
reminded of the leve of Christ and God who
takes man into His fellowship that we rosy
share bis presence and glory, It is here, it is
here! the inspiration of many missionary
apostles finds its higher glory. Se it will be
with us, standing before this'lost world, hopeless nnd despairful, you aud I and those beloved with us, are to lift up our fellow men
to be sue with Jesus Christ and having a
fellowship in the Kingdom that is yet to b*
revealed ; of having a transformation in charter nnd life wrought now by the
same
snpernal omnipotent Spirit that indwelt in Him
and waiting for his crowns of that high calling. These are to be the conception by
wliioh our hearts are to bo inspired and four
work is to be carried forward to its triumph.
I have left myself but little space to make
observations on another sudject. Bear with
me while I call attention to two er three
practical points. First of all, how manifest that
supreme allegiance to and exultation of the
word of God underlies and candiiions vitally
the whole missionary work.
First of ail we see how clearly supreme
allegiance to aud supreme exultation of the
word of God underlies and vitally condi-

caught

tions all missionary work. These earlier
missionaries 1 liave named, chosen, equipped
and sent forth, stood on the divine, infalli
ble authority of the word. It is an interesting fact in relation to this missionary history that nothing appears about the gonius of
Pan! or the eloquence of Peter or the amiability of Barnabas; bat the record of their
work runs on; “The Word of God increased;” “The Word multiplied;” “So

mightily grew the Word and prevailed.”
The very personality of the man was forgotten before the fact that they came as the
message-bearers of God. There are two
signifitant things about this. First, that
they planted themselves on this infallible
authority of the Scriptures, and the second
that standing there they taught men the
doctrines which were set forth in that infallible Word.
How significant that not oue of these men
sent of the Spirit, ever thought of impugning the value of the Word. Their witness
was partly the witness of spirit, giving fresh
revelatio s, or, ns in the case of Paul, of
truth from the life of ’Christ bimseif.
Hut
the bulk of their testimony was the Scriptures then in their hands.
How significant
now that they never discriminated between
the
of
what fell from
the Master at the
lips
right hand of God, what was given by
the Spirit and the written record of the
In their thought
the word of
Word.
Moses
and of
David
were
ail
one
with the
word
the
of
Spirit aad
the word of Jesus ChristEven Paul, fain.liar with the science and literature of ins
time, familiar with the civilization of his
day, a civilization that, apart from Christianity, has never been paraded in the history of the world,—eveu Paul in ad the sweep
^f that classic learning, found not a fact of
science,

nor a

teaching of philosophy,

nor a

sentiment of literature by which either to
correct or enrieh tbe testimony of the simple word that was in his hands. He accepts

Moses,

accepts

David,

accepts

Jonah,

the
testimonies
all
of
these
miters, from the first to the last. Nothing
here of the allegory of creation, of the legend of tho Deluge, of the myth of Jonah
and the whale. Nay, standing before a royal Governor and a Jewish King, he goes
back to the testimony that in our day is the
most sneered at and despised of all, and
planting himself there, says: “Having
and

therefore obtained help of God, I continue
uuto this day witnessing both to the small
and great,"’ etc. Saying none other things
than those which the prophets and Moses—
mark the words—and Moses did say should
come, that Christ should suffer, and that ho
should he the first who should rise from the
dead, and should show light uuto the people and the Gentiles.” And there stood
they all. Not a man, or woman, or child
of this missionary epoch ever dreamed of
doubting the divine infallible authority of
the Word of God. They would as soon have
thought of doubting the stability of the eternal tliroue itself.

And this was not the mere blind assent of
those on whose necks was an iron yoke they
could riot throw off.
It was an Intelligent
belief, and a belief with a profound purpose.
These men knew that if they were to command men they must speak with the authority of God. And that is the only ground
upon which any witness for the truth in any
age can appeal to men.
What the doctrines of this Word were, as
these apostolic missionaries taught them,
—and taught them as the great, fundamental doctrines these Scriptures were given to
reveal, and upon whose acceptance the salvation of men depended—how clearly these
reco: Us everywhere show.
A race lost and
without hope aoart from the grace of God,
the human he si t natively aud persistently
and mightily alien from God and at enmity
with Him and His law—a divine Christ lifted on the cross as the true sacrifice for sin—
a heart
regenerated bv the supernatural
power of the Holy Spirit, and this conditioned upon faith in .Jesus Christ—the real,
bodily resurrection of the Lord Jesus, ami
Jiis glorification at the right hand of the
Father, as the guaranty of the like resurrection and glorification of his saints—a day of
finel judgment, on whose irrevocable decisions the destiny of all human souls hangs
—and beyond this life a future unlighted by
a gleam of hope to all who die unsaved:—
these dre the unmistakable witi ess everywhere given by these Apostolic missionaries.
And these are the testimonies inspired of the
Spirit, repeated and re-emphasized by the
Spirit, by and through which this earliest
era of missions achieved its amazing results
and even in the lifetime of these witnesses
sounded forth the gospel unto all the world.
If we are to share their success, we must
share their faith and their testimony. But
how many to-day that come short of this!
How many that impugn the inspiration and
infallibility of the scripture! ! How many do
elare their statemens af fact unscientific;
their chronology false; their conceptions ef
God and his government unworthy; and not
a few of his commands inhuman and immoral.
How many that affirm irreconcilable contra
dictions between the evangelists and between
the apostle also. Now, with some this book
of God is only one of at hoist three revelations ; the revelation of the scriptures; the
revelation of nature, and the revelation of
reason; and these three they affirm are of
eguai value and co-ordinate authority.

Then to hotv many not preaching, but sitting in pews, the scriptures have lost their
authority. The doetrine of sin and its penalties been explained away, the crucifixion
become only a picture, retribution hardly
more than a figure of speech, and a bow of

now might begin a new era of
Pentecosts,
which should spread through all the churches
and hasten the coming of the Kingdom.

ADDRESS OF REV. C. D. BARROWS

Mr. Barrows commenced his address by rea humorous incident
referring to the
relation of tho Board with the Home Miseion-

the pit of perdition.
is that in just so far as
views like these prevail, there must inevitably result apa.liy in the work of missions.
To preach such doctrines of the church,
confronting as it docs a lost world aud an
impending judgment, and expect thereby to
arouse it to duty, would be like giving chloroform to an army on the eve of battle to
inspire it for the struggle. Worse than this,
such doctrine not only stupifies the church,
but it furnishes to heathenism weapons with
which to resist the gospel.
Dr. Douis of
Japan stated publicly in my hearing a few
months ago, that in his experience there
was nothing, t' at in this critical stage
of
Japanese development, was so mighty in resis. ing the efforts of Christian missionaries
as an argument with which they were con-

ary Society, and then continued as follows :
There are three points of speeial interets
in the papers that have been read here
to-day.
One is, that the missionary consciousness is
to
all
Christlike
service
prerequisite
in its
broadest range. The philosophizing will continue as it has begun.
It must preced the
application of, the baliefin, or the performance
of any deed. A child will philosophize even
before his tiny hand can cleave the roek or
split the timber or before his thought caii
grasp the great truth to which it is approaching. But in the internal life and being of the
child there comes at length a consciousness of
what truth is, of what truth is determined in
its own nature to accomplish.
And when I
heard that list read this morning and the
mighty outcome from those lives, f felt that it
was only
the missionary consciousnass that
made that constellation glitter with its
every
diadem as they have become tho multiplied
Pleiades to-day of the Christian
eharch.
And as X heard that song sung this afternoon
I said to myself, it is nothing but the Christian missionary consciousness down
deep in
the disciple’s soul.
We can make that very
song only the echo of that which has preceded
this meeting and the meetings that have recently been held, as it has become to us the
song of the church given to us from one of her
noble disciples:

‘•My

failh looks op to

Thee,

Thou lamb of Calvary,
Saviour divine.”

but the missionary consciousness in
the soul can possibly give utteranee to the
great truth that the Saviour of men in hi* loving pow er and in hi* personal presence stands
by th* disciple and opens the way for his advance and aeals
the sacrifice of hi* life, if
need be with the harvest of Christian fruitage.
Then there wet another thing that struck
m* in those papers as a great truth,
namely,
the vantage ground given to the present geneeration by the raising of the genoial average
of Christian disciploship through th* fidelity
of those who have preceded u». It is a law
of heredity in e lucation or in business that
the boy who pushes bis way faithfully and
persistently forward to pasitioit #f honor and
trust, lias made it easier for every boy that is
studying in the schools behind him to reach
the acme of his desire. The boy behind him
starts at an advantage which bis own
honesty
in raising the general average of retl persistent manhood has established.
And therefore
we say to-day that it has
been the raising of
tho general average of the Christian discipleship and missionary spirit Ihrough the lives
and the labors of those who have preceded us
which becomes to us today th* grand and
glorious legacy that w* orave and which we
hold. Christ himself
became incarnate—
what for?
First of all, to give th* human
heart and the human rtee a vantage ground
upon which to start in th* now life that they
should find in him. And in nis life and sufferings and death, it was finally ovinoed and
manifested that it was in order to bring the
finality of his life which was inaugurated at
Bethlehem to a fitting close, that th* thunder,
and the lightning, and the earthquake, should
quarry the very capstone that was to crown
the whole. So we say to-day that the vantage ground is given to ua by those who have
preceded us; as the pact has said,

Nothing

“Shining table lamia
To which Gob himself becomes bath

moon ami sun.”
But there was another th ought
brought out
by these papers whieh interested me especially ; and it was this : that our present opportunity is the re-oiling of the hinges. These
two papers are so
eompletely identified in
their mighty purpose that they come under
one range.
It is the re- oiling of the hinges
that is our heritage and onr duty to-day.
He
who stood by and held the garments of these
who stoned Stephen little understood then
how Stephen himself was oiling the
hingeo at
the gate* of Damascus. He himself later
when he said "I im now ready to be offered;
1 have fought a good fight; I have kopt the
faith," little understood in his life work that
he was oiling the hinges that were to open
upon the
0 entile raoe that the nations of the
earth might be converted unto Christ.
Xavier, in the sixteenth oentury, little understood though he understands it now, that he
in his martyrdom, in his sorrows and in his
solitude, in that moment when almest in the
very coldness of death he could sey, “Lord, I
have hope in thee; let menet be confounded
in
eternity,”—he little understeed thet
he was oiling the
hinges that were te
give to the race for whom he labored newlight and liberty through himself; and te-day
it is our blessed privilege to know that those
who have pi eceeded us have teld us this
story
that we migt t begin again here and now to
do this work afresh, and this must be done by
the consecration of our money, onr wealth our
ad—the consecration of men and women to this
work.
Mr. President, I live on a coast and in a
State whicbjiwes to the American Board its
existence in the American Republic to-day.
(Applause) The whole Pacific coast owes its
fealty to, and its life in the American
Republic to-day, to the far-sighted devotion,
and consecration of personal purposes, and
love of all of the members of the American
Board. And, therefore, though the Rockies
separate us from the Board here, though a
continent stretches between us, vet we love
it with a love that is only nurtured by the
feeling that she is the very mother and protector of the vast empire that is reaching
down from the mountains oat toward the

Golden Gate. (Applause.) Therefore, we
say, Mr. President, that in all that goea in
any measure to strengthen the interests and
the course of the American Board,
the Pacific Coast and the Atlantic will stand
as one and clasp hands across the continent
in
prayerful remembrance that nothing
shall interfere with the ongeiug purpose of
the great principles that underlie this
Indeed—I speak it low,
organization.
but speak it as I am about to close—
when the Board meets in San Francisco,
we will see to it, all of us
there,—for there
are noble workers i» the
churcb there and
noble men in the
by pergonal
interest and by sabstaatial support for tho
opening* of the avenue* of the Board, you
shall receive a grand welcome to our hearts
and our homes—jast as many as will cioss
the continent, and we proposo to mahe the
fares so low that nobody can afford to *tay
at home.
And then there i* this simple thought:
who of us, as wo go from this meetiag, will
not say in our heart*, that the grandest
purpo»e and the noblest desiro is t« follow these
who have fiven of their substance and of
their life—for whom? Not for man or for the
organizations of man; but for C'hriat himaelf.
As some one has beautifully written,

lengthen

ministry—that,

’’They faced the tyrants brandished steel,

They bowed
Who

he lions gory mane,
their neokg e'en death to
follows in their train?

feel,

A noble army—men and boys,
The matron and the maid.
Aronad the Savior's throne rejoice,
In robes of light arrayed;

They climbed

tbe steep sseeut of heaven
Mid peril, toil and pain;
Oh, Chr st, to us may gi ace be given
*

now

fronted, furnished to Japanese infidelity by
Christian pulp ts and Christian newspapers
America, and he gave me privately the
names of the preaching and the
newspapers.)
It is bad enough for Christian England to
poison China with opium, and furnish from
Birmingham idols for Hindoos to worship in

To follow in .heir train.’

undertakings.
The speaker then proceeded to develop the
idea ol an increased consecration of property
and a greatly enlarge 1 scale of giving as urgently demanded l>- the needs of the missionary work. He clo ud by sotting forth as the
great secret of power and hope of success, a
more implicit obedience to
the command of
Christ, and a new anointing by the Holy
Spirit, An earnest appeal waB made that here
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farming tools is larger titan usual. The exhibit in the hall .rill be very good in all departments. The agricultural display, although
not so large ar usurl, contains some
very fine
speciments of farm produce.
In Piscataquis Couoty.
Dover, O :t. S.—The fair at Foxcroft doted
o-day with fins weather and good attendance.
In the three minute race Manter’s Giysv took
‘first money. In the 2 40 race Barker's Trinket

got first money.

_

Stockton, Oct. 5.- A man named Griffin,
wide gunning this afternoon, scared np a partri lge, and firing at some moving ferns, in
which lie supposed the partridge to have hidden, hit Mr. Pan! Crockett, who was gathering the ferns for the Boston market, and
wounded him so that he lived bat a short time.
Griffin was not aware of Crockett’s presence,

purely

accidental.

MASSACHUSETTS.
A Narrow Escape.
Lowell, Masf., Oct. 5.—Ou Wednesday evening, in Chelmsford, while returning from
this city to his home in that town. True Morton's horse was killed, and the wagau destroy
ed by collision with a freight train at a road
crossing. Mr. Morton, his daughter and hired
hoy were dragged a short distance, but all es-

caped

with

slight

bruises.

METEJOROijOOHCAC
INDICATIONS

FOR

THE NEXT
HODRS

Best time 2.42.

In Knox County.
Oct. 5.—The Knox

Camdex,

agricultural

fair and cattle show closed today. The attendance was large.
In the drawing match the
town teams horses sweepstakes prizo was taken
by Alvin McLain of Rockland. For single
horses'drawing match, first, prize wan taken by
Carrier Bros, of I'amden; second by Granville
E. Carlet“n of Rockport.
In Lincoln County.
Damabxscotta, OCt. 5 —C. II. Peasley wen
the first premium for draught oxen at the fair.
The Bristol team of oxen took firs?
prize; Aina
second. Durec of Aina won the three mlnnte
race; Blank Dick of Alua, second, haw K> ox
ciptured the 2.33 race; best time 2 35.
In Kennebec County.
Get. 5 —At the closing dry of
the Kennebec Agricultural show, 5,CC0 were
present. The forenoon was devoted to reports
of committees, awards and address by P of.

WiNTHBur,

Baliantine, Professor of the Agriculture in
Maine Stat Agricultural College, Ormio
The 2.40 race was won by Johu Putnam’s
Resolute oj Winthrop; time, 2.56 The
sweepstakes by Geo. Dayis' Tom Palelien, 2d, of

Reaefield,

in 2 38.

Killed by Cara.
Get. 5 —Joseph Clooitey, a boy
of 16, at work on the gravel train at the excavation for the shoe factory, while

Skowhegan,

cars, was jammed and killed almost
about eleven o’clock this forenoon.

coupling

instantly

Died While Hunting;.
Kennehnnk, Oct. 3.—Eugene, the 11 year
old son of Edward Wells of Wells, went
gunning Wednesday afternoon. Not returning at
night search was made and he was fouDd

Thnrsday mornisg lying
with his gnn at his Bide.

dead beside a tree

Cause, heart dieease.

G. A. R.

Camden,Oct. 6 —A Po.t of the Grand Army
of the Republic has been formed here te tu
called George Cobb Post.
Knox County S.

J.

Court.

Rockland,Oct. 3.—In the Supreme Jadioial
court to-day on information of
the
Knex
comity bar against Warren C. Perry, a member of the Kuox Bar, charging him with
adultery, unprofessional conduct in extorting
deed from a female and blackmailing, Judge
Barrows ordered and decreed that
le be
removed from the office ot attorney and connseller in the courts of this State and his osat
stricken from the rolls of attorney. Eighteen
divorces were decreed during this term aud £0
cases are still on the docket,
^ha jurors were
a

discharged

and the court will adjourn

to-morrow.

finally

Suicide of a Maine Man.
Nkw York, Oct. 5.—William Lovell fo mally a shipbuilder of Thomaaiuu, Miice, 48
years old cut his throat witl. a razor this forenoon at his residence in Forjsaith
street.
Ha

lately

in Bellevue Hospital suffering from
He was despondent being
unable to obtain work.
was

an

opinm habit.

Fatally Injured.
Calais, Oct. 3.—Richard Lee, aged 60 years,
by the caving in of a gravel pit at Milltown
this afternoon, was so badly injured there are
little hopes of his recovery.
He has a wife
and tour children.
Another Suicide
New York, Oct. 3 —Win. Lovell, 48 years
old, a carpeuter from Lewiston, Me., aud residing iu a room at 219 Forsyth rtreet, committed suicide this morning by cutting his
throat with a razor.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The nucleus of the new comet has divided
into three parts, but the naked eye discovers
no change in its appearance.
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

THE DANITE3.

Palmer & Ulmer’s Company appeared at
Portland Theatre last evening in the romantic
American drama of the “Danites”—in which
McKee Rankin and Kittie Blanchord apyeared
here a few seasons ago—to a good audience.
The play, as is well known, is founded on the
Mountain Meadow massacte. The situation*
are all strong aud the
comedy element infused
with a strong California flavor as it should be.
Of course Mias L’zzie May Ulmer
wa*

greeted most cordially as Nancy Williams, aud
her strong magnetic qualities had admirable
scope ia the pathetic scenes where Nancy impersonates the uniortunate Billy Piper. She
was presented, by her
admirers, with an elegant basket of roses. Mr. evidently pleased
his audience greatly as Sandy McGee; Georg*
Ulmer was very funny as the'"Jrdgo,” always
praising “the glorious climate of Californy;"
Herbert Joues was a comical Chinaman; Mias
Lizzie Hunt an excellent "Cap'n Tommy
Mollie Maeder a good “widder;” little Harry
Mitchell a smart little “Georgia Williams,’
and the other characters were well taken. The
play will be repeated to-night.

CAD, THE TOMBOY.
Miss Carrie Swain will appear
at Portland is
“Cad, the Tomboy.” The
Lawrence Esgle of Tuesday speaks thus of the
“Those who sttjn led were
piece aud Star:
repaid by witnessing one of the brightest and
jolliest eoubrettes iu a play admirably fitted
for her.
The play is one of the best o«e-part
dramas which has been produced hsie for a
long tuns. It is lively, and the Interest is snetained to the end. Miss Swain is very original and piquant in her style of seiiug end
very taking with au audience, as the many encores and the hearty applause with which she
was repeatedly oiled before the curtain showed. She is possessed of many and versatile
talents, has a rich, beautiful voice, dance*
well, is full of life aud spirit. The su ipori all
seemed well acquainted with their
part and
took them excellently.”

Monday night

Daily Wholesale market.

?J«ur

A Man Mistaken for Game and Shot.

the affair being

COUNTY.

Biddkfobd, Oot. 5 —The thirty-fifth annual
cattle show and fair of the York Comity 8©ei•ty, opened here to-day, to continue tariuzk
Friday and Saturday. The entries of eel Is
and horses is quite small, while the
display of

Portland

A SAD

in

Bombay, But this is worse. Opium chiefly
deadens the sensibilities, and idols carry no
daggers. But this theology stupiftes Christianity at home and stabs it abroad—men may
glorify the fatherhood of Ood and the brotherhood of men as much as they please, but
such beliefs will never send missionaries to
face the malarial death belt of Africa, or the
cannibals of the South Pacific. No. Only auoh
tremendous truths us gather around Sinai and
Calvary,—Man's redemption—life and death—
heaven and hell can inspire tile soul to such

Festive Farmers.

lating

promise spanning ever
What I say

MAINE.

TWENTY-TOUR

War Dkp't Office Chief Hional )
>
Officer, Washington, D. 0.,
Oct. G, 1 A. M.
}
Now KnsrlEaa,
Generally fair weather, light wiuds most frctn
cast to south, slight rise followed by falling
barometer and nearly stationary temperature.
For
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aTbTcT fTmT^
The Board of

Foreign missions in Session at City
Hall,

PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD
DAY.

of

Rcpoit

(lie

Doings

of

ilic

Woman's Board.

MORNING

SESSION.

President Hopkins was in the chair,
united in singing hymn 13.

The

congregation

“Soldiers of
to

Christ,

arise!”

the air of Laban.
Rsy. Daniel March, D.

D., of Woburn,
Mass., led in prayer—closing, as yesterday
morning, with the Lord’s Prayer, in which the
congregation audibly united. It was a very
devotional service.
The records of the proceedings ot the Board
on the previous day, were read by the Re cord

impressive

ing Secretary, Rev. H. A. Stimsoa.of Worcester, Mass.
Th“ response to tha greetings of the Oneida,
Chenango and Delaware Association, was as
folows:
The American Board thanks you for your precious
assurances. It is grateful for your past devotion
and trusis you for the future. Pray with us for the
all the
baptism of the spirit on all the
fields, and all the workers.
Mask Hopkixs, Moderator.

churches,

Portland, Me., Oot. Itb, 1882.

R. v. B. C. Bar.lett, D. D., President of
Dartmouth College, chairman of the committ e 01 the Dakota Mission, reported on their
behalf.
REPORT OK

COMMITTEE.

The subject is fone of considerable interest
and one which calls for prompt action, but it is
not yet. in a condition to decide precisely what
Tile Dakota mission is
that action shall be.
the last external link, which connects this
Board with certain precious memories of the
past. And our thanks are due to the Secretary who has so fully and so luccinctly gathered
up these memories for the enlightenment of
the present generation.
It is well for us to learn that even the present attitude of the government towards the
Indian tribes iB to a very considerable extent
misunderstood—and that fiom before the
Supreme Court of the United States interposed the righteous authority iu behalf of our
missions in Georgia, though baffled by local
interests and excited passions of the day, the
wrongBofthe Indian tribes have been dne,
partly indeed to a mistake in the original relations as treaty relations, but still more to a
mismanagement of the agents of the government, than to its fundamental policy.
But especially we are thankful for a clear
and emphatic showing, that the American
Board so far from being delinquent in efforts
for the heathen at home, began its history with
plans and labors for the Indians, and that
it has operated in more than twenty tribes,
employed among them more than a thousand
missionaries and teachers, organized more than
fifty churches; and gathered between four and
five thousand communicants, and that the
work once engaged the deepest personal in’
tereat of the Secretaries and called forth the
profound enthusiasm of the churches.
We are thankful for the clear presentation,
so slow of reception among our churches and
so ignored by the world, that no heathen have
ever been found more readily and thoroughly
responsive to the gospel than the Aborigines
of America. We trust that a great hopefulness of Christian labor
amoDg the Indian
tribes—except so far as interfered with by
selfish and wicked white men,—ant the actual
success of the effort both to christianize and to
civilize them, will at length be so thoroughly
impressed upon the whole country that the
notorious maxim, “No good Indian, but a dead
Indian’’ shall be remanded to the heartless
heathenism from w hich it sprang.
The inquiries of the Visiting Committee of
is the
which the special Report before U3
have
fruit and the condensation, seem to
been throughly prosecuted, under the most
and
careful
instructions.
They
oomprehensive
show us hut about 32,000 Indians—Dakotas—
now remaining properly within the province
of this Board, and these partly reached by
matters
another Board; and in educational
partly provided for by the government: these
32,000 in various stages, shading off from (he
conditions fairly to be called evangelised and
civilized, into one of savage degradation.
The Santee and Sissitou
Stations, belong
properly to the cberishDg influences of the
Home Missionary Society, while those at Foit
Berthold and Sully,are essentially a pagan field.
And yet it would seem as though the natural
bond that binds them together should not
be rudely sundered in their ca’e and destiny.
to transThis constitutes one
objection
ferring a
part only to another Board.
the
first
enrollment
of
At
thought
prese-t
the Santee and Sissiston churches with the Pres
byterian might seem to point in that direction.
But that connection was formed at a time
when two communions at the West were but
one, the New England element beiDg simply
stamped with a Presbyterian impress; they are
environed with congregational
now largely
churches; and that this mission, in a respectful communication to the Prudential Committee express their preference for a Congregational connection.
And your committee cannot but feel an earnest desire not to sever the cord that bind New
England to the earliest objects and trophies of
its missionary zeal, but to retain if possible the
remnant of this noble work in charge of an
organization as closely allied as may be to the
chief constituency of our churches.
In the posture of things Providence seems to
have interposed a new possibility. The American Missionary Association has at the last
moment made overt ures to take the mission as
a whole, turning over in lieu of
it, its own
The scheme
African works to the Board.
would draw the definite line of placing the
whole colored population of this country—or
rather our share of it, in charge of the American Missionary
Association; while that association, from the nature of its plan, can naturthe
all
brine
stages of the Dakota enterally
prise within its legitimate purview.
vVe would not however undertake to prescribe to a body of men whose province and
privilege it is to understand al] the circumstanthan we.
Doubtless
ces of the caRe better
there are practical difficulties in the plan. And
we would not embarrass the Prudential
Committee in their endeavor to do the very best
thing for the mission. In view of all the facts
as made known to us in the paners laid
before
us we would leave the matter in the bands of
that committee with the ex ression only of a
strong preference,and,we recommend the adoption of the following resolution :
Resolaed—That future arrangements for the
Dakota miesion be referred to the Ptudeutial
Committee with powers, but with the earnest
recommendation that the whole mission be
transferred to the care of the American Missionary Association unless the practical difficulties shall prove to be insuperable.
Mr. Bartlett’s
as

speech

for the committee was

follows:

The report was followed by remarks from
Gen. E. Whittlesey, Secretary of the Board
of Indian Commissioners, on the part of the
government.
Address of Gen. Whittlesey.

Very little need be added to tbe able paper preeented by Dr Means and to what has
been said in the report of the Committee,
and hv Dr Bartlett who has just prec tied
I only wish to say two things.
me.
The

first is that we have learned that the Indian
is a man— a cruel man it may be, a wild
man, a savage man, a revengeful man, but
after all a man, needing tbe same gospel, tbe
same blessed Savior, in whom we believe.’
Th's has been recognized by the American
Board from the beginning, and the record
of the Board upon the Indian question is
one for which if this were a political assembly, I should say of course we have great
for
which
be proud, but
reason
to
reason
to
thank
we
have
greater
God. The government has learned the
same great fact respecting the Indian, that
he is a man. Especially since the peace policy was inaugurated by President Grant
tlmro has been a great improvement in the
treatment of the Indian which is not perhaps fully understood throughout the country yet. During the last session of Congress

passed—multitudes were introduced ; I thiukjl counted up 153 eeparate
bills— relating to Indian matters. Of course
most of those introduced now sleep in the
committee rooms, but measures were passed
of great importance relating to education
and the ownership of property by the Indians.
The appropriations for the ben efits
of the Indians, for the establishment and
aeasures were

the management and the support of Indian
schools during the last session of Congress
were nearly twice as large as at any previous
session; and the present secretary of the interior ar.d the present Commissioner of Indian affairs, both heartily interested in Indian education, have made up their estimato
for the next session. There are members of
Congress here present and I call upon them
to be
ready to vote for these
apmore
thau
double the
propriations
amount
last
winter.
appropriated
[Applause.] It will not be enough to educate
all the Indian children of the country as the
people of Portland are educating their children, but as much perhaps as can be wisely
used at present.
Now this is just a hint to show you that
the government at Washington are taking
hold of this matter of educating the Indian
youth in earnest, and perhaps that part ol
the work may soon be left entirely to the

government.
The other thing which I wanted to say is

that the Indian is "outcountryman, (Applause) that he ought to be
a fellow citizen with us, as well as
a fellowman
living in tbe same country. And tbe
government is learning this great truth also
and is carrying it into practice. After a hundred years of blundering, with the best intentions it is true, after giving more than any
other people have ever given for the support
of a dependent and conquered race, after
making treaties with petty tribes and bo
feasting their pride and their sense of selfimportance, the government has ceased to regard these tribes now as independent nations
and is treating them as a part of the people of
our common country, bringing them under the
same laws
that govern ourselves, and imposing upon them Some of the same burdens which
we have to
bearjas citizens of a free country.
Since 1872 no treaty has been made with an
Indian tribe. We make agreements and bargains with them to purchase portions of the
territory which they have possession of and
the right of occupancy; but we make no
more treaties with the Indians.
They are
men ; they are our countrymen; they are the
native Americans, if there are any native
Americans in this land. (Applause)
Now
this same truth the churches are also learning, this American Board is learning
it; and though we have followed p rhaps
as a religious body somewhat in the steps
of the government, treating the Indians as
foreigners, teaching them a language which
we do not speak ourselves, spending large
amounts of money in Drinling books for them
in their own languages, and thus building
up the walls of separation between them
and us, yet now the time seems to have arhave
rived, as we
expressed in this
report of the committee, to change our
toward
to" treat
them
and
policy
them
no
but
as
longer
foreigners
to transfer these missions to a home hoard
and thus declare that the Indians belong
rather to domestic missionary work than to
the foreign work. [Applause.]
that we have learned

WESTERN

we

rightly say—every

one

who

to these sacred festivals says—that
here is a gathering such as we never meet
elsewhere, representing the intelligent piety
comes

and the consecrated intellect of the country,
fee vital power that energizes whatever is

AFRICAN

MISSION.

Rev. S. G. Willard of Colchester, Conn.,
chairman of the committee on Western Central Africa, in his report on tbe missions in
that part of the world, referred to the obstacles in the way of prosecuting the work, but
could see no reason for discouragement, nor
for any change in the stations. The report

specially notices the patience, constancy, courage, hopefulness and perseverance of the missionaries, to the sacrifice of health, and often
of life, to which they are called—and the death
of Mr.Bagster. But it is in be remembe-ed that
the command of Christ is “Go ye into all the
world and preach the Gospel to every creaAfrica is not to be left out, and he
ture.’’
who gives the order will fulfill the promise,
“Lo, lam with you alway, even to the end of
the world.”
The report was

adopted.

EUROPEAN TURKEY.

The report of the committee, to whom was
referred the mission in European Turkey, was

presented by Rev.

Address of President a. C. Bartlett.
We naturally feel a great interest in this
single strand which is left of the golden
cord which binds us to the efforts and the
successes of this missionary body.
The Dakota mission is the last remnant of the earlier influences that called out the faith and
the prayers and the efforts of that band of
Gideon which in its early days were neither
fearful nor
faint-hearted.
From
that
time dates the enthusiasm that poured itself forth in prayer for the perishing millions and in a sympathy that followed the
heroic sacrifices and 6elf-demals of the early
missionaries, that rejoiced in the triumphs
of the divine grace among the
aborigines of
that followed them with
America, and
tearful interest in that forced march,
where they were literally like
sheep for
the slaughter, from their original homes
across the Mississippi.
It binds us to the
times from whence came down that first,
or almost first, precious legacy of her who
from the earnings of fifty cents a week could
leave to this Board hundreds of dollars to
help on our work for the future, to which
time date, I think, most of these legacies
that are now tiding us over the liSUr of our
And it sometimes
relative indifference.
seems to me, as I listen to these statements
of figures showing us how much of the work
now done is not done by the living, but by
the dead; when I read in the statement of
the treasurer that of this $051,000 which
have been expended in our work for the
past year, only $348,000—scarcely more than
one-half—were the contributions of the living
while the rest has come down from the dead:
I feel almost that if
this work
goes
on, we that live may soon count ourselves
the
dead.
It
seems
as
among
though, in the
inspiration of that past work, that so profoundly stirred to their inmost souls tbosethat
began this goodly work, we are called upon
to a revival of the missionary cause in our
own hearts, in the midst of the churches
that we represent here to-day. We look
around upon the audiences, which assemble

here, and

good in society; and when we come up here
to hold our sacred feasts before God, and to
commune with each other and to receive new
strength, the thought that impresses itself
on oue’s heart is, oh, that we. could go home
and carry with us the enthusiasm that
would vitalize all the churches and church
members, until this work should not be
left to a few of the members of the chu’ches
or to a portion of the churches themselves!
Why, Mr. Chairman, should it be that even
in New England a large part of the churches
withhold their
from this
contributions
American Board? Why is it that in the
young and growing West, oue thousand of the sixteen hundred churches
still withhold their offerings from the cause
of the Master when ho said,
Go ye into all
the world ?” Is it because they are weak ?
They are not all weak ; and if they are weak
now theywill never become strong while all ther
sympathies are bound up in their own personal and immediate interests. I have read,
I remember, within four years of one little
church in this State of Maine that has but
four members, and yet they sent live dollars
to the treasury of the
American
Board,
(applause). Now is it not our work and
function here to go and carry with us this influence which began GO or 70 years ago in connection with these aborigiual tribes, carry
forth that same spiritual power that prompted
them until this little one lias become thousands, and see to it that every member of the
body of Christ in this land hears that command—coming home to one man as much as
to another—“Go ye either iu person or bypreach the gospel to every
proxy, and
ereature.”
I will say nothing further upon our recommendation. We feel this tender interest
in this beloved work; and we cannot part
from such a long and precious companionship except as we transfer it, if possible, to
those that seem to us the nearest of our
spiritual kin.

E. H.

Byington

of Monson,
Mass. The report states that the work has
been carried forward during the year with
wisdom and success.
Refers to the changes
which have taken place since Turco-Russian
war, and the positions the board has taken, removing some of the greatest obstacles to the
development of the Bulgorian people. The

Bulgarians are making rapid strides in intellectual end political progress, second only to
the Japanese.
The next ten years will do
much to determine whether this progress is to
be secular or Christian.
Our mission has had
a foundation for
exerting an important influence at this crisis in the history of the nation.
It refers to three points of special interest—the
training school at Samokov, the native Evan
gelical society, which is of the nature of a
home missionary association, and which works
in entire harmony with the mission, and the

eligious

press.

Prince Alexander, the new ruler of Bulgaa Protestant, and is a friend
of the mission. His chaplain at Sofia, the capital, has
also taken much interest in the work of the
mission.
He is to build a Lutheran church
next year, and has
already offered the use of
it to the Bulgarian Protestants.
Altogether
the outlook for this mission is far more
hopeful
than ever before. The report was
accepted.
Kemarks followed by Rev. dames F. Clark

ria, is

of that mission.
Mr. Robbins of Iowa, read from the ninth
chapter of Luke—The transfiguration—followed by remarks. It seemed to him that at the

meetings of the Board,

we were

lifted more
than at other times to the mount of transfiguration, and could realize in some measure the

glory of the master, and feel the force of the
great truths in which we have a speoial interest as his followers, and as laborers in the field
in which we are called by him to work. Here,
as nowhere else, seems the conversion of a
world possible.
Prayer and remarks followed, with great
promptness and earnestness. Among those
voioes heard, were Rev. W. S. Palmer of Norwich, Conn.; Rev. H,M. Parsons,Toronto,O.,

who desii 3d that we might be entirely consecrated to Christ and filled with his spirit; and
Rev. W. F. Crafts, Brooklyn, N. Y., who
hoped we should enter with courage the land
of promise onened to use—as did Caleb and
Joshua of old.
Secretary Alden referred to

a crisis to which
the Board was brought as to how the work of
Missions was to be carried on in the Spirit, and
according to the recommendation of the Com
mittee on the reports of the Secretaries—referring especially to the SHOO,000 for Japan.
No special contribution can be asked. It must
be met. It was blessed to dwelt in a mount of

transfiguration, but there

were

those

at

the

base of the mount who were weak, doubting,
The way has been dark
and all in the dark.
to us at times, in the past,—instancing the session at Providence, and God appeared wonderfully for our deliverance. Our hope is in God.
So it is fitting that we ask Him to help us in
weakness -lid need.
Hon. William K. Dodge of New York, asked
if we could not do something now, especially
for this work. Can we not doable our subscriptions? I propose to double mine, f Ap-

our

plause,]
Secretary

Amen stated that

missionary lias
said he would be one of 30,000 to pay 520.
Treasurer Ward announced that a gentleman proposes to pay 52,000 this year, more
than three times his payment of last year.
One gave 550 last year, will give 5500 this
a

A clergyman in the audience earnestly

year.

plead that each church adopt and pursue earnestly the Harris system, or some other plan of
systematic giving—and all give something.
Philo Parsons, Esq., of Detroit, Mich., said
that there had been times when he felt he
ought to give, but did not. The ermpunctions
of conscience he did not heed. Now he meant
to give, and in view of former withholding,
would double his subscription this year.
Hon. W. W. Thomas of Portland, would add
51,000 to his subscription—another added

$1,000.
Dea. Ezra

Farneswoith

of

Boston, would

double his subscription.
Rev. Dr. Braston of Providence, R. I,, said
that he would not only double his own gift,
but would invite his people to do the same.
Rev. ,T. O Means of Worcester, Msss., said
that his people
d been straggling for the
payment of a d bt, of 593,000—and had made
o the Board.
He felt homeno contribution
sick, and pledged $1,000 this year.
A Home missionary pledged one-tenth of his
salary, $50. Several others named amounts to be

usual,contiibutions to the Board,
among them, Hon. J. N. Harris of Providence,

added to their

R. I.; Rev. L. S. Rowland of Lee; Hon. Wm
Hyde, Ware, Mass.; ex-Gov. J. B. Page of
Rutland. Vt.; Hon. Z. E. Ely of Ohio; Rev.
H. C. Hayden of New York; Rev. Mr. Ferris
of New London, Conn. One gentleman would
give $2C3 for the privilege of relating an incident illustrative of the self-denial of a Home

Missionary.
William D Locke, Esq., of Now Ipswich,
Mass., who has consecrated a son to the missionary work, desired that we might consecrate not only money but ourselves and onr
children to Christ and to his kingdom.
Rev. Dr. Goodwin of Illinois thought it
would be prc Stable to study the first and second
chapters of the Acts, as to the bestowment of
the Holy Spirit, and the grace of giving, and
the results which followed, when “great grace
was upon them all.”
Secretary Alden referred to the noble work
which the women have accomplished for missions, and to the crowded meeting now in progress, of the Woman’s Beard, in another

church, leaving us largely an audience of men,
and that perhaps we needed the enforcing of
the claims of work upon
denial and consecration

us.
on

Instances of self
the part of women

related.
Rev. C. D. Barrows of San Francisco said
they would be ready to do their part and read
as an indication of
it the following telegram
which he had received as the greetings oi that
state to the Poard;
were

Francisco, Cal., Oct. 4.
The General Association California, to the
San

American Board sendeth greeting.
“They
helped every one his neighbor, and every
one said to his brother. “Be of good
courage.”
Samuel A. Chapin,
Isaiah, 41-G.
Moderator.
A large number of gentlemen promised to
double their gifts of the previous year.
Key.
E. B. Webb, D. D., of Boston, out of love for
the Master, and in view of what he had done
fo tho world’s salvation, and that we are
pledged to do in carrying out His Divine will
and plan, proposed that every one should feel
the duty and privilege of giving to this cause,
and that all who would join following those
who had publicly pledged an inciease in their

contributions, doubling the sum they had
given this year, should rise. There were very
few exceptions in response to this appeal, and
while standing, Rev. Dr. Alden led in a very
fervent and tender prayer.
EASTERN AND CENTRAL TURKEY.

Rev. W. E. Merriman, D.D., of East Somer.
ville, road the report of the committee on
these missions:
All departments of work appear to be prosecuted in wise proportion and with good effect.
The difficulties are not other or greater than
must bo expected.
The specially favorable
facts aro that the Scriptures are more extensold
and
sively
read, especially among the
Moslems, that so many churches are building
substantial houses of worship, that they are
able to sustain the necessary church discipline,
and that the people give as much for church
privileges and education. There is no lack of
There is evopportunity, no lack ol success.
ery reason why all departments of work now
sowell established in these fields should be
prosecuted with increasing vigor. The report
was

adopted.

TRKASUKER’S REPORT.
Col. Franklin Fairbanks, in behalf of the
committee on the treasurer’s report,stated that
they had examined carefully the accountsfand

investments, and expressed their appreciation,
First—Of the high grade of investments of
all permanent funds.
Second—Of the detailed account of all expenses and vouchers, and the system of book-

keeping.

Third—Of the double scrutiny of the differhome officers, rendering absolute safety of
funds entrusted to the'Board.
Standing committees are appointed year by
One committee is “for auyear, as follows:
thorizing the purchase of bills of exchange;”
another on Legacies, another on the Morning
Star, another on “Salamis” one on appropriations, and one on the examination of the
treasurer’s accounts, supervising expenditures,
contracts and purchases, approving payments
and making temporary investments.
The treasurer submits to this committee a
book of monthly statements, in which every
payment is classified under the heads of the
mission, or object for which it is made. A
monthly account current and a trial balance
are recorded in the same book.
All these are
carefully examined by two members of this
committee who certify to the same.
It is gratifying to the thousands of contributors to the funds of the Board to feel that
they are entrusting their money in the hands
of such s >fe and efficient officers to expend,
believing, as we must, that every dollar is
made to do its largest work.
ent

AUSTRIA.

Rev. II. M. Storrs, D. D., Chairman of the
Committee cn the Austrian mission, made a
report. A summary of vhich follows:
If
asked
Christians
“Why American
should establish and maintain missionaries in
it
be
Austria,”
replied:
may
i—Besides general
Protestant
obligation,
Christians ar e especially debtors to tbe land of
Jerome
of
and
Ziuzondorf.
Hubs,
Prague
II— Though the land is nominally Christian
yet the Word is so bound that the mass of the
people are in perishing need of external help.
III— Self protection is
urging American
Protestantism to kindle back fireB everywhere
in Roman Catholic Europe and especially in
those nations making constant and large contributions by emigration to our own population.

IV— The great conflict with heathenism and
Mohammedanism, the weight of Austria,
national, intellectual, moral and spiritual
should be transferred as quickly as possible to
the side of living Christian faith.
Signal tokens of Divire favor have rested
the
mission
upon
last
during the
Ecclesiastical
year.
bigotry, legal obstructions and social prejudice are evidently
yielding before the silent and powerful pressure of God.
A larger confidence is being
created in both government and people. Increased circulation of religious literature has
been rewarded by addition of many souls.
These sigus and tokens more multiplied this
year than ever before seem to call for a more
vigorous and decided prosecution of this particular mission.
It has been the purpose of the board to send
only a few missionaries to Austria to introduce
the leaven of a purer faith, in the hope that
men would be raised up on the ground to carry
forward the work once begun.
The committee express tbeir confidence in the wisdom of
the plan, but they cannot fail to express the
sorrow we feel, in common with the prudential
committee and the friends of the Board,that at
such an hour amidst so many and striking
evidences of Divine favor upon the mission, its
working force should be found in snch an enfeebled condition.
May the Lord of the harvest send more
laborers into this portion of the vineyard.
The report was adopted.

Remarks
The
Starrs

were

then made by Dr. Storrs.
resolution introduced by Dr.

following
was adopted:
Resulted, That in the judgment of the Board

the prudential committee should be encouraged
to employ the most strenuous measures approv-

ed by your wisdom to secure, through our national government, or otherwise, to our missionaries to Austria, ttie complete enjoyment
of those civil aud religious liberties in the administration of their missiot ary vsrrk
The Communion.
The following persons were appointed to officiate at the communion services in the afternoon;

Second Parish church—Rev. J. T. Durjee,
D. D., Boston, Rev. S. C. Pixly of the South
African Mission, Deacons Joseph C. Tyler of
Philip Moen of Worcester,
Massachusetts,
Barnabas Freeman of Yarmouth, Wm. W
New
of
Russell
Hampshire, A. G. Oumuocli,
S. W. Larrabee aud Edward Gould of Portland.
State btreet church—Rev. Prof. William
Thompson of Hartford, Conn.; Rev. Henry
Blodgeit, D. D., of the Chinese Mission; Dea.
cons Charles F. Thompson of Vermont,
John
W. Noyes of New Hampshire, S. C. Wilkins
of Massachusetts, V. C. Strong of Massachusetts, J. M. Hazeu of Vermont, George P. Davis of Newton Conter, Mass., and R. H.
Hinckley of Portland.
Willistou Church—Piof. Edward A. Parks,
D. D., and Rev. John L. Atkinson of the Japan Mission; Deacons Ezra Farnsworth of
Boston, Mass.; Daniel NY. Camp Gf Connecticut. Horace Fairbanks of St. Jolmsbury, Vt.,
S. G. Mack. Brown Thurston, John H. True,
and J. F. Jeffords of Portland.
The report was adopted, and tlio above
named officiated at the communion services in
the afternoon.
WESTERN TURKEY MISSION.

The report cn this mission was presented by
the Rev. Cyras Hamlin, D. D. LL. D.—President of Middlebnry College—Chairman of the
Committee, to whom was referred the subject,

[We hope

to

publish this able and im-

portant report in full.]
Remarks on the report were made by Leonard
W. Bacon, D. 1).
In the course of his remarks, he referred to a pamphlet concerning
the Armenian mission which had been distributed in the hall the day before, criticising
the policy of the Board.
The Hon. Wm. E. Dodge of New York said
that he had noticed them and thought that it
were hotter to have the matter presented to
the Board, in tli e same manner that other subjects are brought to their attention: and if
there

of complaint, he only was
He would not dodge the matter.
It was not the action of tho Board, and it was
the decision of the committee of arrangements
t hat no publication shall be distributed in the
hall.
Secretary Clark, Dr. Walcott, S. M. Minasiau, Esq., and others took part in the discus,
sion of the subject, and at the close of Dr.
Bacou's re-marks, the report was laid upon tho
cause

was

responsible.

table,

be

to

considered at tho afternoon ses-

sion.
re

given by Secretary Stimson,

chairman of the committee of arrangements; among tbom the communion
in the Williston, State
season at U o’clock
Street and Second ohnrches, and of a meeting
of the children of missionaries in the latter
church, at tbe close of the communion service.
and by the

Tho Boar! took

a

recess

until half past three

o’clock.

But I did not think the time had come for
them to do tWs, and I said, “Ask the Father if
he wants you to go.” After this they said no
more about if.
Miss Burr of Owego, New York,

appointed

to the Japan mission, was introduced to ihe
audience, and in a few words asked that she
might be led by Christ in her work
Mrs. Park of Indiana, then
of the in-

spoke

terest among women iu that country. She related a series of visits showing the desir for
Christian teaching. She first went to a home
where the mother was opposed to Christianity,
but by the means of worsted work, of which the
women are very fond, and by the teaching of
Christian hymns a foothold was gained, and

the

missionary besought

to read and teach
more than she had the time and ability. From
this bouse she went to some tailor women in a
tenement house, where among those who were
quarreling, tearing their hair and beating each
other, she found those who were glad to listen
to the story of the cross.
Father away
among mud huts, on the outskirts of tlio city,
she also found twenty or
eager listeners.

thirty

From each one of these places earnest requests
were made for more teaching—more readingmore requests than could possibly be heeded—
go few w'ere the laborers among them. M/s.
Parks closed with an appeal for reinforcements.
Mrs. Allen of Harpoot, Eastern Turkey, was
next introduced, who said, “What can I tell
you of twenty-five yeais of missionary labor in
ten minutes?” She then spoke of an Armenian school in a small room where just a f»,*w
gathered, and then of the girls’ school, of tie

Normal school and of Use Armenian college,
where young men and women are educated
and sent forth to do more work for their pecpie. Mothers who have received the truth are
earnest; for the Christian education of their
children. The truth is sure to prevail, and

Turk, Kcord, Egyptian and Arabian are sure
to be delivered from the bondage of superstition and error.
Mrs. Allen closed by asking the prayers of
Christian women of America in behalf of Extern Turkey,and especially for Harpoot schools.
A paper prepared by Miss Mary 8. Rice, of
the Nestorian mission, entitled “Then and
Now,” or “The Thirties and tho Eighties,”
was then read by Mrs. James Rica of
Boston,
of which t'e following is au abstract:
The kingdom of heaven is like unto leaven
hid in meal till the whole was leavened. Just
as surely as it is bid it will leaven, aud it will
on leavening until the whole is leavened.
Soon the “secret” thing will be proclaimed upon the housetops.
“Oh no,” the skeptic says,
“don't hide that leaven; there is not enough to
amount to anything. The meal is too coarse,
there is not a siDglo chauce of success.
Don’t
risk it. Take a likelier subject.” Why did
Fidelia Fisk leave her New England home for
the same dark land, rejoicing
t0 6pendand

keep

be spent hiding leaven in the unresponsive
meal? Her work for those Neetorian girls and
women

There
MEE TINGS OF TEE WOMANS’ BOARD

Tho meetings of tlieto Boards wore held in
street church yesterday morning at 10
o'clock,Mr,. Wm. Fenn of Portland, Vice
President of the Eastern Board presiding.

High

After an anttiem, fmelly rendered by four
yoaug ladie3 the exercises commenced with
singing by the audience of the hymn “AssemThe scriptures
bled at thy great command.”
Boston
were read by Mrs. A. C. Thompson of
who, in connection with the story of the

breaking the alabaster box of precious ointment, spoke of tho element of love in woman’8
missionary work which thinks

sacrifice too
Costly for the service of our Lord. She alluded feelingly to the death of Mrs. Nina Foster
Kiggs by whose grave sbo stood a few months
no

since saying some had thought the sacrifice was
too great, but it was one of lovo and would be
acknowledged by the master as done for Him,
So this should be our motto.
Were the whole realm of nature mine
That were -a offering far too small.
Love so amazing, so divine.
Demands my 1 >ve, my life, my all.
After prayer by Mrs. Noble of Chicago the
minutes of the last meeting were read by Mrs.
H. A. Copp of Boston and accepted.
The reof the Woman’s Board of the East was
This society
has now under its care 21 branches and three
conference associations, composing between
790 and 800 auxiliaries, and from 500 to C 00
Those organizacircles among the children.
tions are constantly growing in numbers and
pojVer among the churches. In the foreign
field tho Board has cow in the work 92 missionaries, 70 Bible women, 21 boarding schools
and 111 village and day schools. Since Jan. 1,
1882, thirteen young ladies have been added
ort

Siven by the Home Secretaries.

to the list of missionaries. The receipts from
the Board since January 1st, have been for the
general funds 84b,411 07 from legacies, ofwhioh
810,000 were from Portland, 810,308.52;|and
from publications $0,510.93, making in all 871,.
230.52. The report closed with an appeal for
greater effort in the future.
The Woman’s Board of Missions of tho Interior was represented by Mia. Case of Chicago,
who brought cordial greetings from that Board

reported

its prosperous condition, with enthusiastic hopes for the future.
The center of interest is the devotional meet"
iug which is held every Friday morning at ten
o'clock, when returnod missionaries and home
She

workers gather for prayer, and find their hearts
bound firmly together. Following this is their
executive committee meeting in which they
are assured that the work is the Lord’s. They
find nothing

ennobling
good object.
They are encouraged in finding young ladies
taking hold of the work, and in the number of
mission circles whicli have beeu organized.
They hope for an anxiliary in every church,
and to have every women a member.
They
are looking forward to the time of larger gifts,
and hope at their next annua) meeting to be
able to report 833,000.
so

as

a

The Woman’s Board of the Pacific was represented by Miss Fay of California, who
brought “a greeting of loy aity and sympathy,
freh hted witii the same assurance of hope
that gives joy in the remembrance of Him
who said, ‘Lo, I am with you always, even unto the ond of the world.’
Miss Fay said, “la considering the work of
the
Woman’s Board of
the
Pacific, two
thoughts should be prominent in our minds—
the difficulties under which that work is prosecuted and the enthusiasm which overrides
those difficulties, knowing that ‘all things are

possible

to

them that believo

nearly all of the twenty-nine self-supporting Congregational churches of California
there is an auxiliary to the Woman’s Board,
In

and more than half of
people's societies and

them ha

juvenile

'also young
fforts in the

line of missionary work.
If the gifts from the ninety-four churches of
California, Nevada and Arizona seem small,
let us remember the patient struggles for their
Those who stand upon the
own existence.
watch-towers of those Western shores feel that
is young there, and
the missionary spirit
prayerfully long for greater zeal and deeper
consecration to the foreign work.
When the
waters of the Atlantic are stirred, even by the
hand of a child, the effort is felt as the waters
roll through the Golden Gate on the Pacific
for it is one great ocean after all that
Even so for
sweeps around the continent.
every prayer you offer and every effort you put
forth there is a responsive thrill from your sisters of the Pacific coast, and like the waves of
the ocean their hearts beat with yours, in

shore;

mutual love and in devotion to their Lord aud
yours.
Miss Gonedy or Japan was next introduced.
She alluded to ono morning when sho was con.
versing with some cue in imperfect Japanese,
and some one who heard her said “she smiles.”
She then said: “I covet this church, and this
large gathering of women for Japan, and I
think we may claim it in tho future.
Some
with apparently little mind
Japanese
and with bent form havo been lifted up, in
body as well as mind, by the love of Jesus
which has come iuto their hearts.
This gives
women

courage to hope for great things. As I look
back, the school building in Osaka comes up
us

before me; the dark faces of tho pupils with
the love of Christ in their souis.
One sick man has boon visited by many who
have been impressed by his earnestness in
Christ, service, and so oue Bible woman has
One Christian
been
greatly encouiaged.
woman in Japan is a wonderful power for

humble intellect
have provod themselves mighty with the love

good.

Even

some

worneu

of

of Christ.

George McDonald lias said, “Lift me up is
the cry of every human creature.” This cry
has been heard by many in Japan.
When I was leaving they tried to keep it
quiet, but it was found out, and some of th
girls said, “We want to go home with you.”

performed royally and loyally.
one single thiDg attractive or

was

was

never

lovely in these coarse women. Nothing for
those dark days of the thirties, bat the promise of God concerning the leaven. He to make
it work; they to hide it.
And so the time
sped on, until the eighties, and now behold tho
leaven.

Meetings

are

held

quarterly,

in the

districts on the plain by societies of Nestorian
women, educated in the Oroomiah Female

Seminary, who assemb'e from neighboring villages and spend the day in religious exercises
and discussion of practical evangelization. Behold the leaven, and notice how it leaveDs,
and pray God that the whole may soon he
leavened.
This was followed by in address by Mrs.
Atkinson of JapaD, who said that the first
point of contact with Japanese women was
their religiousness, which consisted mostly of
desire to he saved from punishment.
Their
belief that their souls will go into an animal
after death if their Bins are great, is a constant teiror, and their desire for a saviour
from their sins D great.
She gave very interesting instances of tho way in which they
sought to appease their gods—going about at
timeR from dawn till dark, from temple to
temple, and performing difficult labors in other directions.
Some woman was mentioned,
a

who, as a special merit, was told to buy a burial garment and to have it written on by a
priest. She thought that if the writing of
one priest was beneficial, the
writing of many
wiuld be more so, and she went from one to
another until the garment was covered.
Still
she found no rest.
At last she heard the

preaching

of the Gospel, and this was what
she needed. She became a true and humble
follower of Christ.
The question then arose
as to what she should do with tho garment'
which was finally sold for the benefit of the
Native Home Missionary Society, bringing S1o
into its treasury.
Miss Stone of Samokov,. Bulgaria, was then
introduced, and allnded in touching words to
her baptism by G. A. C. Thompson in Eliot

church, Boston, aud the missionary influence
of that church upon her. She then said that
her heart turned to Bulgaria, and she thought
of the loss to those missionaries who cannot
to
a
meeting like this. She spoke
earnestly of the missionaiy work of those a4
home in training the children and oiling the
wheels of the general machinery.
She then
spoke of Bulgaria geographically of the freedom which it gained in 78, and of the door
come

which was thus

opened to American mission"
aries especially.
Girls are now thronging to
the schools, and there is great need for prayer
that the word of God may have free coarse
and be glorified.
The last address was given by Miss Morris
of the Znln mission who spoke of the association of Africa in the minds of many with

cannibals,

savage

animals

reptiles but she wished

and

poisonous

the audience
that commerce had driven them away and that
he missionaries were in no danger in these
directions. Shethen dwelt on the great change
that had taken place in the missionary work in
that country. Forty years ago when the first
to

assure

missionaries went to Africa it was difficult to
persuade the people to hear the gospel. It
was only by hiring them as servants in their
households that they could obtain an influence
them. Now in all the region about Natal
they are not only eager to hear the gospel but
are appealing for schools for their children.
They desire very much the advantages of
over

Christian education; nowhere were the people
degraded as in Africa; nowhere did the

so

much from the lack of any
women suffer
elevating influence but the gospel had the
power to raise them out of it. If a woman
so

aken from heathenism and one who had been
for several years a Christian and placed side
by side before the audience it would at
once be seen that a wonderful change could be
wronght in them. One who has seen this
to

immovable

marvellous change
faith in the Christian religion one that no at
tack from infidelity can imperil.
The adcomes

an

dress closed with an appeal for the women of
Africa: that the women of America should
rise to enter the
before them.

Prayer

door

that was opened wide

was

ology.
The aud’euce, which was composed entirely
of ladies, filled the church to its utmost capacity, many standing n the aisles and evtry
available space. The absence of the President,
Mrs. Albert Bowkor, was much regretted, bul
owing largely to the tact and ability of the

presiding officer the exercises wore of the
greatest interest throughout.
An overflow meeting was held in tho Free
St. Baptist church, conducted by Mrs. Helen
O. Knight cf Portsmouth, N. H. Addresses
weje made at this meeting by Miss E. M.
Stone of Bulgaria, Mrs. S. C. Pixlev of the
Zulu mission, Miss M. C. Gouldy and Mrs. J.
L. Atkinson of Japan.
[The report of the afternoon and evening
sions are pi aced on the first
1

pended

are

some

page.'

of the addresses

made

dui r g the session and the sermon delivered
Other addresser
by the Bov. Dr. Goodwin.
will he published hereafter, and all will te
found in our special edition containing a complete account of the doings of the Board.
half A CENTl'KV WITH TlRKEl’
r.

farce of the Turkish army, the disistrous campaign of 1829 in war with Russia, the crushing
the still unsubdued
war indemnity imposed,
rebellion of Mohammed Ali of Egypt.
I did not then question the prophetic insight
of the saintly missionary until 1 met with a
similar prediction in tho I ravels of Clarke published in 1808 and still another in 1783 at the
loss of the Crimea. For a whole century the
predictions of immediate dissolution have been
growing morb and more frequent but still the
empire exists to perplex the nations.
From the signs of change and decay Dr.
Ely Smith of Beirut brought ont very admirably and clearly, in a paper of true iDsiglit, the
•pening to Chris'ian Missions among the Oriental churches which must result from the changed
condition of the empire aud its attempted reforms. Dr Goodell was inspired With
brilliant hopes, Dr Dwight with his calm aud
far reaching judgment gave himself to organising the work for which his researches had
prepared the way, Dr Sebaufller gave himself with enthnasism to the Jewish work. Mr
Temple soon removed the press from Malta to
Smyrna at which poll t it commenced its

grand

career.

The dark shapeless Turkish Empire begun
thus to enlist tire profound attention of the
Committee of
Prudential
the American
Board soon after the term that Russia expelled all missionaries 32 in number from her
borders. With no thought of entering it 1
surveyed all the field as beginning to glow
with the auroral light of our Lord’s return to
reigu over the Eastern world.
Great aud profound "as my surprise when
on opeuiug a letter from the beloved Secretary
Armstrong dated Feb 1, 1837, I read my appoint cent to th work of education in Turkey,
the country I was most interested in buc had
uever thought of as my field of labor.
After oue year’s delay caused by tho great fin
ancial crisis of 1837i the departure was fixed
Dec. 3. 1838. It w’li help you to understand
the cha iges in public feeling with regard to
the
sailing to know that early on that
bitter December morning a large concourse of
devout meu aud women, old and young, assembled on deck and wharf while a long, in
that intensa cold a culpably long, farewell
prayer was offered. If in such intense coin the
whole company had simply united with one
heart and voice in the Lord’s prayer, it might
have been more edifying but would have involved less of martyrdom
As to the frost bitten ears I can only answer for those that wero
to listen to th ) Muezzin’s cry from Islam’s
minarets.
Let us come to 1839. Seven of the ten years
in which Turkey was to fill up the measure of
The lioniier iniquities had passed away.
hearted Sultan Mahmoud II had' survived the
manilold perils of his reign -perils which had
pressed upon him at various times from England, Fiance, Austria, Russia, from the Janizaries, the Mamelukes the Wahabites, from
the Greeks, Servians,, Rumanians, Kurds and
Pereiaus. He had paid off a crushing war indemnity to Batsia which was designed to crip
He had at length an arpie all his resources.
my disciplined by European tactics aud a
splendid navy built by American naval architects Eckford and Rhodes, be had fearlessly
instituted many reforms, had relieved his
Christian subjects from many oppressions and
had turned the tide qf European sentiment in
his favor.
It was in view of all these changes that the
mission press had been transferred to Smyrna
whore it was working with unembarrassed
freedom.
But just at this time in 1839, when the hopes
of extensive reform were ino6t brilliant, and
tho missionaries saw the whole land opening
beforo them, a dark and heavy storm cloud settled down first upon tho mission then upon the

empire.
The p eiates of the oriental churches awoke
to their dauger from the progress of evangelical
pri iciples, persecution scattered the schools
and converts, some were sent into exile and the
expulsion of the missionaries was not only demanded bnt ordered,
While they were waiting with prayerful resolve “to hold the foit,’’ the cloud passed over
them, to their persecutors. The death augel
called for Mahmoud. His army was routed
His splendid navy was betrayed iuto
at night.
the bauds of the rebel Pasha of Egypt, by the
infamous Admiral Ahmed Famzy. At one fell
stroke the Empire lost its heroic Saltan, its
army, its navy and the whole of Syria and

Egypt.
We thought either Russia or Mohammed Ali
would have immediate possession of the Bosphorus. Before (he ten years had expired we
were ready to cry, “Babylon is fal eu, is falltn
and shall be found no more at all.”
But Europe interfered with a powerful arm,
compelled the victorious Egyptiau army to
return to Egypt, the fleet to be restored to the
young Sultan Abdul Medjed and things resumed their wonted course.
The Sultan under the iuspiratien of certain
friends of reform bat chiefly of Sir Stratford
Canning and the remarkable Vizier Kesid
Pasha issued the lamous “Haiti Sheriff of
Gulhone” to guide the reformed administration
of the empire. However miserably executed,
it stirred the Dead Sea of the eastern mind and
its waters will never again subside. This is
number one of these great providential movements that mark the progress of the Redeemer’s kingdom.
These political turmoils and revolutions entirely relieved the mission work from its
threatened evils and it went on its way rejoic-

ing.

The Russian Ambassador who had declared
that his Imperial master the Emperor of all
the Russian would never allow Protestantism
to set its foot in Turkey, saw hig designs frustrated, the press prosecuting its work, schools
increasing, and new mission stations occupied
without the least regard to the Holy Tsar!
The exiled brethreu returned, Goodell, Dwight,
ScLauftler were jubilant.
Three years passed and another,the second and
most significant pivotal event occuied in 1812.
It was tbe great public martydom in the
streets of the great city of
the Armenian
C .robot who iu a moment of passion had professed Islam, but had returned to his christion faith and stood firm unto death.
The indignation of Christendom was excited, and Sir Stratford Canning forced the
Sultan to give his imperial and official pledge
that thenceforth no man should bo injured
iu the matter of changing his faith. Russia
nnite in
characteristically
refusing to
securing the great] article of freedom. This
decree, forced as it was,
produced a great
moral effect upon both Moslem and Christiou
minds, which has not yet passed away.
The years from 1843 to ’4G were years of
of the misvery decided progress in all parts
sion work in Turkey. It could no longer be
treated with
ridicule and contempt. The
prelates of the Armenian church, supported
by all the dominant influences around the
Sublime Porte resolved to
crush this movement at once.

Tbe mighty thunder of the
great anathema was uttered by the Armonian Patriarch in 184G and probably for the lost time.
Some years of persecution, suffering, and
great perplexities lollowed. But never did
persecution ovtr-reach itself so signally.
It compelled and justified the forming of a
native Protestant church, aud through the
persevering efforts of Sir Stratford < annlng
an equally
carried out by
noble English
nobleman, Lord Cowley the Firman of freedom for native Protestant churches iu Turkey,
more
was obtained and
than one
hundred
churches now exist In virtue thereof, and iu
some hundreds of places in the
Empire the
gospel is
preached. The press, schools,
touring and preaching received a groat im-

pulse.

Another cheering ray Irom the coming of
the Son of man, as we then
fondly hoped,
began to shine. It was the softening of the
Moslem mind, a readiness
of many Mohammedans to read the Scriptures and to apprehend the difference between evangelical
and oriental faiths, to listen to the teachings
and claims of Jesus as a Savior. Some hopeful and most interesting conversions of Moslems occurred. A whole
Turkish
family
fled to Malta where they were baptised and
from whence they returned to
Turkey to
preach Christ.
But at this date 1853 ’54 a mighty movement which has not yet reached its culmination began to mutter
its thuuders. The
malign star of Louis Nanoleon had risen upon
Burope.aud that of the Holy Tsar like tae comet
•In the Arctic sky that from his horrid linir
shakes pestilence and war,” was still proudly

higher.

offered by Mrs. J. A.Coppof
Boston and the meeting closed with the dox.

so

1832, the writer represented the gieat empire
as hastening to its close and declared that ten
years more of changes like the ten years then
post would finish its history.
Tho changes referred to were the destruction
ot the Turkish fleet at Navarino, the loss of
Greece, tiie destructiou of the Janizaries aud
consequent annihilation of that puissant

Cyrus Hninliu nt 1st Omni:.

When in 1832 I resolved to devote my life to
the foreign held the Turkish Empire was coming forward into public notice as a once mighty
power, shattered and readytofall in remediless
ruin.
The missionaries th n at Oonstautlnople were
William Goodell, H. '■’50. Dwight and William G. Schauffler. In Syria they were Eli Smith
Isaac Bird and George B. Whiting.
In Malta Daniel Temple and lloman Hallock had charge of the printing, that Island
under English rule being considered the nearest accessible point from which to assail the
|
dark fortress of Islam by its radient forces
The journals ol these missionaries were read
In
iuteres
one
of
them, in
with unfall ng

Louis Napoleon in Roman Catholic interests, and in his own claimed a prominence in
the guardianship of the Holy Places. Russia resented this and claimed a protectorate
over all the Christians
(Greek church) in
Turkey. The Crimean war of 1854-55 followed, and the names Sevastapool Balaclava,
the Redow, the Malokoff, and the charge of
the Light Brigade became familiar terms in
every language of civilized man.
\Y ith the mere political results of the great
conflict we have nothing to do. Its maissionary results were great and some of them permanent.

The Russian despotism

was

kept

back for a time, the old clogs upon industries
which had so distressed the Protestant Armenians were swept away.
The abolition of
serfdom among the Bulgarians gave an imto
the nascent movements
mense impulse
among that-interesting people. A degree of
freedom
and
an earnest spirit of inreligious
quiry became evident everywhere. A number of Moslems made profession of Christian
faith and I recall with deep interest some
young officers of the Turkish army in Romelia, whose souls had apparently been touched
by the power of Jesus’ name. This Crimean
is the fourth of the great changes of the half

century.
Russian diplomacy was deeply chagrined at
all this, but was powerless to prevent it. Mr.
Lay aid of Nineveh celebrity, had declared in
his place in parliament that one reason for
Russia’s hastening to plunge into thut contest
was that she might efface this nascent Protestantism.
An American resident became providentially a sort of guarantor of the supply of 800
Russian prisoners, the Commissary General
declaring that no one but an American should
have that trusteeship. He incidentally found
there a Russian Colonel acquainted with the
name, place and particular pursuits of every
American missionary in Asia Minor. I venture to say his knowledge was more accurate
and minute than that of any member of the
Prudential Committee. He, an officer of the
Russian Army, had gained it all by personal

investigation,

as

a

scientific

traveler

Harpoot, at Avntab and at Saiouc in Egypt,
and by money institutions established by the
people,
Contemporaneous with all these

another cha lge of the

movements

deepest significance,

among the Moslems.
But a black po tentious cloud, unseen by us,
was at thi
time rising out of the month of the
bottomk is pit and the air of all the Eastern
world is still da-kened by reason of the smoke
of the pit, out of whioh have come 'ocusts
and frogs and scorpions of the earth and

weakening
■

every une'ean and hateful thing.
In order to er >lain this prodigy I must revert for a moment to the old Crimean war of
64-55.
At the peace of Paris May, 1806. turkey
was put under bonds to reform
1-er administration according to the principles of the
Hutti Humayaun.
Lord Stratfo d de Redcliffe “the great Ambassador” knew well that the strong arm of
power cauld alone secure any real reform in
the Turkish government and insisted that a
portion of the allied army and navy should remain and enforce the proposed reforms.
Unhappily Louis Napoleon had climbed ta
that height of power that he proposed to direct Eastern affairs and insisted that the
great Ambassador should be recalled and

England’s Premier,
said “Thy servant will

Palmerston,

shelved,

bowed his head and
do it!”
Who was appointed in Lord Stratford de
Itedcliffe’s place? Sir Henry Bulwe ■—a man
after Louis Napoleon’s own heart; a master
of intrigue, bribery, of infamous morals in social life, but of unquestioned ability in the
arts of diplomacy.
Generally be set' himself to undo all that
Lord Stratford de Redcliffe had done. His
first great achievement in that line was to
assure the Turks that England would not
protect Turkish converts. The slumbering
fanaticism of the Turks was easily aroused.
Some of the converts were thrown into

prison, some fled, some disappeared, some
recnated, some remained faithful unto
death. This rude shock arrested Inquiry,
aroused fanaticism, and has checked to this
day, a remarkable movement bright with the
promise of salvation to Islam. Palmerston,
Disralei, Gladstone, all had occupations too
engrossing to allow a serious thought to
mere missionary affairs.
Goodell’s forty
years, Chapter XXIII, page 425.
other destructive measures introduced, bv all the malign acts of Sir Henry,
to both Turkey and Egpyt, was that madness
of enormous and successive loans on terras
incredibly onerous and UDjust, under a
most magnoquent pretense of profitable
These loans were
public improvements.
partly used in building a few ironclads and
badly managed railroads, but mos’ly they
went Into the capacious
pockets of the
Sultan, a few pashas, and the capitalists:
Sir Henry’s always insatiate in consequence
of never being sewed up at the bottom.
Taxation grew apace, free trade abolished
industries of Turkey,
many important
bankrupicy, discontent and misery have
The

ensued.

Mal-administration, in which Turkey ala high
rank, has climbed to
increditable height. Let Sir Henry Bulwer’s
name and memory perish.
We may trust that England’s course in
Egypt will now bring some remedy to all these
ways held

accumulated evils. She has found herself comto pnrsue the plan Lord Stratford de

pelled

marked out

Redcliffe

twenty-six

years ago.

Henceforth in Egyyt at least if a
Mohammedan should become a Christai* there will
be no Sir Henry Bui wer to deliver him
over to Turkish fanaticism.
This is all we
ask, freedom of conscience and we care nat
who rules the East.
I have mentioned these disastrous events in
eider the better to look at some of the missionary results following all along from that
Crimean war of 1854—65.
(1) The Hatti Humayoun like the Hatti

Sheriff of Gulhone,

trampled

upon

has

menced their upvrard course.
Of that great struggle these

are some of
the undeniable results in which all friends
of missions may rejoice.
Political hopes
may have proved false; the kingdom of
Christ has gathered he fruit.
The late Russo T rkish war of 1878 was
another of those great events which lake
tbeir place in history to mark great world

changes.

It was the most destructive war of modtimes considering the brief time it occupied. It has been estimated that in a little
more than one year it involved the loss of
one million of lives.
Unheard of atrocities
accompanied its whole history, and they did
not cease; they rather begun with the cessation of battles. The convulsion has been
followed by continued and intensified national bankruptcy, by famines, pestilences
and misrule in both countries, Turkey and
Russia by brigandage and assassination,
the Tzar uncrowned a prisoner In his palace ;
the Sultan in his Harem; Nihilism defiant
in one and Islam instinct with hate and
wretchedness in the other. Was ever a
bloody war followed for so long a time with
such persistent horrors?
We shall hear
nothing more at present of either of these
dark and bloody powers being leaders in civilization.
When we turn our attention
from governments, from despotism to the
people the prospect brightens.
The renovation of Turkey must come
through the three chief Christian nationalities, the Armenian Greek, and Bulgarian.
Wbat Eli Smith saw so clearly in 1832 the
half century has placed beyond question.
Their progress has been a revolution. There
is discontent still. There is conflict, the
whole creation groaneth but it is the d.scontent of progress.
Notwithstanding all
disasters and discouragements which of the
means
of
Christianization
shows any
great
sign of retrogression? Which of them has
failed of steady advancement? the press?
Its issues were never so varied and abun
dant and never in such demand.
The diffusion of the Bible? It is sold in perfected
translations^ all the languages of the Era
pi re in yearly increasing numbers.
Education? In all the turmoil and poverern

ty schools, colleges, seminaries, high schools

missionary, non-missionary, anti-missionary female boarding schools, have all made
unanticipated progress. The preaching of
the gospel? The formation of churches?
The activity of Christian effort? The ability
and devotion of the nattive pastorate?
In all these there has been surprising progress. It is almost forty-six years since I
received my appointment as a missionary of
your Board', and every year,even in disaster,

has witnessed progress in some direction.
Now in conclusion, Christian friends, let
me refer you to one more remarkable fact
which coming years will bring to light.
All over Asia Minor, there still exists in
all the cities and villages.the frame work of
that municipal organization which we have
inherited, which Rome planted so deeply
that ithas survived all changes undar the

three systems, Heathenism, Christianity,
and Mohammedanism.
It may now be an instrument of
oppression,
but an enlightened, educated people will
use it mightily in the
“renaissance” of
faith
and
freedom.
Towards
this
result, all the labors of your
grand
missionaries tend.
When in future years
the history of the great consummation
shall be written, whatever the intervening
turmoil and disasters, the American Board
will be known as having gloriously commenced the work, and laid deep the foundations of tho spiritual,' social and material
renovation of that Old Eastern Empire.
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Has

too

Thursdaj’, Friday and Saturday,
Oct. 5, Oct. 5, Oct. 7.
THREE NIGHTS ONLY

KNIGHT

removed his office from

ExtimiiKe Street,

Union Mutual Life Insurance Building,
oct5
Opposite City Hall
U3t
SIDCBOAKD.
pereou having a large Mahogany Sideboard
With four doors, separated
by twisted columns
and drawers over them, will confer an
espeoial favor
by addressing e. at office of Daily Press, m it is desired to find one of this
sold many years
description,
smcu'

ANy

sepilodUw

a»t*I Wbcwm

A <3rc«t Uoom

Miith flranou.

KTcrywhere*
Grand tour of tlio New England

>

’rcult of the

McBLco Ranltin
AITHOHIXEI) ClANll'FM COMPANY *
in

their Groat American Play, the

DANITES!
Produced with all the original music, startling

scenic effects, and a cast to the strength of this celebrated organization. Pronounced r»y the press and
the public the greatest of ai1 American plays. Pro,
duced over

1200

TiiffltBS

1200

In America, England and Ireland.
Box sheet open Tuesday, Oct. 3d.

Gilbert

oc2diw

Dancing Acauemy.

s

Classs for Young Ladiee an«i Gentlemen meets
Hondo} and Ttmr»day Kvt nini^N.
Young Ladies’ Class, Thursdays at 4 p. in.
Juvenile Class. ttnturdnyN nt 2.30 nud 4 p.
oclGdtt
loinnirncint; tu t. 7lH.

m..

portlandtheatIr E!S

Sights, Monday

imd
I'ni'Silii),
Ocfobtr 9th and lOtb.

SPECIAL

ANNOUNCEMENT.-

charming youug

The

CARRIE

Actress.

SWAIN,

-

In tho title role of the latest and greatest Dramatis
Success, entitled

CAD, the TOM BOY.
A new Comedy Drama, written expressly for her
by America's most successful Dramatist, LEONAKU (jiKoVliB. K.q., and full of
Excellent Comedy Situations mid
Dramatic Interest,
WILL BE

PRODUCED WITH

New and

Appropriate Scenery, and
powerful anti seleet cast.

a

Popular Prices. Scats on

sale twod *ys in aivaace.
MAX J-. CLAYTON, Agent.

octAdlw

rHE GRANDEST YET!

Stockbridge
—

COMMENCING

Course
AT

—

CITY HALL,
Wednesday Evening, Oct.

IStb.

TKIY ENTEKTAINilENTI).

Many of the world’s greatest artists, and a magnificent host of talent.
No ezpense spared to make this the besi courso
ever given in Portland.
Course tickets now on pale
at Stock bridge's Music store
Call immediately
and

exchangn

the old checks received at the open-

ing sale for the
octfi

new ones,

_dtd
on anx>

Billiard Tournaineut
Having refitted the Billiard Foom in the FALIHOU 1(1 UOTKIi, with eight new J. M. Brunswick and Balke tables, we pro]>ose to open the new
room with a

Grand

Tournament,

OCT. 17, 18, 19 ami 20,
—

Fon a

—

PRIZE OF*

&200.

8100 to Aral; 850 to second: 30
third, 8*0 to fourth.

Divided:

to

Open to all amateur players in New England.
Three ball cushion carom game 100 points. All entri es must bo made to E. A. Gilson. Falmouth Hotel* Portland, Me., on or before October 14. Entrance fee 10 per cent of purse Thiol* must accompany each entry.

although constantly
acquainted the people

with their rights.
(2) The abolition of the persecuting
power of the Orental Patriarchs lifted an iron
yoke from the necks of the people.
(3) Dating from that period there has
been a rapid advance of education among all
classes far beyond direct missionary influence.
A new generation is coming forward in
Turkey better prepared for the freedom that
must ere long come.
(4) The native pastorate has grown in
numbers, efficiency and power.
(5) The churches, cmbarassed by the
deepest povery, are notwithstanding active
working, progressive churches.
(6) The distribution and the demand for
the Bible received a great impulse at that
time, e-id the same is true of all the pioduots
of the press.
(71 jVo race received so sudden and
mighty an impulse as the Bulgarian. Their
serfdom was abolished, and out of great ignorance and degradation the Bulgarians com-

ENOCH

PORTLAND THEATRE

the

fifth and g.eatest of all had been qu'etly ad
vanning. Fern .le education was comir g to the
front. The old oriental theory of woman has
disappeared from among the Christian races
of the Orient and here and there shows signs
of

ENTERTAINMENTS.

and

friend of missions.
In dividing up the "sick man’s estate” Asia
Minor and European Turkey were to be
thoroughly Russianized and Protestantism removed! Instead of all that every department
of missionary work received a great impulse.
The American
■college founded by Mr.
Robert in 1869, the first Christian college of
the Eastern world, was the prelude to a great
development of education and was followed
by the eo'hge of Beirut, Syria, the college at

E. A.

GILSON,

Proprietor

Paluiouth

Hotrl,
Poriloo-I, Me.

octEd9t

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SONGS

SPIRITUAL
ns

NEW

ENGLAND

The following are some of the Congrational
churches and college chapels in New Eng1and al’
ready using the new hj urn and tune book, “Spiritual
Songs,” in either (or both) the church or prayermeeting editions. This book has been pronounced
by the Congregational1st “the best hymn book
which we have ever seen.” It is by Rev. Dr. Chas.
S. Robinson, author of the famous
'Songs foi the

Sanctuary,”

of which it is

worthy successor.
Ch,Colleg- Ch, AgriculCollege Chapel; Amtover, timw.,
Theological Seminary, Phillips Academy; churches
in Abingion
Arlington and Anburndnle,

Amherst,

a

Tin**.. First

tural

Mas*.;

Auburn, Me., etc.

on, Mumm., Berkeley St Ch. Shawmut Ch,
Immanuel Chapel, Washington Home, City
Mission Chapel, etc.; Rurliogton. Vt.. White
St Ch;
Bennington, Vi., Second Ch; Hrunswiclt. Me., Bowdoin College; Cong, churches at
Bellows Falls, Berlin, Briton and Bran-

B0*1

Hueklaod, Berkley, Sieve*ly.
Belchertown,
Brimfield,
Belton, Mass.;
Bridgeport,
Bloomfield and
Berlin, Conn.;
Bath,
N. ■*., etc.
Mass.. First and Third Clis: t-hicop*e. Mass., First and third Cbs; Charlestown, Mass., WintbropCh; Cauibi idge, M *».
North Ave. Ch; churches at Conrord, Couway,
Centreville, Mass.: Colchester, Chester,
Cromwell, Conn.; Chester, Cornwall, Vt.;
Cape Elizabeth, Me., etc.
Mass., Pilgrim and Second Chs;
Danbury, Conn., Fi st Ch; churches at
Dover, Mass., Dexter, Me., etc.
Boston, Mass., Maverick, Ch; churches
at Ellsworth, Elliott, Edgeeowb, Me.;
East
Woodstock, Easton, Conn., East
Momerville, Everett, Mass., etc. Fitchburg,
don,

Vt.;

Blnekittlon

•Vrtdford,

Chelsea,

Dorchester,,
East

Framingham, Florence, Mass, etc.
€«reeufiel<l, Groveland,

Gardiner,

Gro

ton. Muss.; (<iluinutou, N. II.: Granby, Vt.; Greens Farms, Greenwich, Coun.
Conu.. Center Ch; Windsor Ave
Ch; Holyoke, Mass., First and Sec- nd chs;
Hanover, N. H., Dartmouth Col ege; Hadley,
Mas*., Hopkins academy; chs at Ilollistou,
Hansou, Hatfield, .Mass., etc.
I pswich, Me., South Ch; Jamaica, Plains,
A Mass., Central Ch; Jaffrey, N. H., Cong
Ch; Lowell, Mass., High St Cn; clis at Lawrence, Lenox, Mass., Lisbon, N. U.
ft. II
First Ch;
Middletown, Coon.. First Ch; Moutpelier, Vt.,
Bethany Ch. Meriden, N. 11., Kimball Cnion
Academy; churches at Middletowu, Monson,
Malden, Medford, Mass,;
Manchester,
Middlebury, Vt.; Mansfield Center, Conn.,

Hartford,

Manchester,

etc.

Haven, Conn.. Church of the Redeemer,
NewDavenport
Ch Third Ch, North Ch. Dwight
St

Ch, Yale Theolog cal Sem’ys
College
Univ. Prayer-meeting; Freshman Class
Prayer-meeting, etc; Newport, K. I., I'uited Ch;
Newton, Mbm., Eliot Ch; New
Hsitim,
Conn., south Ch, Conn. Normal School: North*
amp ton, Tin—., Smith Co. lege; North Ad nm*.
Place Ch,
Yale Coll*

Ha—., First Ch; New Bedford. .T|n«*
Trinitarian Ch; North Andover, Tin—., Trinity Cb;
Newtou Center,
Natick, Maw., First Ch;
Tin—., First
Ch; chur lies at Norton, New
Harlboro'. North Bending, North AA ilbrit
hunt, North Aniher-t, Ham., Norfolk, New

Hilford.New Hartford, Naugatuck, Couu.;
New Bonton, Northlicld, Newbury, New
A t.; New Bo-ton, N. II.,
etc.; churches at Orange, Oxford, Tin—.; Ox-

Haven, Newport,

ford, He.; Orwell,

Vt.

He., Second Cli; High SlCh; PortPortland.
Central Ch; Port»inouth,
land, C'onn
N.
North

II.,
Ch; Palmer, Hu— .Second! h;
churches at Preaion, Couu ; PiitMlield, N. II.
Pittafleld, Plaiofleld, Vt., etc.
Hans., First Ch;
Rockville,
C onn., First Ch; churches at Royaltou,
Rupert, Vl.; Reading, Hu— ; Rockland,

Randolph,

He.,

etc.

Johnobury, A't., North Ch, South Ch, St
Johnsbury Academy; Malew, Hu—., Tabernacle Ch; Mouth HoMton, Ha—., Phillips Ch;
M taut ford.
Conn., First Ch; Mpriugfield,
Ha—., Hope Ch; Mouth Attleboro, Hu—.,
First Cn; churches at Mouthiunptou, Mwnmp-

St.

Mcott, Mhelburne t ail-, Momerville, Mouthbridge, Ha—.; MutHeld, Miunbury, Mnv
brook, C onn.; Mnxtou * River, Vt., ete.
Ha—.. Trinitarian Ch, Cong Ch;
at
churches
Tariffville, Thompson,
Conn.; Tilton, N. II.; Tnouiawtoii, He.,
etc.

Tnuutou,

Mae., Central (Misaion) Ch, P edmout Ch. Plymouth Ch; AVilll*
m-iowu,
Ha—., Williams College, Glenn Seminary. AVare,
Ha—., East Ch, AVaich Hill, it I.. Cong.
Chapel: AA oleottyille, Conn., Cong Ch, Mission
Ch; churches at Waltham, AA nebeMtei. AA «-•*!
lAlouc •t«*r, AVeot Br *okii, |«|, AA e«» Nvwton, At illianiMbnrg, AA'ewi Hedlord. AA ofatminoter, AV«II«»I>, Tin—;
AVeat At muted, At>
Iport, AA iud-or, AVu„ping, AVe»tbrook, Couu.; AA iu«Uor, AAooqoaltuiukter, Vt.; Weal C’oncord, N.
H.; AA tuterport, AValdoboro. He.; AAe.lerly, R. |., ete.
He., First Ch.

Worcester,

Yarmouth,

QgF'The greater part or other Congregational
are using the famous
Dr. Robinson's earlier
work.
of
Sample copies
Spiritual Sosos sent to pas
tors, for examination, on request. Testimonials,
specimen pages, etc., free, special terms for ad ‘ption. The edition for the prayer-meeting costs but
50 cents In quantities.
Churches in Xew Any I and
"Songs for the Sanctuaryf”

The CENTURY CO., New

York,

N. Y.

JOHN B. BEKCHOtT, Agent.
At City Hall meeting, of the Am. B. C. F. II.
0*t5
«»2t
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A Speck or War in the Distance.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MISCELL ANEOUS;

AUCTION

SALES.

__

ADVERTISEMENTS

AI*W

Yesterday we mentioned that Capt. Barclay
—long known as the pert captain in Portland

NEW

for the

As we understand Capt. Barclay the Longsho emen’s Society of this city have been in
the habit of charging
twenty-five cents an
hour for loading and
unloading cargoes for
day work, and thirty cents per hour for night
work. This sum gave the men about S2.50 per

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Emery Wheels—P. O. Box 1767.
Wanted—C., Press Office.
Lost Chatelaine Watch.
Home and Lot for Sale—E. Q. Tobev

Notioe—True & Leighton.
Friday, Oct. 6—Millett & Little.

day,

Dolmans—Studley.
Pug Dog Lost—287 Spring Btreet.
Wanted—Owen, Moore & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY.
American

Specific will cure salt
rheum, cuts, burns and sprains of all kinds.
Try it for a cough. Every medicine chest
should have it on shipboard. Whipple & Co.
Drain Pipe chimney covers at 1 W. Promenade. P. O. Box 1757; telephone No. 424.

_octfilw
Visitors to Portland
invited to call and see the new bookstore
of Loring, Short & Harmon, opposite Preble
House, 474 Congress street. It is said to be
the finest store of the kind in the country.
oct3
d4t
are

It Will Do It.
Food will lodge in the interstices between
the teeth, and it becomes a source of their
decay. SOZODONT will dislodge such deposits, and prevent the mischief. All parents
should provide 80ZODONT, and thus secure
the health of their children’s teeth.

M,W,F&w

oct2

The digestive organs weakened and worn
by using cathartic medicines, restored by
using Brown’s Iron Bitters.
out

M,W,F&w

oct2

United States Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

WEBB.

Thursday.—U. 8. by indictment v. Patii-k Flaherty, for interfering with customs officers while
enumerating passengers going on board the steamer
Qazel.e. On trial.
U. 8. Att’y for Qovt.
M. P. Frank—Geo. H. Townsend for deft.

Adjourned

to

Friday

10

or

These are considered ex.
cel lent wages
and batter than most good
mechanics are able to earn, without mentioning the hundreds and thousands of clerks and
business men. Lately the Longshoremen’s
Sociely in Portland have ordered that the
men belonging to the union shall charge
thirty
cents for day and thirty-five cents for night
work, or S3 for day and S3.50 for ni"ht work.
It will be impossible for the company to pay
these rates. They cannot afford it. If the

Longshoremen insist then the company will
have to import their help from Montreal and
call upon the city authorities to protect them.
Yesterday Peter Walsh, president of the
Montreal Longshoremen’s
James

Society,
Tarone, president of the Boston Society, and
J. Foley of the East Boston
Society, met Mr.
Howard, president of U|c Portland Society, in
this city. Capt. Barclay met them and views
were interchanged.
Capt. Barclay assured

them that he could not agree to give the prices
demanded.
The Portland Longshoremen’s Benevolent
Association decided yesterday that they will
take proper measures in the future to keep all
men

seek
deem their demands for wages just and
proper
and that they have the privilege of
using passive resistance in order to carry out the principles of their resolves. As we understand it
the men claim that the prices of articles of
remain at the old prices.
It is to be hoped that prudent counsels will
avail in this matter. A large sum of
money is
paid out here every winter by the steamshi p
companies for work which it would be a pity
to see diverted elsewhere.
It is also to be
hoped that the steamship company will woigh
the situation carefully and see that they do all
that is right and proper.

Brief Jottings.
The managers of the Board of Trade adjourned their meeting to Wednesday afternoon; October 18th on account of the absence of several
Directors.
The commissioners on Reform School investigations will probably hold their meetings
soon; perhaps next week.

"■»

are now

exhibited in Hewes’ private gallery.
The ar.
tist has just completed a fine landscape at his
studio on Cumberland street, entitled “a glorious sunset morning in New England.”
The committees of the several encampments
and lodges hold a meeting at Odd FelloVs’
Hall tonight at eight o’clock to make arrangements

for the

proposed visit to Saccarappa

Tuesday

next.
The Stoddard lectures are to be given at
City Hall on the Wedn. sdaj evenings of November 29, December 13, 20 and 27.
Full par'
ticulars will be given iu due time.
The Atrato expedition will sail from Boston

October 13th.
Splendid day yesterday. Mercury 50° at sunrise, 58° at noon, 53° at sunset; wind east.
Yesterday the police made liqnor seizures in
Smith’s cellar, the rear of Dooley’s place, rear
Patrick and John Ward’s, rear of William
Eagan’s, rear of Cornelius Conley’s all on Com
mercial street, rear of Patrick McGlinchy’s
and in the cellar of Hugh Doherty’s on Fore
street and at
Rufus Waite’s on Federal
street.
The American Board departs to be followed
by the National Women's Congress.
The Portland Rolling Mills are taming cut
a brand of iron that is becoming
very popular
called the Forest City Brand.
G. L. Palmer, the grocer, on Merrill street is
missing. He left home Tuesday and since
then nothing has been heard of him. He came
here from Lowell last spring.
He is not a

drinking

man

and his

kwife

is much

worried

about him.
The Harris case will probably be called up in
the circuit court today.
Mrs. C. H. Carpenter of the Baptist Mission
at Bassein, Burmab, will address the ladies at
the First Baptist vestry this Friday afternoon
at half past three o'clock.

gospel meeting

The

at the rooms

of the

Young Men’s Christian Association on Saturday evening will be conducted by Rev. John
Gibson of the West End Methodist church.
The public are invited.
The regular annual business meeting of the
Diet Mission for the election of officers and
the transaction of other business will be held
at the

Fraternity

rooms

Saturday, October 7tb,

i, Free Street Block,
at

3 p.

m.

Personal.

Inspector General Lynch of this city will
accompany the Auburn Light Infantry on
their visit to Lynn, Mass., Oct. 12th.
Judge Symonds will preside at the October
term of the S. J. Court in Belfast, which begins Oct. 17th.
Among recent contributions to the fund for
monument to the late Senator Benjamin H.
Hill is one of $50 from the Hon. James G.
Blaine. This is said to be the first subscription to the fund from any prominent p iblic

a

«■

in the North.
Major W. M. Dunn, U. S. A., aid-de-camp
on the staff of Gen. Pope, Commander of the
Department of Missouri, with his wife and

man

children, aud Miss Morrill of Augusta,
daughter of Hon. Lot M. Morrill, sail for
Europe October 17, on the steamship Alaska,
from New York.
They will be abroad one
year, making an extensive tour throngh Great
Britain and the continent, passing the winter
in Florence and Borne.
Miss Bessie Hill of
Portland, daughter of lev. Dr. Hill of this
eity, will accompauy the party as far as Paris.

two

Gov. Dingley was in the

city yesterday.

Accidents.
A man had a narrow escape from a
death at the Bolling Mills, yesterday.
hot bar of iron had just been drawn
furnace, and as the men were moving

terrible
A redfrom a
off with

it this workman got, in some manner, in the
way. Luckily he jumped a little, and the redhot bar instead of running him through the
bowels, passed between his legs, burning his
thighs. He will not probably be incapacitated
for work.

YeBterday

V

a man

attempted to step off

a

train

in motion near the Maine Central station
when his coat caught in the rail and he was
whirled round directly in front of the wheels.
He would have received serious injury if
officer Hussey had not seized him and dragged
the platform.
named Connors, was brought to this
city, to his home on Centre street, yesterday,
ba fly hurt in some railway accident. How, or
where, we could not ascertain.

him
A

on

to

NOTES.

Manufacturing

A Montreal dispatch says that Mr. Senecil
President of the North Shore Railway to Que.

bee has just returned from Paris, and has
made arrangements there with capitalists to
extend the Shore line to Tadousac, which will
be made the winter port for Canada,
being an
• xcellent
harbor.
A new line of steamers
from Havre will be put on jy French
capitalists when the road is finished, and the French
Government has promised a large annual subsidy. Application has been made to the Dominion Government for a further subsidy, and
little doubt is felt that it will be granted.
Minor Notes.
The Railway Age reports the construction of
1309 miles of main track during the month of
September, and a total for the nine months of
the present year of 8075 mile3. It estimates
the total construction for the entire year at 10,500miles, an amount far .greater than ever
built in one season.
The largest amount of
track constructed during the pa9t month, 154
miles was in Iowa. The construction in the
other leading States is as follows: Pennsylvania, 91 miles; Georgia, 94 miloB; California, 89
miles; Colorado, 84 miles; Texas, 84 miles and
New York, 77 miles.
An Elegant Car.
the most cosily and luxurious railroad car ever seen in Maine was examined by
a
Press reporter yesterday, at the Grand
Trunk depot upon invitation of Mr. Sydney

Probably

Stewart. It was a Pullman Bleeper, recently
built at the Pullman Company’s works in De-

troit, and is one of what is known as their new
plan, No. 115. The car is 70 feet long, with
spacious private drawing-room at one end,
and smoking room at the other. The body of
of the car makes into 12 open sections as a
s’eeper. The wood work is a marvel of richness and beauty.
It is finished in solid mahogany, inlaid in the most artistic manner with
five different kinds of African wood. It is upholstered with crimson velvet plush, and the
curtains are of the richest of Turkey. The
trimmings are oi silver. The upper berths are
arranged upon a new system, whereby it is impossible for them to fall. The car is brilliantly lighted by the new Hicks & Smith hurricane lamp. The drawing-room has a private
toilet
The cost of this elegant car was about
$19,500. It was in charge of Mi. W. H. Reed,
one of the Pullman Company’s agents who had
taken it to Boston for exhibition to railroad
officials and others interested in luxurious
travelling. The car will be run on the Grand
Trunk Trunk railway ana others of the same
plan will be added from time to time.

an

'from several merchants of New York to the
amount of several thousand dollars, making

At that
of the house, was doing a large apothecary
business on Tremont street, opposite the Boston Museum.
A l3dy who
, ( lived in France and become
accustomed
French methods of cookery

to#

uty Marshal Marble. He was before Commissioner Rand in the afternoon and pleaded
guilty. He was ordered to recognize in the
sum of $800 for his appearance at the December term of the District Court, and failing to
do so was committed to jail.

Cumberland Farmers’ Club Fair.
The fourteenth exhibition of the Camber
land Farmers’ Club will be held at
their
grounds in West Cumberland, as has already

of the fair.

The Falmouth band will

provide

reported yesteday:

Brunswick—Dirigo Grange Joint Stock Co.
to Henry Carmichael, land and buildings on

Gilman Avenue.
Tneo S. McLellan to M. C. Sheppard, land
on Mill St.
Hiram C. Cobb to M. C. Shephard, land on
Mill St.
Raymond—Itulus Strout to Miunie E. Bartlett, 5 acres laud and buildings.
Sebago—Hartley CluiT to John W. Dow, 160
acres lot No. 2.
Naples—Maria W. Brackett to Elbridge
Brackett, 88 acres laud.
Deering—Cordelia S. Pierce to Westbrook
Seminary. 10,330 square feet land.
North Yarmouth—Wm. D. Kyder to Mary
N Marstou, 1-20 of au acre and buildings.
Portland—Clias. E. Thomas to B. F. BrackSt.
ett, lard and buildings on Lafayette
to Diamond Island
Sophia E. Preble et als
of Great Hog Island.

Association, part

The Reform School.
The committee of investigation into the
affairs of the Reform School, lately appointed
by Gov. Plaisted has not yet decided when
they will hold the investigation, possibly not
for a fortnight. When held it will probably
take plate at the Reform School. We are in-

formed by

of the commissioners that the
will be public.

one

investigation

Overcoats,
Ulsters,
Ulsterettes,
dealers

beginning
branch

has grown
of which now

a

business,

consumes

one

0014

Rhadanie

Circulars,

SATIN

single

one-foutth

the entire Mexican product, which is the
best quality of Vanilla in

only
the

recognized

world.
It may be bere remarked that an extract of
the Tonka, or “Snuff Bean,” is largely made
and sold for Vanilla Extract, though the flavor
of the Tonka is no more to be compared with
the Vanilla than a burdock is to a rose. Some
fifty persons are now directly employed by this
in the varied work of bottling, labeling, packing and boxing their various Flavoring Extracts and Toilet Preparations, all of

ffliadama and Silk Brocade
DOLMANS AND

DIMS,

which are of

an

altogether superior

nature.

Burnett’s Oocoalne is a remarkably flue
preparation, in liquid form, of deodorized
Cocoannt Oil, for promoting the growth of the
hair and beautifying it, and it is generalry ac-

Paletots,

about $1.75 a pouud,
while the Mitcham Oil of Lavender, used by
the Burnetts, is imported at a cost of $26 a
pound.
Everything used in the Burnett
preparations are of the very best. The spirits
used are made specially for their use, and are
the purest product of the still that can be produced. It is Mr. Burnett’s pride to feel that

cologne

water

with,

30.00

2.00 to
5.00 to

7.00
38.00

-10,00 to

20,00
25.00

COMPANY,

giving

Ulsters,

WALKING

ST.,

street:

on SATURDAY, Oct. 7th, at 10
m.t at Horse and Carriage Mart,

*‘

Side Bar Top Buggies.
Concord Wagons.

Valuable Steal Estate
by Auction.

shall sell on WEDNESDAY, October 11,
at 3 o’clock p. in.. the valuable p operty No.
21 Myrtle street, consisting of a two story French
Ko *f Brick Hou^e with J 2 fini-ned rooms gas, Sebag > water ami all m dern improvement*, good cellar and perfect drainage. Extra lot adjoining house.
The ab >vo propertv will be sold without reserve to
close an estate, and should attract attention Its location in the iminediat vicinity of City Hall, Post
Office, &c., would make an investment absolutely
sate and profitable.
F. O. HAILEY Os CO., Auctioneer*.
dtd
oct5

WE

Ailminirirator* Sale of Rent K«taie by
Auction.
virtue of a license obtained from the Pr bate
Court iu aud for Cumberland Countv, 1 shall
sell at public auction on the premises, on WEDNESDAY, Oct 25th, at 3 o’clock p. m.. the tw > aud
a half story
Wuodin House and i^ot containing
4,000 Sq. feet, No. 25 Spruce St., la Portland, and
known as the John Wall property. Terms cash.
M. LYNCH, Administrator o-t. John Wall.
F. O. CSAftliEY A C O
Auctioneer-,
se23
se23,30oct7toctl(>dtd

BY

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

no

public who patronize him.

tired from its active pursuit, which will not be
in a few years, for Mr. Bu-nett is a hale,
young looking man, at the present time.

a

large

(i, and 1M Ik
GLOVES,
TERRA COTTA,
and EDISON

2 lots of Linen Towels at

All of our Kid Gloves
ranted.

are

war-

7

(Qualities.
We are

Also Bn

full line of Children’s
Garments, from 4 lo 16 years of
age, in Sew and very Choice

Styles.

showing

a new

and im-

proved '‘COininON SENSE” COK.
SET.
The best corset for the
money in the market. Also a full
line of

MISSES’

CORSETS.

a

-OVER

Tickets

on sale for above trip Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, October
4th, 5th and Gth, 1882, at Ticket Office, Portland Station,

Don’t fail to examine the. above

Tuesday, Sept

we arc

on

STUDLEY,

19th.

353

middle

Street.
«odtf

octO

This will be a rare occasion of witnessing a line display of Rich and Medium Priced Roods, and the public are
cordiallv invited to inspect them whether desiring to purchase or not.]
0

BAILEY &

NOYES,

Have’jnst received

all of
numbers

eetl Rales at

2

story

frame

house in

good order, pleasantly located,

at

re-

feet,

CItEWJELS
Ai t.

LIBRARY.I

SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Instruction given in KENSING-

o

jly20

d5t

oct6

rESXjTVi jsqq.

4.10 ft

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

Visiting

ANb

Cards.
Engravi

Stationer.

d Cards

and Invitations
for Weddings and Receptions a Specialty.

513 CONGRESS STREET.
....

To this city will please bear in mind that they
are

WANTED.

230

WE HAVE NOW
a

invited t> call at

a sea

very choice

largest

assortment

LOW, SHORT & H1RHO.V,

dtf

octC

finest stock

NOTICE.

one

exhibited in this country.
As we send
mail to every State in the Un ion, we shall be
to
make your acquaintance and hereafter supgiad
ply you with goods in our line to our mutual advan-

Boys.

invited tn etamine.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

firm of True & Leighton was dissolved Octo
A
her 1st by mutual con-ent, and the business
heretofore carried on by them will be continued by
John H. True at their former place—19 and 21 Sil-

oct4

oct6d3t*

street.

For Emory Wlicols and Carbon
Points for trueiug the same write
to P. O. Box 17 >7 or telephone
421.
dlw

oct6

oc3

Caps and Hoods Apply
pf rv LADIES,
,JV" at Worsted Depar tment.
oetCdtf
OWEN, MOORE St CO.
to make

LOST.
Congress St., Wednesday, Oct. 4, a small silver Chaletaine watch. The Under will be suitrewarded
by leaving it at Police Station.
ably

ON

octO

VN

d2t

PUG DOG LOST.
please return lrim to 287 Spring atreet
oet«d3t
and he rewarded.

FINDER

Hbds. Choice Barbadoes Molasses from cargo
of Hark “Favorite,” also all giadoj Cienfue250and
Porto Kico for sale low by

e!8

GAGE & CO-

130 & 133 Commercial

St.

CHASTE ORION,

The
Garden Korder is Durable.
Checkered Pavement combine* Heiuiiy,
Usefulness nu<l Permanence. The Portland Cemeut Drain Pipe andtttone Work*,
No. I Western Promenade, manufacture
nil sorts of Stone Goods.
Telephone No.
424. P. O. box 1757. or come np in Spring

Portland Benevolent society.
annual

THEof officers and

otner

business, will be held

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 11, 1832,

at

Domestic Coals

a

Specialty, ut Lowest Market

Commercial Street,

Brown’s

RAILROAD.

Excursion

IMIRT1..AND,

—

PRECEDENTEDLOW PRI-

CES at which these goods
will be offered should command the attention of all
who desire to select a shaw l
this season. Range of price
from $50 to $800.
PLAIN CHUDDAR shawls
in white, black and all desirable colors, in all qualities, in long and square.
The great popularity of

causes them to be sought
after more this season than
ever before.

27 & 29 Winter St.,
ISositon.
oc5

dot

County

Tickets

TO

—

*pl5dii

the mwm mm
others visiting the city are cordially invited to
make the Art store,

593 Gongress St„

?

—

PresompscotPark,
TUESDAY AMD tVEDAESDAY,
OCTOBER 17tli AND ISlh.

$1,000

ill

Premiums*

Open to All Horses Owned in Maine.
FIRST

D.lY-TrCNOAY.

$200 for horses that never beat 3 miautes—$100
to first, $60 to secoud, $30 ter third, and $20 to

SAME DAY— Purse $IOO. Hurdle Race;• mil*
and repeat over 8 Hurdles,
SAME! DAY—$200 for Horses that never beat
2.40: $100 to first, $50 to secoad, $30 t > third.
$20 to fourth.
MECOND

DAY-WEDNESDAY.

$200 for Horses that never boat 2.50; $100 to
first, $50 to second, $30 to third, $20 to fourth.
SAME DAY—Set of Harness valued nt $100.
Open to all horses without record, owned by members o‘ the society
tie and repeat to road wagon,
to be driven by ow ers,or they to be allowed to substitute a driver weighing not less than l5i» pounds.
SAME DAY—$200 f»r Horses that never beat
2.34: * 00 to first. $50 to second, $30 to third, $ 0

to fourth.

CONDITIONS:—Allruc,:a will b governed by the
rules of the National Trotting Association. Five th
enter and four tj start to constitute a race. A
horse distancing the field to receive tir*t money
only. Entries to closo Tuesday, Oct. iOth, at
o’clock p m.
Ei«t ies, teu per cent, to be made to ,J. J. FRYE.
No 23 Preble St.
Portland, to whom all loiters
should bo address*
Horses to be called promptly at 1.30 p. m. and to
start at 2 o'clock sharp.
octodtd
j. j. FRYK,

6

Secretary.

and return.

Good ou any regular train this week.
ostod3t
S. H. STEVENS. Gen. Agent

MAINE.

Orders received by Telephone.

—AT

OLD ORCHARD :: 1 THREE TOTHS EXTRA PAY

Wliari'

on

4 o’clock p. m.,

Directors' Room of National Traders Bank,
♦ctlldlw
RUFUS H. HINKLEY, Secretary.

in the

mshtthbe

COAL.

amd

meeting of this oeiety for the choice

dlw

PORTLAND

oct4-lw

cars.

»ep30

30 CENTS!

d3w

The

St. horse

long and square, will be
special feature. The TTS-

fourth.

Wholesale and detail Dealer in

Price.'.

WOODEN BORDERS DECAY.

We are receiving our
stock of Winter Underwear
for Ladies, Gentlemen and
Children, and propose to offer the most complete assortment ever shown in
this State as regards prices.
We buy
direct of the
and
best manufaclargest
and
turers,
guarantee to
sell as low or lower than
first-class goods are sold
anywhere in the United
States. Everyone is invited
to examine and make com-

d3w

322

WANTED.

Notice.
adjourned meeting of the Diamond Island
to
adopt a code of By-Laws will
Association
bo hold at Municipal Court Hoorn Thursday evening.
oet643t*
Oot. 6th, at 7Va o’clftk.

BAltBADOES^MOL.ASSES.
SMITH,

in
a

Cumberland

M.G. PALMER.

dtf

gos

Antique Shawls

FALL MEETING

tage.

f|>HE
ver

dtf

OWEN, MOORE & Co.

by

-FOB-

Every

sep32

and

BOOTS AND SSOES
CLOAKS AND SUITS

Children and

488! djS490

Street, parison.

Middle

and examine the

ever

An upstairs rent of at least 8
rooms, in the central part of the
Address “C,”
city.
Press Office.

Would invite the attention
of purchasers of India
Shawls to their Grand Exhibition which is now open.
The assortment in long and
square is larger and more
varied than on any former
opening, and in variety of
styles, colorings and prices
probably the largest that
will be shown in any one
place this season. Beautiful styles of

if

dly

Ready for inspction

& FANCY GOODS.

CONGRESS ST.

Wedding William SL Lowell,

cellar, Sebago
complete order,
good stable and yard. Apply at
<el8

CO.,

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

cement

E. G! TOBEV.

CHAADLER &

India Shawls

E. FAIR WEATHER

IW.

Exchange Street, Portland.

the house.

REAL INDIA

TON EMBROIDERIES.

White Mountain Guides, Picturesque Maine and many
other Books of a like nature.
Croquet Sets in large vari-

],29

HOSIERY,
a UNDERWEAR,

Stamping and Designing.

NEEDLEWORK.^

These books are reprints "of
the leading novels of the day,
comprising with many others
the works of such gifted writera as Anthony Trollope, Miss
Braddon, William Black, Sir
Walter Scott, Victor Hugo,
and Miss Mulock, and range
in price from ten to twenty
cents.
ALSO

GARMENTS9

EII81 HO 1IIE RlEST-

from tap Royal School of

water, furnace in

492 & 494 Congress St.
dtf

Ladies’ anti Children's

53ounfititi Hotels.

291 Cumberland street first house
west of High School, large lot, 46
xl 12

VELVETS,
SILKS,

CBAS. II. FOYE, G. T. A.

thejlateat

HOUSE AND LOT ety.
FOK SALE.
BAILEY & NOYES
The

Excursionists

Mountains,

FBAYKLOiSqiARE

offering.

As we are running our store under a small expense we can afford to sell any of the above
goods cheaper than many of our
neighbors.
I,urge £ stores don't
meun low prices.

PLUSHES,

—

Trains leave Portland 8.25 a, m.
will have live hours stay among the
turning to Portland same evening.

& BANCROFT
ftermantown Yarn, all shades, at
13 cents per skein.
Also, all
shades of
Country Yarn, large
skeins, at 15 cents.

DRESSGOOPS

$2 00 The Round Trip $2 00

large lot of

from parties going out of the business, I will sell a fine quality of

FOB

TURNER BROS.
Invite inspection of their Large
and Elegant Stock of New
Fall and Winter

Crawford’s and Fabyau’s,
and Return.

—

And Special Sale of

—

Mild and OgdmUg R, R.

Red

which will be ready for exhibition

(dtf

While llouutains!

oc3dtf

bargains

<

FOR AUTUMK 1882-

—

—TO—

EASTMAN BROS.

DRESS FABRICS

TO

THR UGH THE NOTCH

In Underwear for Cadies, Gents
and Children, we have several job
lots to offer at lower in ices than
the goods eonld be produced <»t
the present time.

Having purchased

Ht.

C. W. XI I K*

Shawls

Popular, Cheap.

and

We have just secured a large lot
of fine qualify Lambs' Wool Klankets. slightly
damaged by oil
stains, that we shall offer at twothirds their real value.

AUTUMN

Ply

Very Low Prices.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

oct5

—

Styles

of

Exchange

IS

liAILKY,

of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock h,
m.
oct3dt f
Consignments solicited.

FRIDAY, OCT.. 8,

RLUE,

HUNTER’S GREEN,
MODORE, &C.

JACKETS,

great Variety

a

O.

Regular sale

d3m

One Hundred dozen Gentlemen’s Four
Linen Collars at $1.10 per dozen.

HUSSAR,

BLANKETS!

have received large invoices of

r.

EXCURSIONS
In

1

second-hand Phaetons.
One
.Jimp Seat.
One
Express Wagon.
Seven new Harnesses.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
octo
dtd

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

Ready Made Clothing,

PORTLAND.

-

7

costs

inferior article to the confiding
He has associated
with him in his business two of his sous,whom
he has brought up in the way of fair dealing,
and the spirit of pride in the production of
superior goods which he has made the system
of his life, and they wili no doubt continue ’he
business in that way when he shall have re-

he is

We have* just received
invoice of

—AND—

knowledged to produce a finei effect than any
other hair dressing.
Burnett 8 Cologne is really Cologne. The
oil of lavender commonly used to make

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

“What is Heaven’s best gilt to man?” k:
asked, sweetly siniliug on him. “Dr. Bu: ’j
Cough Syrup,” he replied, with prudence. He
had just been cured by it of a bad cold

um

a.

Four Horses, drivers and worriers.
new Phaetons.

Two
Two
Two
Two

We shall sell a large lot of fine English
Tooth Brushes at 13 cents each.

The former in both Dressed and
Undressed, in all grades, to match
the new and fashionable shades
in Dress Goods, including

concern

STATE NEWS.

The Journal says: The interest on $25,000
of Be fist’s bonded indebtedness, known as the
war
loan, ceased Friday, and the bonus have
been called in for payment. The cash is ready
holders. The work of refunding goes
the
for
on slowly but surely.
Ice formed in Belfast Monday night.
John F. Lawrey of Liberty, is stamping live
hogs from Waldo county to the Brighton
market. Mr. Lawrey employs buyers who go
about the country puicbasing the porkers and
who pay seven cents per pound, live weight.
The Methodist church at Wiuterp. rt, has
baeu presented with an expensive silver communion service by some unkuown friend.
An attraction at the recent baby show o.f the
Waldo county fair, says the Journal, were
Dan Dantwo dwarfs belonging in Belfast.
bar, a_ed 26 years, and weighing G2 pounds, is
4 feet 3 inches high. John Orman Bobbins is
a wouderful little man.
It is claimed that he
is the smallest man in the world. He is 18
years old and weighs but 29 pounds, and is 2
feet 2^ inches high. Ho has had several advantageous offers to travel with circuses, but
his parents would never consent.

P

17.00 to

in Fine Custom and

470 CONGRESS

stock of

WALDO COUNTY.

shall sell

WE o’clock

THURSDAY, OCT. 5,

music.

Franklin Ware of South Orrington, caught
bass at Holmes’ Hole, recently, from the
stomach of which be took a woolen mitten
two inches long and an indh in width.

.

$25.00

6.00 to

__

HORSE AND CARRIAGE MARL

to

-

<fc

SATIN

into Mr. Barnett’s store one day, and
asked him if he could not make a decent flavoring Extract for her, as she found those in
common use abominable.
She wanted an extract of vanilla. This was made, which pleased the lady very much, and from this simple

been stated before, on Wednesday and Thursday next. The first day there will be an exam,
ination of stock and two races, and the second
day a trial of strength l with oxen, and |two
races. C. A. Merrill will be the superintendent of the grounds, W. L. Prince, Sapt. of
the
cattle
department, Sylvanus Porter,

superintendent of the horse department, S. A.
Clough, marshal, M, W. Pearson Is secretary

mm,

came

representations io them at the time of
purchase. We understand Mr. Rand denies
this, claiming he bought them in the regular
course of business and nnfortunately failed in

Alleged Smuggling.
The Psess yesterday morning mentioned the
arrest of L. H. Grant by Deputy U. S. Marshal
Marble, at Frenchman’s Bay, for alleged
smuggling. It appears that on the 22d instant,
Special Inspector O. F. Stacy, seized the
schooner Belle, of 11 tons, Captain Lewis H.
Grant of Bar Harbor, with liquor on board
valued at $116 55.
Captain Grant acknowledged that he brought the liquors from Campobello without paying a duty. Grant was
brought here yesterday by United States Dep-

$8.00

Pantaloons,

inci-

accident, some thirty years ago.
time, Mr Jc-eph Burnett, the founder

falBe

business before they were paid for. Another
hearing was called for yesterday but Mr. S. C.
Btrout, counsel for Mr. Rand, had to go to
Lewiston and therefore tbe hearing was postponed until 10 a. m. to-day. Mr. H. D. Hadlock will appear for the State of New York.
Gov. Plaisted said yesterday he could not
grant a requisition unless stronger evidence of
criminality was brought forward than he was
at present aware of

wool

or an

Alleged Swindling.
Gov. PlaiBted has already had in hearing at
Augusta on a requisition from New York re-

questing him to deliver into his (the hands of
the New York authorities) the person of Rufus
Rand of this city. The papers we are informed, charged Mr. Rand with buying horses

our

^al«!tro«B)
A Wonderful Business Growth,
The history of the widely known house of
Joseph Barnett & Co. of Boston, shows a
large and flourishing industry, which has
The extensive
grown from small beginnings.
business of this house, which has extended to
nearly every civilized country in the world,

dent,

Canada’s New Winter Port.

Clothing',

Business Suits,
Dress Suits,

ALLEN

ecdif

man

Beal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate were

Gentlemen’s
Gentlemen’s
Gentlemen’s
Gentlemen’s
Gentlemen’s
Gentlemen’s

shall sell on Saturday Oct. 7th, at 10 30 a.
in. at talcsroom 18
Exchange street, a large
lot or .household furniture, &<;.
consisting of parlor
suits in hair cloth nrd black
walnut, bh>ck walnut
and painted chamber sets, so'i* bar* v'B. tables,
mirrors, spring beds hair s-.d wool u ‘tr»
tapestry and ingrain ca pets, coal and air-* at stove*
extension taoles and cha.rs, plated ware, crockery
and glass ware, kitchen furniture,
&c.
F <5. imi lll A tO AactieuerrM,
oct5
_d3t

WE

commodious New
Rarely excelled, may be found
Store in Market Square. Our stock Is large, varied,
and manufactured under our own personal supervision, presents to the purchaser an attractive line of

MILLETT & LITTLE.

had its origin in what might be called

BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Thursday.—John H. Malloy, Addison Griffam.
Intoxication. Fined $5 and costs.
Thomas Hart. Search and seizure. Fined 8X00
and costs. Appealed.
Edward Donegan. Search and seizure. Fined 8100
and costs. Paid.

Congress St.,

°°ta

Up
at

food, etc., have largely increased while wages

a. m.

Montague’s pictures

in each department of their immense stock.

No. 516

joining their association who may
to enter through outside influences.
They

Made

Finely

Special Bargains

100 Pieces Colored Silk at $1.00 per yard, worth $1.25.
10 Pieces 6-4 Flannel Suitings at 80 cents per yard, worth $1.00.
100 Pieces Wool Plaids at 12 1-2 cents per yard, that have been selling for 25 cents per yard.
100 Pieces best grade Prints at 4 cents per yard.
25 Dozen Dent’s best quality 3-Button Kid Gloves at $1.50 per pair,
worth $2.25 per pair.
5 dozen Dent’s best quality 3 button Kid Gloves, slightly soiled at,
$1.25 per pair. These are in light shades.
100 dozen real Alexandra and Louvets Kid Gloves 2 button light and
dark colors, at 50 cents per pair, worth $1.00. 10 dozen Ladies’
Driving Gloves, 8 button length, at $1.25 per pair, worth $1.75
per pair.
75 dozen Gent’s Scotch Underwear, fnil regular made, at $1.25 per
piece, worth $2.00 per piece.

from

RAILROAD

L.

Offer

BY ATTCTIOJI.

-OF-

FRIDAY, OOT. G til,

S3 per night.

Municipal Court.

Fearnleigh

Millett Sc Little

Line of ocean steamers—was

yisiting Portland.

For

Great

Allan

iMlME.JWET!),

AN EXHIBITION

TO-DAY

ENTERT iINMENTS.
Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.
The Grandest Yet—Stockbridge Course.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Drain l>ipo-P. O. Box 1757.
Great American Specific—Wlripple & Co.

For

Sale

in Yarmouth.

Ilf US. Geo. H. Lovell the milliner on Main St
Ivl. Lower Village, offers her eutirestock of JIllIiu«ry and ftonry 4»oori* for sale at a bargain,
if applied fo» s«>on. Owing to ill-heaith of‘the owner, the goods must be sold. 1 his is a grand opening for uusiness, as there is no other Jlillinery
store in town.

oct2dlw

Apply

at

once

to

GEO. H. LOVELL.
Yarmouth Me.

for Officers and Seamen,
their
h«ir» who served in Navy
COLLECTED
Revenue Marine
with
or

or

Mexico, by
Z. K. HARnO.f, CeMenaifii
Block,
Portland, Me.. Oet.

war

C,''Sy

WORK HORSE FOR SALE.
Bay Mare, !) years old, sound and a
good worker; weight 1025. ATI 11 b so d

cheap.
•table,
•«3

Can be seen
Plmn street.

at

F.

C.

I line*'
dlw

MISCELLANEOUS

The transactions at the
od 610.0H0 shares.

Wit and Wisdom.

xiie following

Fenderson says lie wiBhes
for rumor
has never

FACTS/
great

many

been able to

do.—Exchange.

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate, Fcr Nervous
ness, Indigestion, etc.
Send to the Rum ford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I., fer pamphlet. Mailed free.

STRONG
A

gains

soon

he was a rumor,
currency, and that he

people

hat particular troubles Brown’s
Iron Bitters is good for.
*

its wonderful curative power is
'imply because it purifies and enriches the

blood, thus beginning at
tie foundation, and by building up

the system, drives out all disease.

A

lady

Cured of Rheumatism.

Baltimore, Md., May 7, 1880.
My health was much shattered by
Rheumatism when I commenced
taking Brown's Iron Bitters, and I
scarcely had strength enough to attend to uiy
household duties.
1 am now using the third bottle and I
ftjn
regaining strength daily, and I
cheerfully recommend it to all.
I cannot say too much in praise
of it. Mrs. M.-.kv E. Brashkak,
173 Prcstmanst.

daily

Kidney

Disease Cured.

Christiansburg, Va., 18S1.
Suffering from kidney disease,
from whicn I could get no relief, 1
tried Brown’s Iron Bitters, which
cured me completely. A child of
mine, recovering from scarlet fever,
had no appetite and did not seem to
be able to eat at all. I gave him Iron

happiest results.
j. Kyle Montague.

Bitters with the

Heart Disease.
Vine St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Dec. 2, i88r.
After trying different physicians
susd many remedies for palpitation
of the heart without receiving any
benefit, 1 was advised to try Brown's
Iron Bitters. I have used two bottle* and never found anything that
gave me so much relief.

Mrs. Jznnib Hess.

For the peculiar troubles to which
ladies are subject, Brown’s Iron
Bitters is invaluable. Try it.

Be

sure

get the Genuine.

and

MWAFArwly

Sicilian

Vegetable

HAIR RENEWER
was

the first

and

yoathfnl beauty.

preparai ion perfectly adapted to care
diseases of ihe scalp, and the first successful restorer of faded or gray hair to its natural color,
growth,
It has had many

imitators,but

fully met all the requirements needful
tor the proper treatment of the hair scalp. Halis’s
Hair Renewer has steadily grown in favor, and
spread its fame and usefulness to every quarter ef

none

the
te

have

globe.

but

so

Its

unparalleled

one cause:

be attributed

success can

the entire

fulfilment oj

its prem-

ises.
Th proprietors have often been surprised at the
receipt of orders from remote countries, where they
had never made an effort fer its introducVon.
The use for a short time of Hall’s Hair Rbwrw
■a wonderfully changes and improves the pertenal
appearance. It cleanses the scalp from all impuri-

ties,

cures

all

humors, fever, and dryness,

prevents baldness.

It stimulates

and t us,
the weakened

glands, and enables them to push forward a new and
vigorous g rowth. The effects of this article are n t
transient, like those of alcoholic preparations, hut
remain a long time, which makes its use a matter ef
economy.

BUCKINGHAM’S DYE
FOR THE

WHISKERS
Will change the beard to a natural brown, or black,
desired. It produces a permanent color that will

as

not wash away. Consisting of
it is applied without trouble.

siDgle preparation,

a

PREPARED BY

R. P. HALL &

Co., Nashua,

H. H.

Sold by all Dealers iu Medicines.

e«t2

MW&Flw

DRINK
BRIGHT,

you

dyspepsia

itfliMias Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
San Fxti.scK'*. Oct. 6—The following
•losing unotations of Mining stocks U-d*y:
< Rlitoi-ma

symptemsef

<lie.

of the food,
Iron Bitters tvil

Brown’s

heart-burp, etc.?

Eureka
>ould ft Curry..
Hale ft Nororoes....

you.

boy-

some

“Are yon sure It is as far as tlist?” Theboj’
with his big he*rt overflowing with the milk
of human kindness, replied, “Well, seeing you
are pretty sll-fired
tired, I will cell it seven
miles.”—Nashua Telegraph.

Eeac ion.

NON-ALCOHOLIC.
Best

The

Beverage

or

Sumner.

6old everywhere in all first class places.
Zsedsae ia the nation*! Non-Alcoholic
Beverage of Great Britain, where over
Ten million Bottles are now ananally
eoainned.

W. E.

WOOD, Agent,

t Exchange Street, Portland, X*.

•08

«od2n

THB IEW REMEDY.

r-e.

BITTERS.
(Eat Fermented.)
THE GREAT

Adamson’s
Botanic
Balsam ie
Compounded of the best concentrated extracts of
bark, roots, and gums in the world. It is a safe
and reliable medicine, pleasant to tho taste,
and cares coughs, colds, asthma, and croup.
Price 80 and 75 eents. Trial bottles 10 cents.

“Holdup your hands,” yelled the Western
outlaw as he boarded a palace car and showed
his pistols. “Are you a road agent?” asked
a frightened
“Yes.”
“Thank
poseenger.
heaven, I feared you were another porter.”—
Philadelphia News.

AND BLO°D PURIFIER.

This n v Re
fro*” *-.be best km
I
! Hops, Malt Ext;

dy is compounded
n curatives, such wu
t, Cascara Sagraria
I (Sacrod Bark), ^uchu, Dandelion and
combined
with an vgrccSarsaparilla,
j

!
1

I
I

able Aromatic flixir.

•

These Remedies act up.cn the Liver
They act upon the ^idnayn.
They Regulate the How ‘a.
They Quiet the Ncrvo- System.
They Promote Diges' ,r.
then. Invigorate.
They Nourish. St re
They give Tone, Health and Energy.

HOPS AISB WALT EITTCSS

ORIGINAL s-d ONLY TETTERS containing Ma»t Extract.
: sure
Ask your Druggist i« them. and
that the label has on if the four words
HO^S AMD WALT 31 7TERS
in large red letters.
the

are

no

other.

Havana. Oct. 5.—Sugar—nothing doing.
Exchange is i« fair demand; on C'uited States €0
days gold at 8Vv®8% prem; short tight 9%®9%.

Eurcgcas VlarliSM,
By Telegram,.
London, Oct. 6 -Conaols 100 7-16.
Liverpool, Oet. 5 la.30 r.a OMa lawrvat
—more doing; Uplands at 6%d; Orleans 6 If-,da:
sales la,oo.. hales; ipvculanon and emport lCoo
hales; fuluros firm.

96%

62%

96

62 V,
62 Vs

Railroad!

STOt'K8.

108%

Wabash?preferred 04%

Pacific.106%
Buf.Pit.AW.com 21%
St.L. A Frisco 1st
Omaha common.. 60%
tienrer A R. G... 66%
Frisco preferred.. 69%
Western Union T. 87%
New York Cent'l. 132%
Omaha preferred. 106%
Union

—

Michigan Central. 96%

IMPORTED

LIQUORS

kinds, in tke
ORIGINAL PACKAGED,
•1 >11

SALK BY—

Imparters,

INEOKR ST., PORTLAND, MS.
Also, fieneral Managers for New England,
BOB THK CELEBBATfiU

Spring Water,

fMM BABBIIOIfi 1BA1NB.

aneio

Niagara. New York..Havana.Oet
Valencia.New York..Lagua ra.Oet

Atlas.Boston.Liverpool_Oct

Germanic.New York. .Liverj ool —Oet
Cimbria.New York..Hamburg.Oet
Pennland. New York..Antwerp
Oet
Bolivia
New
Krin..t.New

«

York..Glaagew.Oet
York..Liverpool_Oet

Indiana.New York. .Liverpool_Oet
Kheiu.. ;New York..Bremen
..Oet
Arcbimede.New York Spain dt Italy.Oct
Santiago.New York..St Jago.Oet
Pereire.New York..Havre.Oet
City of Waehington.New York. .Havana.Oet

32%
32%
32%

Newport.New York..Havana.Oet

Parisian.—Quebee.Liverpool

Cld 4th. sch Willie H Higgins, Jones, Boston.
NEWCASTLE. DEL- Passed down 3d, barque
Daring, for Havana.
Passed up 4tb. ship Alameda, Nickels, from Havre
for Philadelphia.
NEW 1rOBK—Ar 4th, ship Titan, Norris, Liverpool 32 days; brig Charlotte. Guptill, luagua; schs
Lizzie Brewster, Smith. Shuleo. NS; Victor, Crowlay, Quacoo; Governor. Herrick, and Otranto, Herkell, Bangor; LaVelta. Whitmore, do; F Nowell,
Nickerson. Kennebec; Laura, Bridgman, Hart, do;
d II Crowley. Cotton, and Lugano, Johnson, Calais;
Alabama, Smith, do; Forest City, Truworthy, from
Frankfort; A M Fisher, baton, and Mahaska, Merrirnan, Kennebec; Mary Santis, Grweulief, Westport;
Para, Machias; Eliza Levanselier, and G W (.lever,
Rockland. A S Emery, and Billow.de, Cyrus Cham.W ©relight, Verrill. do;
berlain. do,
zar, Davis,
Gardiner; Alta V Cole, Cole. Boston; Alaska, Hamilton. Gardiner; Congress. Willard, Pert laud; A L
Ale Keen. Paterson. Rockland.
CKi 4th, barques AlaryO Halo, Higgias,Vora Cruz;
Au Sable, Andrew*. Demarara.
Sid 4th, ship A J Fuller, for San Francisco; barks
Albert Ru-sed, for Melbourne; T LSwea for Portland; brig Geo Burnhao do; sch E G Willard, for
Saeo; Ebeu Fisher, for Boston.
Passed tlie
.c4tb, sets City of Augusta, from
New York fo* Boston; Wm Penn, do for Danvers;
.1 C Nash, Weehawken far Boston, Red Rover, Rondout for Ellsworth; A McNichols. Amboy for Bottou; Hannibal Kondout for Bangor.
NEV\r HAVEN—Ar 3d. schs Alligator. Martin,
and Neitio B Dobbin. Fulkingbam Calais; David
Faust, Smith, and Benj Carver, ©well, Bangor.
PROVIDENCE Ar 4th, sobs Maggie Cummings,
March, New York; Ringleader, Harris,and Lynd .n,
Clapp, Calais; Willie Do Wolf, Gott. do: Maggie
Todo, Norwood, do for Pawtucket; W B Mahoney,
Perkins, and A bin Richardson. Paterson, Bangor.
Sid 4 th, sch Canton, Hanley, Stouington, tefltoad
for Baltimore.
FALL RIVER—Ar 3d, schs Benjamin, Hamilton,
Calais; Lizzie J Clark Gould. Rockland.
Sid 4th, hebs Mary E Amtdeu, Magaiie, and John
Douglass. Jordan New York.
SOMERSET—Ar 3d, s«h Nelson Bartlett, Watts,

...

.Oet

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
1®
11
IF
14
14

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 2d, schs Cook
Bordeu, from New York for Salem; Freddie Eaten,
Motz, from do for f a-tport; Inland City, do for do;
Quoddy, do for Portsmouth; Wm Todd, do for Newbury port; Addis E Snow, do for Boston: Wm Pick
eiing, do for do; Alice Oakes, and Hannah Blackman. do for do; E & G W Hinds, do for Calais; C A
Ropes, do for do,
NEWPORT—Ar 4th. sob John Girard, Robbins,
Rockland; U M Porter, Johnson, Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d. ?cbs Grace Webster, from Port Johnson for Foitiand; S art*, from
Amboy for Bangor; G A Ropes, New York fur Calais; Cwbor, Calais for New Bedford, Wm H Barnes,
bancor for do; Mary A Kiee. do tor Norwalk; P V
Sipple. Buotbbay for Baltimore; Elizabeth DeKart,
Waldoboro for orders.
Sailed, schs Mono Webster. Julia & Martha, Mary
Jane, Clias A Ropes, J P Nickerson, aud J Ken-

nedy.
HYANNIS—Ar 4th, eels Nellie Doe, Wisslow,
Bangor.
Sid 4th. schs Flo also, New Zealand, W D Cargill,
Senator Grimes, and Copt John.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 3d. csss Frank Norton, from
New York for Boston; Kendrick Fish, So Ambey
for St

George.

in port 3d. schs Sarah Wooster, fm Now York for
Saco; Sardinian. Kondout ror Portland: Abigail
Haynes, New Bedford for Boa ion; A K Woodward.
Weckbawken for Bangor; Pallas, fm Hoboken for
Swan’s Island; Wm Thomas, s«w York for Boston;
R L Kennev, Amboy fordo; Laconia. New York for
Danvers; Nellie E Gray, fm Kondout for Boston;
Ned Sumpter. Port Johnson for Saco; Empress,

New York for Boston.
WAlt EH AM—Ar 3d, ech Pushaw, Wall, Banger.
BOSTON—Ar 4tb, sells Mabel, Maloney, Weebawk&n; Alii© Oakes Morrell, ari an River; C M
Richardson. Richardson, aud Ada Barker, Edwards,
Hoboken; Nellie Treat, Dow, and Stephen G Hart,
Hart, do; H S Boynton, Snow, and Mary Brewer,
Tollman, New York; Telegraph. Post, Bangor.
Below, sche Hiram Tucker. Winner, and Susan.
Sid 4tli, barque Gerard C Tobey.
Cld 5tb, seb Alfred Chase, Robinson, Camden.
Sid 6'h. barque Anna
alsh for Portland.
SALEM— Ar 3d, ech Enterprise, Robinson, Dear
Isle.
Ar 4tb, sch Laura II Jones. Stevens,
Amboy; L E
Messer, Gregory, Port Johnson.
LYNN—Ar 3d. schs Watchman, Tracy, Calais;
Elizabeth, Gott. aud Alary D Wilson. Gott, do.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 4tb, schs M T Townsend,
Smith, Amboy; Quoddy, Mahoney, and Ceok Borden. Lunt, Elizabethport: Nellie Star. Soule, Perth
Amboy; Commonwealth, Elwell, Rockland.
ELLSWORTH—Ar 28tli ult, seh Clarissa Stery,
Brown, Portland.
Ar 2d. sch Kentucky. Curtis, Portland.
BANGOR—Ar 4th, sobs Frances Ellen,Nickerson,
Portland; Bewail, Fogg, do.

THURSDAY, Oct. E.
Arrived.

0. A M.. 39
Mo. K. A Texas.. 38%
Nor. A West’n prf 67
Loni«ANash. 64%
Rich A Dan.
Cen. Pacific. 90%
Texas Pacific_ 44%
St. Paul pref
123
...

Stean

—

....

BOSTON STOCKS.
Boston Land.
7%
Waterpower.
8%
Flint A Pere Marquette common. 21
Hartford AErie 7s 66
A. T. A 8. F. 91%
Boston A Maine.. 162
Flint A Pere Marquettepreferred 95
L. K. A Ft. Smith. 63
...

6

88
toe A Out
Summit Braneh.. 10%
Cent’l
7s
Mexican
77%
|

(o every

other

A public

saltr of

over

section of

our

Schnapps,

a

sale nneqaaled

For sale by all Druggists

HOUSE

jSfcee is
and

far

aa ascase

«.»x MfflfiS

suffering

,s.B a®. <? H

illy

THE

iRst&\ii*£tomKoht Bowdt, and
■fn&xnl voicing order, and perfect !-eal4Ii
wM! bo the result.
L&CelCS and others sub- j
jvt ki SjJck ^rC^daohO vfll find relief!
er^i'” r.'.t »»:.t cure by the use of these Biller-- j
B'iujJ Ufeilc and mildly purgative they j

|

j

?cr p*U by ttU dealers in nmlicine.
geud
*4vr«M for fanphlet,free,giving ftiil directions, i
mm'i St im, Prrr,.t BarijasUa, Vi. I

Balm

cleanses
.he nasal passage* of
Jatarrhal virus, ca *•
mg healthy secretio «.

»llays inflammation
protects the niembrs
from additional or
*,

completely

beals the
sere** and restores the
sense
of
taste and
smell;beneficial result*
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, Ac. Unequaled for
the head,
to use. Aplittle finger
nostrils. On
Fer sale in Port

Care* Con-

SWEDISH REMEDIES

Drills.
Corset, .Joans_
Sattaena.
Cambric#.

8® 8
7,7 8
8® 8H
6* 6’A
Silesiaa.10® 20
Cetton Flannala. 7 4116

Light. 8 @10
Denims.12%@16%
Dacks-Brow* 9
@12
Fancy 12Mi@18Mi TwlaeAWarpe lStjgZS^A

FISHERJNEIA.
Ar at Boothbay 3d. sehs Magaolla, Jordan, Brand
Banks, with 1 000 qtls cod; Molly Porter, Jordan,
do, with 2.000 do.,
Sid fm Deer Isle 26th, sebs Idella Small, Robbias,
and Kato McClintock, Sawyor, mackoraling; Cipernnza, Dross, do.

Batting—Best.
•'
Good.

Vloney i?larbet.

<By Telegraph.)

New York. Oct. 6—Evening.
Money loaned
down from 7 to 3 aud closed offaied at 4; prime
mercantile paper at Tg 8.
Exchange weak at 48®
for long and 485 for short. Governments unchangI ®d. State bonds lnaotlre. Railroad bends Irregular
k
on moderate volume of basinesv.

tlESTIC PORTE.
SAN FKANCISCO—Ar 4th last, ship Clarissa B
Carver, Nichols, Ulogo.
Ar 4th, ships Lucy A Nickels, Nickels, for Bong
Kong; Oriental, Burns, Cardiff,
nU

f

30& CLfc&dfesJ&iS!E

ffcll
ASH
E7

STOCKS

A,AV/VA>^

BACK

Cure

_

W^Nhant*, hajor Bloat,
__d'
^S>.

I>r. F. If.

DEBILITY;
C+uaranteed,

Nerrons Eeadaclrt Meutal

Depression

com:

ears any case. With earta order renewed fe
fix boxes, accom anied with fire dollars, the protheir written guar"
prietors will send the pur chsser
an tec t» return the money if the treatment does met
•Cant a ears. Guarantees issued through H H
■ AT AGO., Dmgglsts. rmljr agents in Portland
tfip., at janesbiu ffiddhr usd Tree 8*.

1_

d*wly46

NOTICE IS BIER KB Y RI VEN.
1 hare ibis day gireu uiy n inor son Elmer
A. Mitchell his li ..e to ac and train fer himself now and after this a «. and ’hat I shall hsnseferth elaim reue ef his earnings ner pay say debts
sf his remraeting.
A. A. JfflTeiUMir.
Witness: S. C. Andrews.

THAT

Portland, Oct. 2,1882.

ticulars, inquire of OTIS
Sc.<Thorough, Maine.
scp26

oetSdlw*

HOUSE,

the year round for the accommodation of
commercial travelers and ransient
Special
rates for permanent guests during
eptember and
J, 'i. BANDALL.
October.
eodlrno
«ep23

OPEN

For 8a(e,
a young man that- Is willing
One of the oldest a- d best ku>w
ice
cream ami candy establisheatering fancy t»\ke,
ment* in the Slate. Order.* ar«j receive! from all
the
husfi.es>*.
ef
also
a large 1 xml
eeunify,
parte
As the prepflete is about to leave the State be will
business.
ail
needed
about
the
instruction
Ap
give
to 9. ’W’. LUCT, 664 Congress St.
ply

to work.

immsCbrttty

EAST-At BWklaad §ach trip
with Boa ton * Baogor Kteau<*>s for Belfast,
Baek*part, Sugar, and River Landing*; ulse
with Steamer Henry Morrison for Bl>»r Hill,
At Mar Hurhor with
*nrr> and Itllawartk.
Steamers for HaacMk, l.amoiar and BalllAOUKNG WKST-At Kaeklnad with Bot*
ton ana Bangor S. S. Co.’s cte*mers for Boston and
receive passengers from Banger and River Land*
lugs tor Peniaa*.
Sta erooui* and Through rickets can t>e secured
at 214 Waehiugten Street, corner State Siieet, Beaten. J. W. IUCll ARDS’>N, Agtnr.
Tickets and >tateroom« secured at Unien Pa>seu
ger office, 4u Exchange treat, Portland, E. A. Wal

dron, Agent.
All

rooms

eommmnications
mail
should be addressed to

by

or

telegraph

for

GEORGE L. DAY,
General Ticket Agent, Portland.
*. CUSHING. General Manager
dtf
Portland, Sept. 28,1882

IBTERMaXIOiMa*. 81'EABhiilP

Eastport,

Jl*.,

cd,

taints,

j?ie., St,
J«hs, N. B„ Halifax, N. 9.,
£harloit«i«nn, I*. E. I.

FAEE ABKANUE.Y1EXTS.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
ON AN©
%STUB
KOI.
O AX MPT. ISth
lean.er*
»*««• Llm
will
Lravr H< iir«k>i Wbarf,
fool of Stmt* *lr««i, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at 6 p. w. for Casipor' a:
*»,
John, with *o&n*ctions fox Okials, 'dobbiBjt- S“.
Andrews.
Peiabrok*. Tloolton Wondatoc.1 Grand
Men an, Campobelln, Digby, Aunnpolis, Tarmoutb.
Windsor, kituifas, Moncton, Nnwoaatin, .tmkargi
Pioton, * undine, Knthursi, Dalkeiisle, Charlottetown fori Fairfield. Grand Falla, and othn
stations on the Nsw Brustswiek and Cauadn, 1mw<>
©oloninl, Windsor, and inaapolli, Western Cobb*
ties, nnd PrtB«« Edward Island RnlJ Roads,
and Stage Ron tee.
received up to 4 p. m. and any lnMW'Freigk*
fermatioa rernrdlng the same may be had at t\e
•Aee ef the Freight Agent, Rail rend TTkarf.
Far CircniBi•
with lisursioa
Routes. Tickets,
Utate S#*ni and farther
information aptly it
Ceaipany-s OSce, 40 Srekao^t at.
T. C. HS9X6Y. FrBaideatl, »nd H>iTiag«ar
■yac
dtf
Jftam.

dtf

!

BO P EL TO LEASE.
The laterBalienal

otel.

Feitlaad. Mr

House is situated
close proximity tr .he
landings of the Ear earn, New York tnd oos*
tow Staameis a act oppoeii
the Grand Trunk f'epot.
rasy eenaeetion with other parts of the city by
street ears. It is in first-class order throughout and
will be leased t respons ible parties t urnished or unfurnished at a reasonable rental. Inquire of
au22dtf
AUG. P. FULLEB. Portland, Me.

THIS

TO LET.
Middle

235^1
St., 2d story,
/
store* occupied by Merrill A Kei .h, and A.
ClHAMBERS
hatter. These chambers hare been
No.

ov-

er

L.

Merry,
pied by Mr. Fernald,

occu-

Merchant Tailor for
many
years; are in the centre of business, spacious, well
located and have all modern improvements.
Inquire of W. Tf. THOMAS, or ELIAS THOMAS,
Commercial St.
aug5dtC

dtf

PORTLAND far BOSTON
6.15, 8 4ft a. m., 12.55, 6 00 p. m.(
a
Boston at 10.45 a. m.,
4.55, 10.00 p. m. BOSTON
FOIL PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.. 12.3o, 3.80
7 00 p. m., arriving at Portland at 1 00, 6.00, 8.00,
11.00 p. m.
OLD ORCHARD BEACH
FOR BOSTON at 6 40, 9.13 a m., 1.23, 3 55.
BOSTON
FOR
6.29 p. m.
OLD
ORCHARD BEA < H at 8.00, 9.00 a. a., 12.30,
m.
PORTLAND
7.00
F
R
SCARp.
3.30,
BORO
BEACH, FINK POINT, OI.D
SACO
BID.
ORCHARD
BEACH,
AND
KENNKBUNK
DK*ORD
at
8.45
a.
4.66,
m., 12.56,
6.00, p. m.
6.15,
8.45a. m.,
WELLS at 6.15.
6.00
FOR
FOR
NORTH
BER(See note)
p. m
SALMON
GREAT
WICK,
FALLS,
FAI LS DOVKft, EXETER, H«VKR.
MI9.I.. LAWRENCK, ANDOVER AND
l. OWI'U. 1.1 0.15, 8.45 ft. m., 13 55, «.0' p. a.
FOR IVIW MARKET ftt 8.15.8.45 ft. m.
FOR RIMWENTKK
PAKnlNCTON,
AND ALTON RtT ftt 6.16. 8.45 ». m.,
IV U
12.55 ». m. FOR WOLFBORO ftt 8.45 a. n.,
12.55 p.m. FOR CENTRE II ABHOR ftt
FOB MANCHENT. R AND
8.45- a. m.
CONCORD IV. II., (Ti. Nftw Hurk.t Jot.).t
6.15 a. m., 12.55 p. m. (via Lawrence) at 8-45 a,
m.
12.55p.m. 1 HE .HORNING TRAIN
LEAVES KENNEBUNK FOR PORTLAND at 7.25.
note—The 12.65 d. m. train from Portland
will Sop al Well*, Oaly la Take Paeson
all
eagrrs Far Baetaa. Parlar Can
through trains. Parlor-oar seats secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
®P*ilie 12.56 p. m., train from Portland connects with Seaad Liae Sieaasern for New
Yark and all Hail Lines for the West, and the 6.00
p. ru., train with all Kail Liaae far New Yark
and the South and West.

“--a2-Ea—1.15,

A Hall, with a seatiug capacity of
about 5o®, well lighted, rrsataud rear,
with two large aaie r»»ms, located on
Cong eal at.
Kaquire at No. 480 ConUfc'O. H. CUSHMAN.
grtw St.
C0t4

Railroad,

ARRANGEMENT.

FASUNGEKTKAINM Wil L LEAVE

TO LET.

Train* on Hoston ft Maine road connect with all
6t<Miii rs running between Portland aad Bangor,
itockland, Mt. Desert, Machiaa, Eaetport, Calais.
St John and Halifax. Alao ooaaeet with Grind
Trank trains at Grand Truak Station, aad Maine
Central and Portlaad ft Ogdeeburg train* at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,
First class Dining Rooms at Ptrtland,
meats.
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawreneeend n<g|oa
THROUGH TICKETS to all joints Weet and
South may be bad of d. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston ft tfaine Depot, aad at VTnion

sep25

STEYENS,

mIke

We shall sell TO-DAY
lot

Four Button

of

a

Kid

Gloves in desirable shades
and sizes at the
low

price of

extremely
75 cts. a pair.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
oct5

*

d3t

J AS. T. FURBER, flea.
Gen. Agent, Portias*.

(mm

4tf

And Medicated Cotton
Instant Belief fer Toetkaebs.
A few application* of
/
a Medicated Cotton* wet In
7^
^rCCtA/i/. Obtunder, placed in a»
aching tooth, will deaden the nerve and five
Colpermanent relief. Obtunder, Medicated
ion and Instrument, all complete, for *5 eta.
For nalo by all I>ruggiets and iVawra la Patent
»ep6

d&w

a

ad tYaocoaia

WUlsatU farther natic* lun Franklin Wharf,
PmlMl, »t«tj MONDAY »*d THURSDAY, at 8
I. H., and leay* Pier 37, Gut Rirer, Now u.'i,
*T*ry MONDAY and THURSDAY, »i 4 P. M
Thee* •maciera are fltted op with An* «iomc*vt»,
Kan* for pauengera, making this s y*ry conyeaiaal
And comfortably ronta foi traTelero etwee* New
York and Maine
During tbe aummer mouth* they*
steamer* will touch at Vineyard Hare* oa their peepage to tad from New York. Passage including
State Room, Mi meal* extra Quad.* designed beyond
Portland or New Torb forwarded te daat’n&lirn el
enca, For farther informatics apply t»
HENRY FOX General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, A*-*, Pier *3, 8. R. N, .■> Yark,
Ticket* a>4 State Raom* caa sa obtained at cl
Sxcaasga Street From De*. 1 to Uti 1, n- r.j.
1

Hangar*

will *,* take* *y ’hi* l:*e

E. T.

{

Merrill.
Finest Fitting Boots in the World.

On and after Monday, June 19lh, Passenger
Train* will rua as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax and the Provincee,
and all stations on K. A N. A. Railway,
l. 20, and 1ll.l6| p m.; St. Andrews,St. Stephen, Fredericton. Aroostook <oaaty,
MooMchcnd Italic, and all stationson B. A
Piscataquis B R., 111.16 p. m., (or 1.20 p.
m. noon, and remain tn Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Buckaport, Dexter, Beifnat aad
m.
Skowkcgau, l.lo p.m., 1.20
Hunger aad Dexter. 6.15 p. m. (Saturday*
only). Waterville, 7.00a. m. 1.16 p. ns,, 1.20
p. m., 111.16 d. m. and 6.16 p. ss. Saturdays only,
Auguata, Uallowell. Gardiner, Richmond,and Brnnawick 7.00 a. as., 1.20 p.
m., 6.16 p. m., 111.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
1.20 p. m., 6.15 p. m. ana 11.15 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rooklaad, and Knox A
Lincoln
R.
1.20 p.
R., 7.00 a. m..
in.;
(5.15 p. m. Saturdays only.) Ankara
and Lewiaton, 8.16 a. m., 1.16
m.,
p.
5,Oh p. m. Lewiston via Brnnawick 7.00
a. m., 111.16 p.m.;
Farmington, Phillip*
and Rangeley Lake an 1 16 p. m., !Hosmontk. Winthrop, Remddeld, West Watcrville and North ft naon, 1,16 p. m., and
Farmington via Brnaswitk, 7.00 a. m.

p.m.,til.15p

Is simplicity ami perfection combined.
Easier to
put on and off than any other shoe.

SOMETHING
now

LEAVE FOK PORTLAND and BOSTON*
Prom Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.00 p. mo At.

E.

a. m.. 8.00 u. n.;
lleulleu. 10 16
m.; *t. Stephen, 10.45 a. m.: Hnckiperi,
8.00 a. m.. 6. p. m,; ■•mar, 6.45, 7.45 a. m.
t8.0Cp.m. Dr iter, 6.30 a.m,4.15 p.m. Dclfnal
б. 05 a. m,, 2.20 p. in., Hkewhegnn, 7.66 a. m.,
2.56 p. m
W ain rille, 9.20a.m. 210., tlO.i 8
p. m.; and 6.16 a. m (Mondays only) Augusta,
6.00 a.m 9.57 h. m., 2.55p.m., tll.00 p.m.;
Bardiuer, 6.17 a. m., 10.16 a. m., 8.15 p. m.,
111.20 p. m Bath, 6.56 a. m., 10.88 a. m., 4.00
m.
aaly)
11.55 p.
(Saturdays
11.15 a. m.,
runnvrick.
7.25 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., tl2.35 a. m., (night.! Reckland,
8.15a.m., 1.20 p. in., 4.25 a. m.,(Mondaysaaly.
I.ewiatna. 7.20 a. m., 11.16 a m.. 4.16 p. m.
Phillips. 6.66 a. m. f arusingteu, 8.20 a. m.:
tViaihroa 10.18 a. m. balng daa In Portland
AS follows: The morning trains from Angistaaad
Bath, 8.35 a. m. l.ewlstoa, 8.40 p. m. The day
trains from Bangor, and all tntennediata stations
at 12.35 and 12. 45
and oonuoetlng toads
p.
Tbs afternoon trains from TraterrUle,
m.
Bookland
and Lewiston at 6.42
Augusta, Bath,
p. m. Tbs Sigh! Pullman Express treln at 1.80

MERRILL’S,
dfcf

‘fcxtra Genuine'

MUSTARD.

The nnesc quality and highest grade of M>;stvd
Imported, Warranted ahemically pure. For sale by

w. L. WILSON & GO.,
Wholesale and Retail
J,16

John Sunday morning
I.lwsited Ticket. Brat and eecend class far
w*. John and Halifax en »»le ai reduced
ratee.

]el7tf

T.

being opened at

PiicknErs

a. m.

PAY80N TUCKER, 8np't.

NEW.

455 Congress St.
004___

t sleeping Oars atuobed, ruts dally, Sundays 1*.
eluded. Between Boston aid Bangor
Knns through to Bangoreyery morning, and Skow
began Sunday Morning, but not Monday.
Doss
not run to Doxtei Belfast, Bucksport. or St

Portland, Juno 19, 1882.

ENTIRELY

Ladies’ Dress Reform Boots,

^m.,

_dfria

to Kew tsrk.

Mima’s Side Lace Boots,

raIlroadT

John, 9.00

sepl

3**1-W*«ily Lies
8lpa«era Eleaaora

455 CONGRESS ST.

Supt.

а.

SMOKE THE 444 CIGAR.

Steamship Company

Pertlaad Far Ileataa and Way statlens at
1.00 p. in Boelea Far Partlaad at6.00 p. m.

S. H.

GLOVE SALE.

Maine

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Ticket OBce, 40 Exchange St.

dtf

RARE chance for

CONNECTION.

GOING

_

d2w

WO COWWAY, W. U.

A

will eontiiv e making her usual two trips per week
until further nonce, running as follows.
Leaving Kailroao <vh„
Portland, Tavaday
and#* tday evening at 11.13 o’clock or on
arrival of Express train frem Boston, fa* ft or kla«d, f'aaliar. Oeei ImIv. and 9e.1gwjck.
(Stage freui Sedgwick te Blue Htfl <** arrival of
each Steamer)
Wen and B-^r Harbsrt,
Hiiikridgc, Jeeeapori sad tlasbiaaperi.
fteiaraiag will leave Mee&iaaporievery .Baa
day and Thu rad nr '’Seraia&s at 4.30 o’ebwk,
Mount Desert at abeut 10.00, erri vi»g in Pen land
the same evening, *onr eettip with ruUn>p» Train
and aarly morning train- for tf•mfa,

On ami after Monday, Sept. 25. 1882,

KALblt,

over Edward’s and Walkers’ Hardware store from
Oct.
to <5fi. ic3«l.

RAABALL

Is

a»r

Glen Mountain Rouse, si'uated
(tryout's Ponii. Me. For par-

KIL\IM>.\

eepSC

FALL,

at

No. 276 Middle St.,

Low

Memory, Spermatorrhea impoteney, lnrolnntaEmissions, Premature id Age, caused by ovorsrtlon, self-abuse, or over-indulgence which leads
One box will cure*
b> misery, decay and deaib
reeent oases Each be.' contains is month’s treatx
or
sit.
a
b
boxes
dollar
ment.
One
for lire dolon receipt of
lars; sent by mail prep
price. The
proprietors, John C. West* Co., guarantee six boxs
si
rj

Boston & Maine

To Let

has opened an oftice in
Portland
and can be
found at

Du. E. C. West’s Neetr am> Bract Treat
if bet: a specific for Hyrter s,
Dizziness, CortuI-

tions,

UBITAL.

in mako mone]
rail and medium investments
in grain, provisi us aim stock
sneculitfcio 's. can do so by operating on our plan. From May 1st,
1981, to the present date, on investments of *10.00 to SI,(MM), cash
and
hav? been realized
paid to inv'stors amounting to
several time® the original investmeat, still leaving the original investment making money or payabb ,n demand. Explanatory circnlr s an t statements of fund W
free. Vfo want
B«n
esponsible
ore
s, whoijflU report on crops
cud introduce the plan. Liberal
c-*3 \ftifs'on« paid. Address,
t\
-fwiige X MF.K1UAJ1, Comond

)W««

or

oct!

Nervous Affections, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in a bad State of the Blood, or
teeonpanied by Debility or a low
State of the System.

LAmrE

A

For Sale

Dyspepsia,

8WKBI0H RBMKDIS*.

._

given up Nov. 1st,
on aoceunt ef ill health. Pr-sent occup *rit would
sell most of furniture if wanted. For terms, apply
to L. TAYLOR, 3b5 Congress St.
scp2Sdif

BELOdr

WHEA.T

TIKimtlEK I.EWI9T9K

Pullman!

On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 and 9.00 9. m.,
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Por land,
3.45 a. m., 12.5b and 6.00 p. m. (Through Pullman Sleeping Oars on trains leaving
Boston a
7.00 p. ra. and Portland at 2.00 a. in),
i'hreugli ticket* to ail peiat* West asd
Month may be bad of J, 1H. French, TicketSeller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pulloiaa Car Ticket* far Beats and
«aM at Bead Ticket Ofliee.
New, first class diaing roem at Portsmouth.
TLx jogb trains stop 10 minutes fer meals.
LUCIUb rUTi’LB,
General Passenger and
*»cet Agent.
O W. RAJ7BOK“S. Hacteerfrancper^liOB.
dtt
jul7

LETT

the Post Office where all the large
Wholesale lobbing Houses are located, in dry
fcoodfl, Fancy sn1 other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iren Safe, Elevates, Counters, Tables, Gae and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 1S4
Brackett St. where the keys may be found,

P,M"Vn..

Kcsralgia, Sore Cheat,
Affections of the Hoart and Liver, and all pains or
,chos In any part eared Instantly by tin® Hop ricotvr.
|8F“Try it. Price 25 cents. Bold by all di-nggiets.
Hep r test or Co.. Mj.nufioturers.
Milled on reotipt of prfco.
Carter, Harris b Har-uet,
General A cents, Beaton,
0)

'-T

TO LET.
Store d. 117 All# Middle SI.

VO hi: C

Dally (Night

Train* leave Bouton.

pleaty of table boarders; is to b

*J expelling aii Morbid Secreiicns.j
Frio© S3 oi&m per bottio.

of the

NERVOUS

j

ret.

At 7.30 a. ni. and arrive in Portland at 11.56 a.
m. At 9 a. in. and arrive In Portland at 13.65 d.
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 5.00
p. rr. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pailnau Parlor Cara.

335

i

a*

^

popular Boarding House,
Congress
THEStreet,
is full of first-t lass boarders, and bas
I

29, 1IS2

BEPT.

w

j
ZHgcslioo Organs j

by removing theca?:*?.

Langs.
Swedish

yio_

TO

Loss of:

4

Monday, at 4 p. as. for Saco, Biddeferd, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynu and Boston,
arriving at 5 30 p. in. connecting with Sound ana
Kail Lines for New York.

House No. 61 Chestnut street,
ith stable attached. The house is in nice repair, warmed by steam, perfect drainage a d is a
v« ry desirable home.
Apply to \YM. H. JFKIUS.
oct4
dlw*

constipation follows

Tlics desiring

FALL ARRANGEMENT

Sace,
South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, kockport,
Newburyport, and
Lynn, CheUea
Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 14.55 g» mi. for Saco, Biddeford, Kenmebuuk,
Con w ay Sanction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving
at 4.55 p m. connecting with Sound and Rail
Lines for all Southern and Western points.
At G pm. for Cape Elina be th, ScarWo, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, Nerth and Seuth
Berwick, Kittery, Pertsreouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston arriving at 10
m. connecting a ith all Kail Lines for
New

good Brick

??boumatSsrn, Dizziness,]

plaster is absoirtely the best eror
nade, combining
*he virtues of heps

and Macliias Steamboat Bo.

tills train for Boston.
At N.45 a. m. for Cape EUsabeth. Scarboro,
Biddeford, Keunebunk Wells, North and

y

dlw

Kidneys, Torpid Liver1

Phi*

Portland, Bangor, lit Desert

fer 8nee,
biddeford, Kexmebunk, Kittery, Perm* cash,
Newharyport, fceiere, Lya* and Peefeou. arriving
A «#ediu
at 6.30 a. xn.
Bleeping Oar will tee
ready for euenpancv In Fertian4 statlea, at 9.00
m.
p.
(Sunday nights lip. m., ana it attached te

At

*

Eiiloucncss, Dyspepsia,,
”ndig©stion, Diseases of]

Druggists, eod&wly

octBdhf

The Steamer CITY OF RICHpMONDwiil to withdrawn fro*
Bar Harbor Route Friday.
«
WAUKTOAc.'"' Sept.29th. V\ ill make her last trip
East Wednesday, Sep
27th. and leave Bar Harbor
Friday *erning, Sopt, 29tb, for her last trip Weet.

For Rent.

Wiiifctf# mmccliato relief, and
111 a o’ sort times effect a perma-

Cures

through

LT#!Y. Pnperlntendent.

Trains leave Psrllsid

oct2

TO

CATARRH. Elys’ Cre..i»

en

*-

LOST.
Si. Julian Hotel Ledger.
The finder
will ple*«w retsrs the stale to C. P.
MATTOUK8, 31 1-2 Exchange Street.

m, HSXRV BAXTER'S

PURIFY THE BLOOD

:

tOUHE.\( l.'VG

IbETWEFN Btate 4t church and 41 Deering St.,
JL> Sunday, a child’s laee collar and small pink
pin. Finder will be rewarded by leaving same at J.
y. Baxter’s house.
oct2dtf

thousand other diseases that
their origin to a disordered
of the Stomach and Bowels,;
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

cure

Pertlnnd

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

Lost.

Headache,
Appetite, Jaundice, Ap*i
oplaxy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

FARE SLOG.

Commencing Sunday, June 18, 1882.

y~

c

The favorite Steamier* Forest Oily and John
Brooks will alternately leave t RAN K' IN WHARF,
Portland at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. on. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line arc reminded that they secure a oomfortable > ight’s re-t and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Kf' llckets and fttaterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
'hroagh Tickets to New York, via the various
Bail ana aeund Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J 1. tfILI Fr., General
Agent.
apr5
dlf

Eastern Railroad.

dtf

state

Siak

an

Portland, September 29,1882,

Co,,

i

a

Steamers!

m., from Fabyan’s and Intermediate sta-

J. fl A9I1

cars

from

•*» jia.

alldis-

Rhsnmatian,

tions.

from Grand Tmik te State st. or
Sts., on Taeeday evening,
a pocket book containing between Sz() an l
#3u.
The lUider will ba rewarded by leaving the same at
108 Emery St.
eeidlv*

a

ihs

a.

"to

:

line.

tNfrom State to frmery

owe

Alter

leave Pertlnnd

9.40 p. m., from Montreal and all points

on

:—

_:y-'-a—.;-

horse

Lung

froubles,

Trains arrive

11.40

Lose.

Remedy” to those who

mn gums balsams aim extracts. 1*3 power fs -won*
lcrfnl In caring diseases where ether plasters elm)ly relioTC. Crick la the Eoek and 2T©ek, Pain In
Ae Bids or Limbs, Stiff Joints and Muscle*, Kidney

located

if p.

I

Ogdensburg It. R,

8.23 A HI —For all stations running through to
St. Johnsb ry, Burlington, Swanton, Yt.. and
Ogdenebui g, N. Y., Also connect in* at St. Johnsbury for Newport, Sherbrooke and Montreal.
2.30 P. HI.— For all Stations through to Crawford’s, and 1’ abyan’s. conncaMng with steamier
on Sebag > Lakes for Naplos. Bridstoo and Harrison, and with stage* for No. Winona*, Standish,
Limington. Sebago, So. Bridgtou, Porter, Keaar
Falla, Denmark, Bridgten and Lovell.

LOST AND FOUND

is BEAVEIl STREET,
j;3

ka

A. F. MOULTON
IRS Middle St

and lot

__dtf

j Jel7_

FALK ABRAKfiMEENT,
Ceiiimeiuii)? Monday. October 2, 1882*

Stauferd street, Ferry
Village, containing U finished rooms, stable,
well
of
water
and
y«u*«
orchard of 20 irait
feed
trees.
T. W. WELDON,
Knqaire of
sep22eod4w*
Ferry Village, Mo.

NEW YORK.

Buckftela

f.SOp.

Portland &

FOR SALE.

long letter to Dr. Kenaealways afford me pleasure

li

ifa|U 4

oetSdtf

2.25 p. in.
rations with Byron Mexico, Dlxateld,
Stage
Peru. Lav. -rcor-. We** <****. or and Tamer.
OTJM BLAYFORD 9»r>l.
Portland. -June 28, 88
je26<ltf

ESTATE.

s*1644w

ami Grocers.

a

For Sale b

Match

G. P. A.

LAND FOR VALE.
.4 N eligible let of land om Daafortk St. near ErarA ery, will be wld at a bargain. Apply soon to

insured for it tho reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

Bilim

■xcmasrcM.1

rocke south of Dutch Island lighthouse. She atrnok
hard and the tide left her hanging square amidships,
with ne probability of coming on until the evening
tide. I he captain wanted a tug from Prevideaee.
Slip llagarsiown, of Richmond, Me, from New
fork lor saa Francisco, was passed Aug 1, let 33,
Ion 160 W, partially dismasted. Wanted no assistance and would probably put into the moot convenient port.
Sch Adriana, of Bath, which haa heen reported
loot at sea arrived home on the Keuntbse Sd Inst
and was placed on the railway for repa'rs.
Sch Oorve, lately on Are at Kockland, had her
deck burned out back of the main rigging and foremast burned off below the deck.

HEAL

by any other alcoholic distillation have

Swedish

aul0

STEPHENSON,

m.
&. m. and
Lewiston at 9.40 a. ni. and

Leave

Address
J. LEAVITT, Box 127, Gorham, Me.

Star
West < 'otnmerciai St.
auglO

Sffectually

me.

-■

GIRLS WANTED,

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medical faculty and

over

A lady writes: “After yesri of severe snffering
from female complaints, aervensness and dyspepsia
your Swedish Botanic «fompound has entirely cured

~-v

Sj.

an

By Portland

Shin,

Noutkweot.

ROAI>.

Pan
Coat, Vest and
Makers
wanted. Alsu, first.clais Machine
operator. Enquire or address
A. T. .NICE!OS.*,
sepDdtf
Brunswick, Maine.

country of Cdolpho Wolfe-s

^St3GC2«, Cl’C., all of which these

I • >nsider Swedish Betanie Oompemad the best
Blood Puiller and Spring Medieiae in use.
W. K. WATfiON, Lynn, Mass.

uud

Leave Canton for Portland
and
LowiBton, 4.30 and 9.60 a. m.
Leave Portland for Can tun, at 9.00

__

Utf

80 years duration iu every

SWEDISHlilElIS!

Mabel, Stront, Cherrytel4—N Blake.
merchants’

H.

other causes,

Schnapps is superior
alcoholic preparation.

suffering from difficulties of the Kidneys
an Bladder, or any disorders arising from an imare state Of the blood.
The “Favorite Remedy”
said by all druggists. The Doctor’s only address is
N.
Y.
sep25MW&F&wlm
ftondout,

Boston, with

nEIIOBANDA.
Seh Caeton, (of Portland) lien lay. from Providence for Stonington, to load atone, while beating
through Duteh Island harbor 4th, struck on the

g

Stock aud

or

Aromatic

Biliors will epoetliij

Proprietor.

Ilumi ord

or lady, in the city of Porttown in Cuinberla; d
article in the grocery line, which
will .be f <uud indispemable for family

sep22

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper 4c, the

•cay be

Co.

[from

TICKINGS, ETC.

Ifew York

as

*el.

Ar at New York 6th, barque B Webster, Prince,
ill ace Bay.
Ar at Caibarien 23d, brig Addle Hale, Lawson,
Portland.
Ar at Liverpoel 4th inst, sbip Storm King, Reed.
Astoria. O.
Sid fm Liverpool 2d inst, ship Geo Stetson. Higgins, New York.

7Vug

@14

vegetable decomposition

iemedy’ —experienced a marked improvement
day he began to use the medicine: ea
tie fifteenth of September ho voided a stone a*
vge as could be pas*ed through the natural ohan-

Mans.

W©»t
J.

agent, gentleman
\N land,
and i-i each

use,

ping at 7..MJ a. an. ana I ©5 n. ro.
For ilaachtuer, Concord and point* North, a*
1.03 0. at.
Ear Kecheaeer, Hprinnvalc. Alfred, Wan
erixaee nad "ute l!ii,
; :{©
|.03
p* p»., and (mixed; ai O.ilii p. in. itetnruiuir
leave ttoeiiiiater at 'mixed; « 4* a m„ 11.15
P.ni., arriving at. Portland
mein and
(mixed; 2.40 a. m., 1.25 p. :a. and 5.45 p. an.
Cor ©erl'im,
Sarrare(h<etWri«n4
Weatbrooh anil Woodford’a.
dill,,
at t .30 a. ru.,
< .03, ©,'3'j v.d (mixed)
■d.HO p. in.
The 1.05 j>. aa. fain from Portland aooveett at
Are" Jnne. vltl (ileonivc Tuunci ktoutc 1r.r
11 * Went, and at senior ti" <?»*
W ©reenter, for
New Verb via Norwich l.ia<; ao » all roll,
kOpringaold, »i»c with SI. V. A iS. K. it.
H (“Steamer Maryland Rov.o*1) for Ctoilndet61 nttimioro
t:-a
tnd
Tynnfcingten,
oaflp and with Renteo Ji. rkiVtsny R. R. fer
the We«.
Oleae connections mode a> WentbroeA Jonesian with through trains of Me. Centra) R. P... and
et GrandTruuA
Transfer Portland, with through
traiD« of Grand Trunk R It.
Carter
an on 1.03 j>. m. train from Portland
and a OO a. m train from Worcester.
CbroBgb lcXeti* to a. points beeth a c IT--S, at
Depot oficea and ai Ro’iira & Adams' No. 28 Exchange Street,
Deea nek stop at
oedford’s.
■I. W. PETERS, Rapt.

INDIA ST.

J. SPICER. Superintendent.

TV.

Agents Wanted.
when tried

Cllntea, Aver June., EiuHarg,
IVxteoDa, l.owfll, TtGudhaua, usd Ep.

For

Quebec,

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

110

corrective of water rendered impure by

«hal

When taken together according to directions,
have time* and times again cured consumption
Thousands of
ift the first and second stages.
Write for
testimonials of its wonderful cures.
pamphlet* and circulars—Sent Free. M.
D.,
F. W. A. Bergkngren,

North went,

CANVASSERS WANTED.
sell The Eagle Clothes Wriagcr. Sold any fey
canvassers,
flood salary o eommi&sion.
No
J. \f. ■ IB BA RD,
capital required.
Si Temp e St.
gep7dfcf

general beverage and necessary

a

Jn-m Ike lira

Barque Ormus, Frost, Pasoageula—Chase, Leavitt
Sch

ttnblsaohnd cottons.

@18

As

relief from his agony.

recoiumoud the “Favorite

mu-

Address

in every part of the state, tj
article ever paced upon the
market, used daily in every household o uni versa ly acknowledg'd by all t
be superior to anythin*
of too kind over before manufactured, it sells over
and over again, aud by energy a permanent trade
can be established.
Don’t ail to send 10 eta. for
sample and terms, to SMITH & GREEN, Lock box
16, Stonebam, Mars.
*ep26dlru

to sell

5.00

Xeliauada Detroit, Chicago, iTIilwauI&ec
Cincinnati, *t. l<oui», Oiu.hu, «-agiuAult l.ubo City,
nw. Hi. Paul.
Deam, Man Francisco,
and all points In the

dtf

County

a. m.

and

Tickets sold at Reduced Rales,

WE seil theagents
best

SCHNAPPS.

amt

Dl'POT AT FOOT OF

Paiseogrr Train*

By the urgent solicitations of his friends he was
mduced to try Dr. David Kennedy’s “Favorite

•o

Fr*«4 Chicago, Moatren

THE FAVORITE.” JIMS AITENTION.

Schiedam Aromatic

13.36,

TICKET OFFICE*

EUKLKA RUBBER STAMP CO.,
Holliston, Aiasw.

,,

m.

*».,

-AND-

se27

WOLFE’S

Auburn, 8.35
a.

m.

want

;

uud

74 EX' II.4NGE STREET

WASTED.

powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
More economical
sareBvth and wholesomencss.
haa tbs ordinary kinds, and carmo* be sold iu com^#Stioi with the iniltitude of low teat, short weight,
HjJn-n or phoephate powders.
0nly m cans. Royal Baking PowdkkCo.,
M«»w Tor*
febl8d&wly

1-03
AISp, m. and 7.80 p. ra.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Woreeater, at 8 00 a. m. and 11.19 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. sa. and 5.45 p.
at

1% 35 p. ED
Pullman Palace Sleeping Car* on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.

Three Tin Plife and Sheet Tron worker's. W
!> AMES, No. 22 Market Square,
Portland, M .in*-.

ITiis

brought to the noti ce of the public is that of
dr. J. S. Beach, of Stone Bridge, Ulster Co., N.
Mr. Beach had suffered sirce October 18th,
I
lB74, from tlie presence of Calculus or Stone in the
Nght Kidney. No less than seven physicians were
taiplejedat different time*, to wh m Mr. Beach

“It will

p.

d 1 vv

Wanted.
amt pr.httthie
light,

Pusre,

Absolutely

in the KWery Expr led nflev V«ing
Dr. Davi't KmorMy5- “rnvmtc Ken
edjM About two Week*.

concludes

ployment.

oct2dlw*

(one

Cleared.

Marquette,ilengb-

Fine 7-4.14*17
36 In. evi® 7% line 8-4...
...18*22
6
Fine 9-4.22*20
Light 36 In. 6
Fine 40 in.
9
fine 10-4....27%®S2V4
BLEACHED COTTONS.
Beet 30 in. ll vfe®i3
Fine 6-4.15
»20
Med.36 in.. 8 @11
Fine 7-4.10
*23
6
36in..
Fine 8-4.21
7ya
@
«2«
Jfht
@14
Fine 0-4.26
Pine 42 in.. 10
030
Fine 10-4
Pine 6-4.... 11 @17
27^*32^

Best.16
Mcdinm...ll

Maine, Pike, St John, NP, via

bbls fresh mackerel.
Steamtug Wm Sprague, Taylor,
dredge De Wolf and scows in tow.

Heavy 36 In. 7%® 8Vi

Tickings,

State of
for Boston.

or

Kastport
Sch Fanny Butler, Warren, Perth Amboy—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Sami Hart, Holbrook, Perth Amboy—coal to
J H Baker.
Sch Black Warrior, Stevens, Boston.
Scb Alice Dean, Gannett. Boston.
Seh Pearl. Gott, Gloucester.
Sch Nonpariel. Gott, Gloucester.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.
Sch Arrival, Farnham, Boothbay.
Scb Dreadnaagbt, from Jeffries Banks, with 76

Dn Geedi Wbelesale market.
The following quotations are wholesale prioes and
corrected daily by Store' Bros. A Co.. Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Gool.b( 144 to 162 Middle street:

Med.

Kj \

MR. JOSEPH BEACH.

by saying

I.evrietou

Uenday, June 19.
"caaenger Train* will leave
and
at A.JO a. an.,
p. UP., arriving at Woreeeter

On and after

._

EndMJjgl^fllNb'A,

fCtjr**Sgfl4i»ort|iimi

ex.

Prow

in

a

KCMTSEIi AHKAHOEMEJIT.
c-

Montreal, Quebec uud Chicago 1.30

32.45. and 5.60 p. m.
From Corfcani, 8.36,

Worcester line.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER K. R.

m.

Wanted.

What Happened to

Mr. Beach

York,

3d,

follow*:

AKUIfALt.

Gentleman (whose busin ss engagement ter
>* few days) a position in some mercantile establishment; is lantiliar with account-},
aud c^u produce eatiafactory referenees. Address
se30dlw*
J. B. A. Box 1038, Portland P. O.

Sept 7. lat 18 N, Ion 124 47, ship Dotroit, Mann,
from Rio Janeiro for Vancouver.
Sept 24, off Barnegar,. brig Thoa Owen, McCully,
from Port -pain for New York.
Oct 1, lat 31 42, Ion 71 13, barque Esther, from
Cardenas for New York.
Oct 4, off Cape Cad, * lig Lucy W Sr.ow, from
Kennebec for Baltimore.

.f

p.

a

FlOflt Cm.©*

hundreds of dollars for medical treatment,

CASSELL, PETTER. GALPTN & CO.,
186 Washington St., Boston.

HY minat'-s in

spoaEin

only temporary

a.

wages

For

oc3_

bam, Jonesport
Cld 4th, sch Xebec, Duuhaoi, Barbadoes.

that has

large

young or middle age.l man, wiih an ea stei n acquaintance. To such a liberal cempeus it ion will be
B. A. I., Box ti«3, N. Y. 1*. O.
paid. Address

States.
A» St Jago Sopt 28, brig Stockten, Allen, for New
York.
Sid fm Kingston 19tli, barque Sadie, Armstrong,
Norfolk.
Cld at Picteu 27th imt, barque Romo, Eaulker,
Portland.
Arat St John, NB, 3d inst, skip John Bryce,
Murphy, Liverpool; sobs Lillie G. Granville, and C
C Watson, Peck, Portland;
Yreka, Falkiugham,
Jonesport; II S Bridges. Lan lrick; Vesta Pearl,
straight, and Aurora
realia, Grearson. Portland;
Uranus. Denton, Rockland; T A Stuart, Falklug-

cases

so,

ran aa

DbPABTYRKI:

SOLICITOR
the Ship Chandlery and Grocery Business—a
WANTED

fOKKItth POSTS.
Aug—, barque Annie Lewis,
ib»on, Iquique.
Thombs, from Puget Sound for
Iquique, leaking badly and discharging for repairs.
Sid fm Paysaudu about Aug If), barque Clara Eaton, Lunt, Yaguary, to finish loading for United

remarkable

uo

after
train* will

For Auburn uud IjC*ri*ton, 7.10 and 0.00
m„ 1.15 and 5. 10 p. in.
For Owrbaut, 0.00 a. na., 1. 30,3.30 and 6.10

p.

at New

Sid fm Valparaiso
Lewis and Sh rley, <
In port, ship Oora.

NEWS.

PORT or P»RTI,AA».

octod3t

1

Sopt 2. lat 13 04 N, *0ii 119 17 W, ship
longer, Mountfort, Philadelphia for Tacoma.

guaranteed.

to

ON t*V4,

Address

Philadelphia.

fSIKJATY Mi ALMANAC.MOVJCMBB* 6.
6.04 J High water,
S «o flew*
m).. 7.16
5 «> ftwi*.— 6 32 I Meon rise*...
0.39

M^VRINT-E

are

willing

a man

and

Wanted.
pleasant sunny room, with board, m a quiet
A family, for an invalid lady. Geod pay. Address BOARD, Press Ofiiee.
Oep>u3tf

stipation.

Receipt*.

Sales at the Boston Brokers’ Board. Oct. 5.
Maine Central Railroad..m.. 86
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth R. R..‘..112

I* HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

Mineral

Ontario.Quebec.Liverpool.Oet
Peruvian.Quebec.Liverpool... .Oet

Mtocte market.

—

SATE! LA BOH, TI.ML and SOAP AMAZINGLT, and gives universal aatlsfactJon.
Ho family, rich or poor should ho without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWAKE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONEY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYEE, NEW YORK.
MW&F&weow
je!6

FOB

n

the work and to

Bangor.

Lynrt,

—

tnmmit

62%
62%
62%

i»disok«r«AAb]iipa.
FROM

PortLaitd. Oct. 4.
Miscellaneous merchandise received by the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, 29 cars.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, tn Portia* d
44 oar* niitocciiancoo* merchant!**; or connecting
roads 137 csfrs raiscellaneoms merchandise.

..

R. STANLEY & SON,

*A«cir%<u

POJBTLAJfD, ©et. 6.
The following quotations ef Grain were receivehy telegraph from Chicago to-dat by S. Q. Larminie
& Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago.-Wheat-,-Corn— -Oats
rime.
Oct. Nov.
Oct.
Nor. Oet.
Not.
9.40.
94V* 96
61% 61% 31 %
94 Vs 94% 61
61 Vs 32
10.110..
10.80.
61»/« 6L»/« 32%
94% 96
61
11.00
94% 96
61% 82%
1' .30..
948/, 95% 61%
61% 32%
62
12.00.
94% 96%
61% 32%
96%

l

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d, sch Ella, Coombs, fm

vith

In this city, Oct. 6, Margaret Mnsgrave, daughter
of John W. and Nerah Musgiave, aged 1 year and
0 months
in this city, Oct. 5, Kichard. Goodhue, aged 81
years 11 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
in k&rmouth, Get. 4, Miss Mary A. Toting, aged
83 years 8 months.
[bimetal on Saturday afternoon, at 2Va o’clock,
at her late residence.
In, Cambridge. Mass., Sept. 28, Laurence Frederic, son of Charles F. and Frank Mabery, aged 1
month 22 days.

7%|£
rf$l4

94%
94%
94%

■■

Riv-

from Wiscassel.

son.

Jtid

UfiATMl

Fre»b Beef lTIarbet.
Corrected for *he Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
Ce., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Hinds. 9
•4ides. 7%@ 9
@10%
w 7% Rattles. 6
<'ri 7
Fores.. 6
Rounds.
Backs. 6
8%
@8
Loins.12
«17
Rumps.11 @13
Rump Loins..11

1.04..

Hupper, Maggie M

A

RAILROADS.

Railway sf Canada. Portland and
MONDAY, October

Grand Trunk

FIRST class man to control the sale of our
new ed'tion of “Dmte's Inferno, with fcue
the original Dor6 engravings; full page; 76 in number; Royal quai to; lull gilt. This work hag never
yet been sold under $20.00. It is now issued at
$6.00. Our salesmen are akin* from 5 to 10
orders <laily. A party must giye his eut re time to

pj

BALTIMORE—Old 3d, brig Rowena, Reed, for
Funchal.
Ar 4th, sch Geo II Adams, Marshall, Kennebec.
Off Sharp’s Point 2d, brig Martha A Berry, Chari-

One of the most

groecery grades of viol asses the past two weeks
and higher rates hare been realised. Portland Oils
are higher and we quot
Ligonia at lie, Water
White 14c, Keiosene 13c, Common S%c.
The following are lo-aay’s quotations of MV***,
drain, Provisions. &e.

Call*...

M W

RAILROADS.

W ANTS.
Wanted.

seen

and

19.30..

MISCELLANEOUS.

GEORGETOWN. DC—Ar 1st, sch Kit Carson,
Harding, Portland.
RICHMOND—Sid 2d sch May Munroe, Ha l, for
New York.
HAMPTON ROADS-Sid 2d. schs Silver Heels,
M A Power, Sarah R Reed. E M Watts TB Wither-

Spanish gold 1.86% @1.86,

In Wintbrop, Oct. 4, by Iier. G. F. Cebb, Stephen
0. Gerdon#and Mils Luima A. Wiaaiow, both of
W inthrop.
In Gardiner, Sept. 12, Calvin Perkins of Boston
and Miws Annie D. tfachelder of Gardiner.
In Gardiner, Sept. 20, Alton Sawyer, M. £>., and
Mies Lizzie Leavitt.

...

WASHUfG^BLEACHING

6,000 busk

POSTlsAPD. 0«t. 5.
Business in the wholesale market to-day was gen.
orally quiet with but little change in the situation.
In eur review yesterday Barbadoes and Cienfueges
Molasses were quoted lower which was an error
mud® by one of our merchants, who reported the
change. There has been a better feeling in boiling

Lake Shore.112
Erie. 42%
Nor. Pae.prefer’d 94%
49
com
Pacific Mail
North west’n com.143
Northweet’n pref. 164
C. R. A Quincy.. .180%
St. Paul eemmen.107%
St. Jesepk pref..
llbaois Central...

—FOR

Otrney.

whsat,

HABBIAGKM.

—

™

bush

FMANCIAL ANO COftMEHttAi.

Mi?souri Pacific

MW&F&wly

WINES &

hash

bush wheat,
17,009

(By Telegraph.)

aiomsees, two cnps milk, one cup lukewarm
water, one teespoouful salt, and three teaspoonfals Coebum Ybait Powbbk. Steam
two or three hours.

NEW YORK

BEST THING KNOWN

32,000

The following quotations ol stocks are roooire
and corrected daily by Woodbnry A Moulton (mem
bers of tbn Hoe ton Stock Exchanre), oorner of Middle and Exchange strw

Who^tale ai.d Retail by al 1 dealer?.
ROCHESTER 31EDICT XE CO.,
Jtorh.'tlrr, f. T.

At

tbi

highei,

Uavaiu VI nrim.

fin is :1J arises.

Liver & Kidney Remedy

14

Detroit, Oct.6.—Wheat is Ann; Ne 1 Whitest
1 00% cash; 1 00 October;99Vi» November; 9U*4o
bid December; 98V*o year;January at 1 0*%; No 2
Red at 99%c; No 2 Waite 96V*.
Receipts 40 100 bush (Shipments 16,441 best).
NEW ORLEAJis.Oct. 6. Cotton firmer; Middling
uplands HV'sO.
.nonius, Oct. 6.- Cotton quiet, Middling unlacds
10% o.
Savannah, Oct. 6-Gotten is firm; Middling ap
rands at 103/sc.
Memphis, Oct. 6. Cotton steady; Middling oplands at 10%c,

a

hopsKmalt

sales

Receipts 20,i Oj bbls flour, 116,000
68,o> < hush orn, 61 Ooo bu h oats,
n53 Ooo bu.h barley
Shipments ll,OcO bbls flour 169,000
85 oo*r .-nrh com. 67,000 buih oats,

DIGESTIVE AND TONIC.
Kihllaratlng aid invigorating without

6%
4%

4%
2%
Mexican...
gi,4
Northern Belle.
I8V4
The cultured t.o longer call it hash. Mosaic
>pbir. 3%
l %
...
Savage
nutriment is the correct form.—Boston Tran-sierra Nevada.
ft%
script.
! Union (kin...
6%
! Yellow Jacket. 1%
Ladies who possess the finest complexions
Sf s*iaue»r£« #5***
are among
the patrons of Glenn’e Sulphur
Wi T#ie?rai>li.)
Soap.
New York, Oct. 5—Kraiiing.— Flour reaoipts
Hill’d Hair Dye, 1-lack or brown, 50 cents.
24,303 bbls; exports 277# bbls; rather more steady
and price* without quotable change with little better demand beth for export and home uee.
Sm 19.200 bbls; No a at 2 6'1£3 7i. Bmperflno
For sale—The target used by the American
ft «t>te»'n and state at 3 06(^4 10; e»tra
tv**t«antiflateaai. It ia slightly injured by exposure
and Stale 3 95 a,4 00.
£<xkj to eholee Wes
er** extra at 4 05 «,7 70;
to the weather, but otherwise aa good as new.
eonunon
t*
eeoisk*
White Who*!
Wester* extra • 25*7 25;
—Chicago Tribune.
cue;
do at 7 30*7 50; common to good etna LV;i
at 4 ( OrrV 00. common to ohoiee
uua at. L#*w.
Scrofula, and all forms of scrofulous disease at 4 00*7 60 Patent Minnesota «m at 7 00-.
8 00. chuioe m doable extra 8 10*8 40 City Mil s
are rapidly purged out
by the use of Ayer’s extra
at 6 30® 6 50 for W I.; 700 abla No 2 at
do
Sarsaparilla.
(a3 75; 1200 bbls Superfine 3 05*4 10; 750 bbls
low extra 8 95 a4 40; 3900 bble Wintm Wheat ex*De. S. B. Brittan says: “As a rule phy- tra at 4 Or@ 7 nO; 4600 bble Minn, extra at 4 00
@8 40; Southern flour eteedy; common to fair at
sicians do net, by their profmsioaal methods
4 fx @5 26;good to choice 6 80®7 Oo. Wheat—receipts 278,400 hash exports S.,613 bush; opened
bnild up tho female constitution, while they
Vv@%c lower, afterwards recovered from decline
seldom cure the diseases to which it is always
and advanced % i* 1 s, closing fairlv active and
strong at the outside rates with fair expert inquiry
liable in our variable climatu aed nnder ear
for No 2 Red: moderately active speculative trade,
imperfect civilization. Spesial remedies are sales 2,676,000 bush, raemding 3*5,is o bush u
Ne 2 Spring 1 06 hard; fancy Minn Spring at
often required to restore organ:* barmoay and
1 22 to arrive, ungraded Red 9Uc*l 08% ; Ne 3 do
strengthen the enfeebled power* of woman- at 1 04%@i 05: steamer No 2 R-d 104*104%;
No a Red at 1 07% a 1 08% eertlif; 1 08(41 02%
hood ; and for tho taint of tlies* w* are indebtdelivered; Mixer! Winter 1 04%; Ne 1 Red 1 li,«,
ed to persons outside of th* tn*di**l profession.
1 13; ungraded White at 91c*l 12; Ne 2 at 1 8<ji
I 08% No 1 White, 5,OoO bush at 1 li Vi®! 12Vs
Among the very best of thaws remedies las Rye
him at 69@78 fer Western, Canada aid State.
sign a prominent plac* to Mrs. Lydia 16. Barley is steady, tier* opened %®% lower,afterwards recovered and advanced %®l-xe,
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.”
elosirig
Arm with reaction of Vi®%c,reverts. 10,760 bush;
exhorts 61,677 bush; sales 2,160,000 buslr, including 12,000 bus.. on the spot; ungraded at 67®7>e;
An Arkansaw boy, who bsd b*sn rsadirg a
N 3 st 70c;No 2 at 71%*72c in elev: 72®73e nehumorous paper, remsrked to his fathsr, who
livered; low Mix' d 72c. No 2 for October 71%@73,
closing 72%c; November at 69*4®71 Vie, closing
was
in th* field “cradling’ wheat: “Say,
71c December closed et 66Vie: year closed 66%o;
pap, why dees your cradle cut unwillingly?”
January 61 Vic. May cloved at 69e. Oale %'« ic
and strong trade moderate, reeeipte
higher
49,600
“Bscause it’s dull, l reckon,” replied the old
bush export-bush, sales 441,000 bush; No 8 at
man.
“No,” said th# boy, “bec-use it goes
White do at 40@40%e: Ne 2 at 20'«37®37Vvc;
against the grain.”—Arkanaaw Traveller.
4(>o; White do 46%@4ttc; No 1 at 39%c: White d»
62e; mixed Western at 83%*40e, White do 40®
f>lc;Mixed State at 61; White a 4**54e. Reger
Iu the Hop Platter are united the virtue* of
weak and somewhat nominal; reAning 7%@7 9-16.
reAned flrmer; White ExC at SVifc-dVie; Tallow
Fresh Hops and the strengtheeing end stimudo 7»4(a8Vs; off A 8%®S% ; <mt loaf9H®9%«;
lating balsams; and its cures of weak back, crushed 9Vic; powdered 9%; standard
A 9s; granuin
the
side, rheumatism aed neuralgia or lated at 9v4; Cubes 9%e. R.ian., quiet. ptpain
Irclenm Arm. united 96%c. Tolle-w Arm; salee
pain in the chest are simply marvelous, it be80,1)00 ihs. Pei k 9f>@60 kighe and very etrong;
1500 new uiees spat at 22 75*23 00; Noveming more efficacious and thorough lhau any sa.ae
ber at 22 UO@22 40, cleelng 22 40; Oetoker 22 6n
amount of linimeut or liquid remedies. Ton’ll
@22 C5. I.si J is shade lower on Oetoker; others
without quotable change, closing strong; prime
say so after using.
steam on spot 13 15; 95 d»j steam 12 7b@12 85;
renued 13 12% for continent. Matter very Arm
It ii very comforting to a man who is just reon choice iruitat on creamery at
20®28s. tksr sc
from
a
8@12%; Western at 6®12e.
covering
lingering illness and has man- Arm; State to
Freights
Liverpool
Armor;Wheat
RJ steam 4%,
aged to crawl oat to the gate on a warm sunOhicaoo, Oct. 6.—Flour is flrm. Wheat higher;
shiny day to get the air, te have a neighbor regular at 1)4%®94%e for Ocwoar; 85%®»o%c
come along and shout cheerily:
for Novemoer; 94%e all year; No 2 Rad w inter
“Hsllol been
98;
No 2 Chicago Spring at 94%®94% • eaah;
Had a good time? You
awsv, haven’t you?
opiiona
same as regular.
urn high r at B2%*62% cash.
era lookiag well!”—Rowell Citizen.
62%®62Vsc October and Novemkar; 64%o year;
61 Vic lor January; rejected 61%@62«.
Oam are
scaicc and higher at 32%c cash and
Oetober, 32%
Dr. C. W. Benson of Baltimore, Md., prefor November; 32%a32%c
January; rejected at
29%. Rye it firm atgbse. Barley weak 83c. Pork
pares a skin cure that is the beet thing fer skin
tending upward at 23 IH @23 26 for cash; 23 00 for
diseases ever known. It cures eczesua, tetter,
October; 21 62%@21 66 for November; 19 62%@
ring worm and all rough and sealy skin dis- 19 65 year, 19 42%@19 46 January. Lard shade
higher at 12 9o@i2 97% caah: 12 96 for October;
eases in the shortest time.
Sold by all drug12 67%®12 60 November: 11 86 all
year; 11 66®
II «7% January. Bulk meats
at
SI
gists
per package.
unchanged.
At the clo ing call ot the Board this afternoon
Wheat was irregular; regular at 94%*94% e for
On a recent Suaday evening a stranger,
October; 6%c December. Corn firm et 65%c all
year; 61c January, oats generally unchanged, bnt
tired and dusty, leaned against a lamp post at
some sales rather higher.
Pork irregular 22 .>7%
Rochester, while lie inquired tho distance to October, el 57% for November; 19 8» all year;
19 4 for January. Laid generally
unchanged,but
Farmington. "Eight miles,” said a
cure

Boston Brown Bread.—One cup flour, one
cu; rje, two cups Indian meal, two-thirds cnps

THIRST-ALLATING,

the

are

Beat ft Beicbex

belching, tasting

as

140
130

...

North wesiem.143
.162
preferred....
New York Central.132%
Kock Island .133%
Milwaukee ft St. Paul.108%
vt. Paul preferred.
123%
Union Pacific stock .1(>«%
Western Union Tel. Co. 88

“Oh, give me solitude.”—Walt Whitman.
Gat yoar»elf nominated for President on the
Greenback ticket, Walt.—Philadelphia Newt.
troubled with inch

The following are the closing quotations of stooks:
Chicago ft Alton... ....139

spoon. Ed sinnnous,
ers. Viola Reppard.

—

It will cure Heart

PORT TOWNSEND—Sid 24th, ship Iroquis.Niokels, Queenstown, for orders.
GALVESTON—Sid 20tb, brig Rocky Glen, Bray,

Pascagoula.

Erie..... 42%
Erie preferred.
Illinois Central.
158%
JLiake Shore.112
07 %
Michigan Oentral
New Jersey Central. 74%

•

Are

of

Government securities:
United States 6’s ext...100%
Unite*! States new,4% ■, reg. 112%
United States uew, 4%’s coup...112%
Uuited States uew, 4’s, reg.118%
United States new, 4’s, coup.118%
Paoitic G’s of 96.130

Jhicago & Alton preferred...
Chicago, Bui*. & Quincy.

Of all inventions for solid comfort German
Corn Remover stands at the head. 25c.

Disease, Paralysis, Dropsy, Kidney Disease, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, and all similar diseases.

Stock Exchange aggrogat

to-nay’s closing quotations

<

Before the wedding day (lie was dear aad ho
washer treat-art; but afterward ahe bscame
dearer end he tre»6uier.—Chicago #ye.

asking

are

are

(

Grocers,

PtfUTXAUP. at.

a3m

F»r Sale.
*
ttx j«ir. old
N»
w.lgh' se®.
A «*»<*“*
r»»pet. *o tor ..)
Bi» GTTY tTCJFRR
f*2t. Raijnlr. »t.M*1*‘
ARESOr.

wp21

dtt

